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ABSTRACT 
This study investigated the comparative effects of Bloom's mastery 
learning on educationally disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged students. The 
sample consisted of 287 Secondary 2 students enrolled in eight classes. The 
subject taught was science. The experimental classes received instruction via 
a mastery learning approach characterized by the following: (a) a sequence of 
learning units defined by objectives, (b) a high but attainable mastery 
performance standard, and (c) diagnostic formative tests accompanied by-
corrective exercises. The control classes had instruction via a 
conventional nonmastery approach. The experimenter-made science summative 
tests, standardized long-term retention test, and questionnaires on attitudes 
towards science, and general and academic self-concepts were used to examine 
the program effects. The data were analyzed using the ANOVA procedures in a 2 
X 2 (treatment x student type) factorial design. The major findings were as 
follows： 
In the cognitive domain： (1) Mastery learning classes scored 
significantly higher than nonmastery classes in the inmediate summative tests 
and the long-term retention test in science. (2) While the use of mastery 
learning produced better scores for both the disadvantaged and 
nondi sadvantaged students, the disadvantaged students benefited relatively 
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more than their nondisadvantaged counterparts. (3) Mastery learning could 
reduce the achievement gap between these two types of students. 
In the affective domain: (1) Mastery learning classes had a more 
positive academic self-concept than nonmastery classes, and the effects were 
greater for disadvantaged students. (2) Disadvantaged students receiving 
mastery learning had significantly higher general self-concept than those 
receiving nonmastery instruction, but for nondi sadvantaged students, no 
significant difference was observed in this variable between mastery and 
nonmastery methods. (3) No significant difference in attitudes towards science 
was found between mastery and nonmastery instructions. 
The findings showed that mastery learning was qualified as an effective 
intervention for educationally disadvantaged students • In order to bring 
maximum benefits to the 9-year compulsory education, T^ich provides schooling 
for students of all academic abilities, there is a need to extend the program 




1.1 The Problem and its Background 
Education in Hong Kong experienced rapid development in the past two 
decades. Free primary education was put into effect in 1971 • In 1978, the 
government's target to provide nine years of universal, free and compulsory 
education was realized. All children a^ed between 6 and 15 should receive 
education in school. In the same year, the Secondary School Entrance 
Examination (SSEE), vjhich aims at selecting elites on strict order of merit, 
was abolished and was replaced by a new system, the Secondary Schools Places 
Allocation (SSPA) scheme, v^ich places emphasis on allocation rather than 
selection. Under this system, the whole territory is divided into 24 "school 
nets" and the Primary 6 pupils within each net are arranged into five equal 
"bands", with approximately 20% of all participating pupils each. The bands 
are produced according to the results of the pupils, school internal 
assessments scaled by a public academic Aptitude Test (AAT) administered by 
the Hong Kong Education Department. Then, based on parents, preference, pupils 
are allocated a place in secondary schools, band by band, beginning with Band 
1. 
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The SSPA system has the aim to achieve a higher degree of mixed ability 
intake for all secondary schools (Hong Kong Government, 1981). However, due to 
parental choice and banding of pupils according to academic performance, the 
best students still join a few well-established prestigious schools. The low 
band students are allocated mostly to less popular schools, such as the 
standard sized schools built in the developing new towns in the 1980s, the 
government aided schools transformed from per caput grant schools in the late 
1970s and the privately run schools. Many of the students in these 
institutions have much learning difficulty in regular classrooms. They are 
considered to be "educationally disadvantaged" and are characterized by low 
achievement, negative academic self-concept and consistent disruptive 
behaviors. The large number of educationally disadvantaged students, without 
intervention, not only cause teaching and disciplinary problems in the schools 
where a majority of thera are concentrated, but also have a serious impact on 
the economy and society at large. Teachers must learn and practise more 
effective instructional methods to deal with the situation. Research findings 
have indicated that mastery learning is one of the effective means to solve 
the problem. 
1.2 Purposes of the Study 
Under the traditional elitist education system, the major function of 
schools is selection and classification, which is very different from the goal 
of universal education - to help all children pursue excellence in learning 
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(Bloom, 1976, 1981)• Concerning the achievement of the universal educational 
goal, conventional instruction used in most schools is of minimal 
contribution. All students receiving conventional instruction in a class are 
expected to learn from the same set of instructional materials, of which 
learning objectives are not clearly defined and made explicit to students. 
Tests are administered at the end of school terms mainly for the purpose of 
ranking. During the instructional process, there is little corrective help 
given to students to ensure that most students have gained the prerequisites 
they need for subsequent learning. The result aimed at is that the academic 
achievement of students should follow a normal distribution curve. Only a few 
elites get high grades. Many students have not attained an acceptable level of 
learning after the completion of nine or more years of compulsory schooling. 
Hong Kong has practised the 9-year universal education for a decade now. Its 
effectiveness as reflected by the large number of students disadvantaged by 
inadequate learning has been questioned by the public. In this thesis, the 
author attempts to apply the mastery learning model to science instruction for 
the disadvantaged students. It is hoped that the study will serve as a 
prototype for the design of a mastery learning model in facilitating the 
teaching of the educationally disadvantaged students at large. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The aim of this chapter is to present a review of the literature relevant 
to the conceptual orientation of the study. • review is organized into six 
sections. In the first section, the definition of educationally disadvantaged 
is introduced, and the characteristics of the educationally disadvantaged 
students and the consequences of the failure of the school to teach them are 
discussed. The weaknesses of the common measures used to help these students 
are also mentioned. In the second section, the two instructional models 
relating to mastery learning are analyzed. Tliey are the Carroll model and the 
Bloom model. The major features of mastery learning are identified and 
explained in the third section. The following section states the 
generalizations derived from the empirical studies on mastery learning. Ilie 
fifth section focuses on the effectiveness of mastery learning on the 
education of the disadvantaged students. The sixth section describes two 
masterr learning programs that have been conducted in Hong Kong, both of them 
are designed for the educationally disadvantaged students. In the last 
section, major debates on mastery learning studies are discussed and problems 
which require further research are presented. 
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2.1 Research on Teaching Educationally 
Disadvantaged Students 
2.1.1 Definition and Characteristics of the Educationally 
Disadvantaged 
In considering the problems caused by and the measures needed for the 
educational disadvantaged, an understanding of the term "educationally 
disadvantaged" is important. In its Annual Evaluation Report to the Congress, 
the United States Office of Education (1978) presented a definition of 
a di sadvantaged student to be the one "； o^ typically do not or cannot succeed 
in the traditional educational systems and programs" (P.4). Herr and Cramer 
(1979) stated that disadvantagement "represents a condition which prevents a 
person from being educated to the maximum of their genetic potential" (P.27). 
Meers (1985) made a distinction between "economically disadvantaged" and 
"educationally disadvantaged". The economically disadvantaged students are 
those who come from low income families. These students are in need of 
financial resources so that they can continue their schooling. The 
educationally disadvantaged students are those who perform poorly in school. 
These individuals are in need of support services in order to attain 
achievements. The OECD Report on the policies for education of the 
disadvantaged made the same distinction (Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development, 1981). It states that educational disadvantage is a 
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more neutral term which refers to deficits that need to be overcome, 
regardless of the reasons of the deficits. 
According to the studies of Levin (1986, 1987, 1988, 1989) and others 
(Catterall & Cota-Robles, 1988； Edwards, 1989； Frymier & Gansneder, 1989； 
Slavin & Madden, 1989), the educationally disadvantaged students in the United 
States share the following characteristics: 
1. They are at risk of school failure, ranking at only the 12th 
percentile in standardized tests. 
2. They show lower achievement scores than their nondisadvantaged peers, 
even at school entry, and the gap grows over time. By the end of elementary 
school they are two years behind their grade level, and in the latter years of 
secondary school the achievement gap is four years. 
3. They have low academic self-concept, feeling that they cannot 
experience success in school. 
4. They have consistent behavior problems, irregular attendance and high 
dropout rates. 
5. At the present time they comprise about one third of all elementary 
and secondary enrollments. The number is still rising. 
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6. Conventional instruction is not enough to assure that they become able 
learners. Effective intervention programs must be provided to overcome their 
deficits. The goal set out for the programs is not only to improve academic 
achievement, but also to strengthen self-concepts conducive to success in 
learning. 
Though Hong Kong has practised the 9-year universal compulsory education 
for over ten years now, little research has been conducted to study the 
problems of the educationally disadvantaged. However, the findings of the few 
available reports (Cheung & Tarn, 1984； Lo, Siu, & Chung, 1985； Learner-
Teachers ‘Association, 1985, 1988) showed that the characteristics of the 
educationally disadvantaged students in Hong Kong are similar to those in 
other countries: they have serious learning deficits and negative academic 
self-concept which make them unable to take advantage of conventional 
instruction and are in need of greater school support. 
2.1.2 Consequences of Inaction to Educational Disadvantage 
According to Levin (1986, 1987, 1988, 1989), the failure of schools to 
educate the disadvantaged will bring deleterious consequences to the large 
society. These consequences are detailed below. 
The first consequence is the emergence of a dual society. The 
disadvantaged population is likely to form the underclass of a dual society. 
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As these people are poorly educated, they face unemployment, or can only have 
menial Jobs and low wages. Educational inequality and social polarization 
suggest serious political conflict and social instability. 
Another consequence is the deterioration of the labour force. Because the 
people disadvantaged by inadequate education lack the basic cognitive skills, 
they cannot even take up duties of a clerical worker, cashier or salesperson. 
The deterioration of labour force will result in (a) lower productivity, (b) 
higher training costs, (c) reduced economic competitiveness of industries, and 
(d) loss of tax revenues. 
The third consequence is the high public costs and heavy taxes. Hie costs 
of public assistance and police services will rise in response to poverty and 
crimes. As the undereducated persons are unable to find regular employment, 
some of them may have to rely upon public assistance, some of them may be 
involved in drug, prostitution, theft and other criminal activities. The 
government has to expand its revenues and workforce on social welfare and 
police services. This enormous expenditure is supported with the heavy taxes 
paid by the middle class. Great social turmoil will occur as a result of 
increasing crime rate and reluctance of the taxpayers. 
Moreover, in the education field, the inaction to educational 
disadvantage will cause massive disruption in higher education. As a large 
number of students are poor performers, the universities, in order to maintain 
a desirable academic standard, may adopt the following policies： (a) setting 
higher admission criteria, (b) adding remedial activities in university 
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curricula, and (c) lengthen time for the undergraduate years. All these 
measures present problems. The first policy excludes the disadvantaged 
students from higher education. Because many of these students come from poor 
families, the exclusion will increase social polarization and cause political 
turmoil. The other two policies require additional costs and resources, hence 
hindering the development of higher education. 
2.1.3 Measures Commonly Taken to Help the Educationally 
Disadvantaged 
In treating students at risk of failure, schools currently take two 
measures: grade retention and remedial instruction. Grade retention requires 
high cost. It has the purpose to overcome serious academic difficulties. 
However, as pointed out by Jackson (1975), this purpose cannot be achieved if 
students are merely retained in grade without substantial special help 
provided for them. The classic review of retention promotion research by 
Jackson in 1975 indicated that grade retention does not work. Although more 
recent studies have found significant academic improvements for primary 
retainees, the retainees at the secondary level displayed no significant 
achievement gains (McAfee, 1981； Holmes & Matthews, 1984； Pomplum, 1988). 
Whereas the academic benefits for retention decrease over grades, research on 
self-concept of retainees suggested that negative effects from retention 
increase at the higher grade levels (White & Howard, 1973； Finlayson, 1975). 
Johnson (1984) argued that to enforce accountability by grade retention tends 
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to ignore the improvement of the effectiveness of instruction and to place 
responsibility for failure more in the children than on the school. 
The existing remedial programs 一 either the pullout or in-class models -
are ineffective at producing substantial achievement gains. In theory, the 
remedial programs are established to close the achievement gap between 
disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged students. But research in western countries 
has shown that the disadvantaged children seldom catch up with the mainstream 
through such programs (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 
1981； Carter, 1984; Flaxman, 1985; Levin, 1988). Remedial teaching has been 
implemented in Hong Kong since 1982. In line with the foreign research 
findings, the evaluation projects on remedial teaching conducted by the 
Educational Research Establishment (ERE) and the Advisory Inspectorate of the 
Hong Kong Education Department reported that the purpose of closing the 
achievement gap was not achieved (Hong Kong Education Department, 1989). 
The remedial programs designed to help the educationally disadvantaged 
have been criticized on several grounds： 
1. They label students as inferior, thus reducing learning expectations 
for both the students and their teachers. 
2. They deliberately slow down the pace of instruction and do not set 
deadlines for closing the gap in achievement. It is this self-fulfilling 
prophecy which has limited students‘ potential and teachers, aspiration. The 
result is that the disadvantaged children fall further behind their 
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nondisadvantaged peers. 
3. They emphasize repetitive learning of basic knowledge and skills. This 
brings a joyless experience to the students, reducing their interest and 
motivation. 
4. They do not help teachers develop instructional strategies to raise 
the achievement of their students. 
2.1.4 General Principles of Effective Programs 
According to research (Edmonds, 1979; Edwards, 1989； Levin, 1987, 1988; 
Siavin & Madden, 1989), effective programs for the educationally disadvantaged 
are characterized with the following principles： 
1. They must establish and maintain teacher expectations for the academic 
success of every student. 
2. They must set time limit for closing the achievement gap and bringing 
disadvantaged students up to grade level. 
3. They must provide higher-order cognitive processes (applications, 
analysis and synthesis) in order to arouse the interests of the students and 
enhance their motivation, 
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4. They must incorporate instructional strategies that are especially 
appropriate for the disadvantaged. 
2.2 The Theory and Strategy of Mastery Learning 
Mastery learning is a philosophically-based approach to teaching and 
learning. The philosophy of mastery learning is not new in educational 
thinking. Its belief is that learning is a function of time, the quality of 
instruction (Carroll, 1963； Bloom, 1974) and the learning history of a student 
(Bloom, 1976), rather than the innate abilities 油ich are unalterable and 
beyond the control of school, and that any teacher can help most, if not all, 
students leam well if appropriate instructional conditions are provided 
(Bloom, 1968), Unlike other education philosophies, mastery learning consists 
of an instructional strategy specially designed to put the theory into 
practice in classroom settings (Block & Anderson, 1975； Guskey, 1985). 
2.2.1 The Carroll Model of School Learning 
The Bloom approach to mastery learning is derived from John B. Carroll‘s 
model of school learning (Carroll, 1963, 1984, 1989). In his work on foreign 
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language learning, Carroll found that students with low aptitude generally 
required more time to reach a given standard than students with high aptitude, 
and that the aptitude measurements did not always have high validity. Based on 
these observations, Carroll challenged the notion of student aptitude as an 
index of the level to which a student can leam. Instead, Carroll regarded 
student aptitude as an index of the amount of time a student will need to 
leam a given task to an acceptable level of mastery. Carroll proposed that 
the degree of learning on any instructional task is a function of the ratio of 
the time actually spent on learning to the time needed to leam, as expressed 
by the following formula： 
Time actually spent 
Degree of learning = f ( 
) - ( 1 ) 
Time needed 
For example, if a student needs 10 hours to master a particular task and 
if the student actually spends 7 hours learning the material, then the degree 
to which he learns is only 70%. The formula suggests that if students spend 
the amount of time needed to leam a task, they can attend the designated 
level of mastery. 
Furthermore, Carroll believed that the time spent depends on two 
variables: the student * s opportunity to learn and his perseverance. 
Opportunity to leam is defined as the amount of time a teacher allows for the 
learning of a particular task. Perseverance is defined as the amount of time a 
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student is willing to engage actively in learning. Carroll considered that 
motivation for learning plays an important part in influencing how long a 
student would persist with a learning task. 
The time needed, meanwhile, Carroll believed is determined by three 
variables： the quality of instruction, the student,s ability to understand 
instruction, and his aptitude for the subject. 
The quality of instruction refers to the organization of instruction 
v^ich helps students acquire the target more easily. Carroll described the 
high quality of instruction as something consisting of a specification of 
learning objectives, optimal sequencing of learning activities, clarity of the 
teacher language and the matching of tasks to the needs and characteristics of 
the student. 
The ability to understand instruction relates to the general intelligence 
and verbal ability of a student. Carroll argued that students with high 
ability in understanding instruction would be less affected by inadequate 
instruction than students with poor comprehensive power. 
Aptitude is defined as the time necessary for a student to master a 
particular task under ideal instructional conditions. If the quality of 
instruction is low, the student will have difficulty in understanding, and 
will require additional time to learn. 
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Putting all these variables together, the complete Carroll model can be 
written as (Block, 1971): 
1 Opportunity to leam 
2 Perseverance 
Degree of learning = f ( ) � 
3 Quality of instruction 
4 Ability to understand instruction 
5 Aptitude (learning rate) 
To sum up, the Carroll model consists of three propositions: 
First, aptitude is predictive in terms of learning rate, rather than 
learning level. 
Second, the degree of learning is a simple mathematical function of the 
amount of time actually spent divided by the amount of time needed. 
Third, the time spent and the time needed may be explained by the 
interaction of five variables： opportunity to learn (time allowed), 
perseverance (time-on-task), aptitude (learning rate), quality of instruction 
and ability to understand instruction. 
Carroll,s model "offers a very optimistic view of learning potential and 
the potential of educators" (Guskey, 1988a, p.86). In addition, it provides a 
conceptual framework for generating research in classroom settings. However, 
some problems remain unresolved in the model he proposed. For example, Guskey 
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(1985) pointed out that the model has not provided definite prescription for 
instruction. Fraser, Walberg, Welch and Hattie (1987a) criticized that the 
model has not taken into account the actual learning process； moreover, it 
lacks empirical data to explain the relative effects of the variables. 
Boekaerts (1988) commented that the variables of the model are rather vague 
and the role of motivation is undervalued. When Bloom took up the research 
basing on Carroll's model, resolutions to these problems begin to reveal. 
2.2.2 The Theory of Mastery Learning 
Bloom (1968, 1971a, 1971b) synthesized Carroll's propositions and 
developed his own theory of mastery learning. Bloom claimed that if aptitude 
reflects the learning rate rather than the learning level, it is possible to 
set the degree of learning expected of each student at some high level of 
mastery. Bloom found that the five variables in the Carroll model can be 
divided into two categories (equation 2). Three variables (perseverance, 
ability to understand instruction and aptitude) are internal to students, 
which are difficult to alter in the short run. By contrast, the two other 
variables (time opportunity to leam and quality of instruction) are under the 
control of the teacher or the school, which are alterable elements of 
instruction. Bloom then believed that all or almost all students can attain 
mastery of most school subjects if attention is paid to increasing the time 
actually spent (the numerator) and reducing the time needed to leam (the 
denominator) • This may be done by manipulating the instructional variables 
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under school control, that is, by giving adequate time opportunity and 
improving the quality of instruction. 
Bloom argued that only if the time opportunity to leam and the quality 
of instruction are uniform for each student, achievement is normally 
distributed as the aptitude of students for a subject is normally distributed. 
However, achievement at the subject, s completion will have a skewed 
distribution - with the majority attaining mastery - if each student receives 
adequate learning time and high quality instruction. Bloom noted that 
normality implicates a random, probability phenomenon, but that schooling is a 
purposeful activity. In this respect, the distribution curve of examination 
scores should become skewed in the direction of better performance. The 
education system can be judged as unsuccessful to the extent that student 
achievement scores fall on a normal distribution curve, as Bloom contended： 
Such a system fixes the academic goals of teachers and students. It 
reduces teachers, aspirations and students, desire for further learning. 
Furthermore, it systematically destroys the ego and self-concept of a 
sizable proportion of students who are legally required to attend school 
‘for ten to twelve years under conditions which are repeatedly frustrating 
and humiliating. The costs of such a system in reducing student 
opportunities for further learning and in alienating youth from both 
school and society are too great to be bome for long. 
Most students (perhaps over 90 per cent) can master what we teach. Our 
basic instruction task is to define what we mean by mastery of a subject 
and to discover methods and materials to help the largest proportion of 
our students reach it. (Bloom, 1971b, pp. 47-48) 
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In sum, Bloom theorized that the time opportunity to learn and the 
quality of instruction are alterable variables which, if adjusted to the needs 
of individual students, can result in most students attaining the same high 
level of achievement in the school curriculum. 
2.2.3 The Instructional Strategy of Mastery Learning 
Bloom then outlined an instructional strategy that could be applied in 
typical group-based, teacher-paced classroom settings. Making reference to the 
tutors teaching a single student as well as the idea of individualized 
instruction, especially from the experiments of the Winnetka Plan (Washbume, 
1922) and University of Chicago Laboratory School (Morrison, 1926) in 1920s, 
Bloom integrated the features of one-to-one tutoring and individualized 
instruction into his strategy. As proposed by Bloom (1968, 1971b) and refined 
by others (Block & Anderson, 1975； Lee & Pruitt, 1984; Guskey, 1985； Levine, 
1985； Danielson, 1988； Block, Efthim & Bums, 1989； Bums & Kojimoto, 1989), 
the mastery learning strategy incorporates the following steps： 
First, the curriculum is organized into small, sequential learning units. 
Each unit consists of materials to be covered in about one to three weeks of 
class. 
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Second, the objectives relating to each unit are specified and outlined. 
Mastery of a learning unit is defined in terms of sets of essential 
objectives. 
Third, each unit of instruction is administered in a 4-phase cycle, vMch 
is illustrated in Figure 1 and is described below. 
Phase 1 - Initial Instruction. Teachers deliver group instruction 
according to the learning objectives. The style of presentation can be varied 
depending on individual teacher,s current teaching methods. 
Phase 2 一 Formative Test A. After initial instruction on a unit, the 
teacher administers formative test A, which is a brief diagnostic test aligned 
to the objectives of the unit. It is used to assess mastery of the unit 
objectives and to provide feedback about learning progress to the students. 
j%ase 3 — Correctives and Enrichment, Students who have not met the 
preset mastery standard (usually set at 80-95% correct on the test) need to 
engage in corrective work which helps them to overcome their problems. Those 
who have demonstrated mastery are involved in enrichment work to extend their 
learning. 
Phase 4 - Formative Test B, Students who have finished the corrective 
work are given a second formative test to document their progress. This test 
includes questions which are similar to but different in format from the 
questions of the first test (formative test A). 
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It is through the feedback (formative tests) and corrective activities 
that individualization of instruction can take place. 
Finally, a suramative test is administered at the end of the course. It is 
used for assigning grades after the completion of a series of learning units. 
Details of these steps are discussed in Section 2.3 of this chapter. 
f Next \ Enrichment 
z • . 一 V unit J 
广 instruction . \ J 
k 
Learning _ Initial _ _ ^ Formative ^ Corrective ___^ Formative J 
objectives instruction test A instruction test B 
Figure 1. The mastery learning process in a unit of instruction 
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2.2.4 The Bloom Model of School Learning 
In 1976, Bloom wrote the book ''Human characteristics and school 
learning", in 油ich he extended the ideas of mastery learning and developed a 
causal model of school learning. Bloom，s model of learning, as shown in Figure 
2 , consists of three classes of variables which can determine learning 
outcomes. These variables are cognitive entry behaviors (CEB), affective entry 
characteristics (AEC) and quality of instruction (QOI). Learning outcomes 
include the level and type of achievement, rate of learning and affective 
outcomes. The theory attempts "not only to explain and predict learning but 
show that the learning of a class or individuals in a class can be 
significantly altered" (Nordin, 1980, p.162). 
QTTinPNT LEARNING instruction nn^ r-nMPQ CHARACTERISTICS OUTCOMES 
Cognitive entry Level and type of 
behaviors achievement 
Learning 
task(s) “^Rate of learning 
Affective entry 
characteristics i Affective outcomes 
Quality of 
instruction 
Figure 2. The Bloom model of school learning 
(Source: Bloom, 1976, p.11) 
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Cognitive entry behaviors (CEBs) are defined as specific prerequisites 
which are essential for the learning of a particular task. Bloom notes that 
all learning tasks are built on some previous learning, students are able to 
learn a new task only vihen they have mastered the necessary prerequisites. The 
most fundamental CEBs which affect many of the learning tasks in school 
include verbal ability, the ability to read with comprehension and basic 
mathematics skills. Special attention should be paid to insure that most 
students possess these CEBs. 
In the meantime, affective entry characteristics correspond to the 
perseverance in the Carroll model. Bloom described this variable in terms of a 
complex combination of interest, attitudes and self-concepts. They determine 
the extent to which the student can be motivated to engage in the learning 
activity. Successful students tend to have more interest in and positive 
attitudes to learning, and they have greater self"confidence. 
For quality of instruction, it is conceived as the interactions between a 
teacher and his student during instruction. Bloom drew upon the social-
psychology learning theories developed by Dollard and Miller (1950) to explain 
this variable. Dollard and Miller have identified three major characteristics 
of good teaching: cues (stimuli), participation (responses) and reinforcement 
(that is, the rewards given to desired responses). On the basis of the mastery 
learning research, Bloom added the fourth characteristic of feedback-
corrective procedures in case of undesirable responses. These four 
instructional variables are described below, 
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Cues. In Bloom,s theory of school learning, cues are described as the 
explanations and directions teachers give during instruction. The clarity, 
meaningfulness, strength and variety of the cues are considered to be 
essential in effective teaching. Bloom (1976) contended that in most group 
instruction in schools, the major cues were verbal in nature. While they are 
appropriate for some students, it is likely to be inappropriate for others. 
This means that cues may take the form of pictures, models or demonstrations 
in order to elicit a student's response. 
Participation. Participation refers to the degree of active involvement 
in the learning process. Bloom (1976) noted that different students might need 
different degree of participation to attain high levels of learning. Teachers 
should use a variety of methods to encourage students to have full 
participation. Bloom also believed that as active participation in learning 
decreases, discipline problems will increase. 
Reinforcement. Reinforcements are incentives a teacher offers to his 
students for their good or improved performance. They may include grades, 
material rewards, symbolic rewards such as stars and honor rolls, and social 
approval and acceptance by teachers and peers. Bloom suggested that active 
participation occurred only when students are given good cues and adequately 
reinforced. 
Feedback and Correctives. Feedback and correctives are the core of 
mastery learning. Again they are the most important component of the quality 
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of instruction. The feedback devices (formative tests) diagnose leemirxg 
deficiencies. The corrective activities provide alternative cues, additional 
participation and reinforcement for each student. They prevent the 
accumulation of learning errors and also prepare each student for the later 
units of instruction. 
After surveying the extensive researches on the effects of cognitive 
entry behaviors (CEB), affective entry characteristics (AEC) and quality of 
instruction (QOI) on student learning, Bloom offered the explanatory power of 
his model. He estimated that CEB could account for 50% of the variance in 
academic achievement (that is, correlation between CEB and achievement is 
r=0.75). AEC and QOI each could account for 25% of the variance in achievement 
(r=0.50). Under ideal conditions, the combination of all of the three classes 
of variables could account for as much as 90% of the variation in the level or 
rate of achievement (see Bloom, 1976, p.169). 
It is worth noting that the Bloom model of school learning is a causal 
model. The outcomes of one learning unit provide the necessary prerequisites 
or entry behaviors for subsequent units. Therefore it is important to insure 
mastery of each unit before proceeding. In the mastery learning process, the 
clearly defined objectives serve as cues. The formative testing and corrective 
instruction provide feedback, alternative cues and additional participation. 
These instructional components can help assure student success in each unit. 
Successful learning, according to Bloom (1976), will improve self-concepts, 
increase positive attitudes, and reinforce more active participation in later 
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units. Moreover, as emphasized repeatedly by Bloom (1976, 1980, 1981, 1984), 
both the student characteristics input (cognitive and affective entry 
behaviors) and instruction input (cues, participation, reinforcement and 
corrective feedback) in the Bloom model are alterable variables. They are 
controllable by the teacher or school in the process of instruction. 
2 . 3 Defining Features of Mastery Learning 
The Bloom approach to mastery learning consists of five distinct 
features: the philosophy, the curriculum, the instruction, the assessment, and 
the teaching. 
2.3.1 The Philosophy 
The starting point for mastery learning is its philosophical basis. 
Mastery learning advocates (e.g., Bloom, 1976, 1981； Conner et al. 1985； 
Block, 1985a, 1989； Guskey, 1985； Spady, 1985; Anderson & Burns, 1987 ； 
Danielson, 1988) have stressed that mastery learning is founded on 
philosophical premises which assert that： 
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1. Learning is a function of the time allowed to leam, the quality of 
instruction and the entry characteristics of a student, rather than the innate 
abilities of the student or the socio-economic statics of his parents which 
are unalterable and beyond the control of school. 
2. Most students can leam the essentials of the school curriculum if 
given adequate time. Moreover, the time needed to learn can be reduced by 
improving the cognitive and affective entry characteristics of students and 
organizing instruction to bring students up to mastery levels. 
3. Students are motivated by success and expectations of success, and 
schools control the conditions for success. These controllable conditions 
include curriculum structure, instructional time, instructional procedures, 
teaching methods and assessment procedures. 
Block (1985a) cautions that "it is belief systems, not [data or technique 
support] structures, which ultimately drive all that we do in school “ (p. 1). 
Block, Efthim & Burns (1989) further claims that "we have never really seen a 
mastery learning program fail for technical reasons, but we have seen that 
fail repeatedly for belief one" (p.217). Guskey <1985� contends that the 
instructional process of mastery learning is designed to translate the 
philosophical belief into reality. Conner et al. (1985) argue that without 
that belief, the instructional process is reduced to a mechanical process. 
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2.3.2 The Curriculum 
The second essential feature of mastery learning is the curriculum. In a 
mastery learning program, the curriculum is organized into a sequence of 
learning units defined by unit objectives. Learning units are established 
following the natural breaks in the subject matter (Danielson, 1988). They 
serve three purposes (Guskey, 1985； Bums & Kojimoto, 1989). First, learning 
units help teachers structure the curriculum content over a semester or a year 
on one hand, and help organize materials available to teach on the other. 
Moreover, they identify the prerequisites necessary for students to master the 
unit objectives. Third, the sequencing of units relates new skills to the old 
ones and thus enhances the learning units proceeding with increasing 
complexity and difficulty. The len^h of units should not be too long or too 
short. If too long, teachers cannot remedy student learning errors. If too 
short, the assessment and corrective work will add enormous burdens on 
teachers. In general practice, learning units of one to three weeks are ideal. 
From a mastery learning perspective, "schooling is a purposeful activity, 
and the purposes can be defined in terms of essential student learning 
outcomes“ (Anderson & Anderson, 1982, p.6). These outcomes are referred to as 
learning objectives,油ich are typically written in specific behavioral terms 
(Bloom, 1956) and outlined in a table of specifications (Bloom, Hastings, & 
Madaus, 1971； Bloom, Madaus, & Hastings, 1981). 
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Learning objectives serve three functions (Guskey, 1985, 1987a)： (a) They 
communicate expectations to students and teachers, (b) they help develop 
feedback and corrective activities, and (c) they assure alignment among what 
is taught, what is tested and how learning outcomes are evaluated. 
In considering the task of defining outcomes, there are two points to be 
noted. First, identifying key objectives is not as simple as it may seem. 
Taking into account the time constraints present in classrooms, teachers may-
be required to make trade off of coverage for mastery (Anderson, 1982). This 
is to suggest that high mastery is of greater benefit than rapid coverage. In 
this connection, the objectives selected must be "those with the greatest 
potential for transfer or applicability to future learning" (Anderson and 
Block, 1985, P.3223) . Second, an emphasis on higher-order objectives 
(application, analysis and synthesis) is of great importance. While teachers 
conventionally focus on lower-order skills that require only recall, there are 
strong research evidences that the inclusion of higher-order objectives can 
enhance achievement, retention, transfer and interest (Bloom, 1984； Crooks, 
1988). 
2.3.3 The Instruction 
The third feature of mastery learning is the 4-phase cycle of instruction 
administered in each learning unit. This is the core of a mastery learning 
program. It involves four components： initial instruction, formative test A, 
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corrective/enrichment instruction and fonnative test B. These components are 
described below. 
Initial Instruction 
In a mastery learning program, initial instruction is group-based. 
Teachers teach to the unit objectives in typical classroom situation. In this 
respect, when compared to other individual ized mastery-based programs such as 
the personalized system of instruction (PSI) (Keller, 1968) and the continuous 
progress (Cohen, 1977), mastery learning is the least different from 
conventional instruction. The group-based feature suggests that mastery 
learning can be easily and inexpensively implemented in existing school 
settings (Hambleton, 1974； Jones, Friedman, Tinzmann & Cox, 1985). Mastery 
learning advocates realize that one-to-one tutoring is the best method of 
addressing individual needs, but they prefer to employ an evolutionary rather 
than revolutionary strategy to pursue learning equity and excellence (Block, 
Efthim & Bums, 1989). The strategy they use to make group-based instruction 
more tutorial-like is the feedback and corrective procedures. 
Formative Test A 
At the end of initial instruction, a formative test on the unit is given 
to students. The unit formative tests serve dual purposes (Airasian, 1971 ； 
Guskey, 1985)： 
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1. They provide teachers with information about the effectiveness of the 
initial instruction. Furthermore, they help teachers identify student errors 
and are useful in planning corrective activities. 
2. They are diagnostic and prescriptive, which provide students with 
frequent and immediate feedback on their learning progress. 
Formative tests may take the forms of short quizzes, essay writings, 
projects or skill demonstrations, depending upon the subject nature and 
student's level of learning. However, the test items must be tightly aligned 
to the predefined objectives. Due to time constraints, a formative test 
should be completed within a single class period. 
Corrective/Enrichment Instruction 
After formative test A, teachers begin corrective instruction through the 
noting of the common mistakes of the majority of students. The students then 
fall into two categories ： masters and nonmasters. The nonmasters receive 
corrective work 池ile the masters are provided with enrichment activities. In 
order to be effective, the corrective work preferably uses different 
illustrations (e.g., auditory/visual) or an approach different from uha.t was 
used in the initial instruction (e.g., inductive/deductive). Examples of 
corrective work include relearning of textbooks, small group study sessions, 
tutoring, and alternative resources, such as alternative textbooks, workbooks, 
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programmed instruction, learning kits, learning centers and computer-assisted 
instruction (Block & Anderson, 1975； Guskey, 1985). The aim of corrective work 
is to help nonmasters remedy learning errors before they compound and hinder 
later learning. Corrective work usually takes one to several days to complete. 
It may be processed in class, in school but out of class, or out of school. 
Enrichment activities are given to the masters when they wait until their 
classmates complete the corrective work. These activities are designed to 
extend their learning. Anderson and Jones (1981) recommend four types of 
enrichment activities: (a) tutoring peers who need corrective work, (b) 
carrying out subject-rated projects or reports, (c) probing higher-order 
questions, and (d) doing assignments or engaging in silent reading. Danielson 
(1988) notes that if the enrichment activities are challenging and rewarding, 
students will be motivated to do well on the first formative tests in the 
subsequent units. 
Formative Test B 
This is the second formative test administered to the nonmasters after 
they have completed the corrective work. It measures the same objectives as 
the first one and both are of similar level of difficulty. However, the format 
should be a little different in order to gain more accurate measurement. The 
purpose of this test is to check on the effectiveness of the corrective work. 
In addition, this test carries even greater value to sustain slow learners， 
motivation to learn when they are shown that they could also successfully 
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attain a high level of mastery, 
2.3.4 The Assessment 
The fourth feature, assessment, is crucial to the success of a mastery 
learning program. Three issues regarding assessment are discussed below： (a) 
formative and summative testing, (b) mastery standard, and (c) criterion-
referenced and norm-referenced assessment. 
Formative and Summative Testing 
Mastery learning uses two types of classroom testing instruments ： 
formative test and summative test 池ich differ in three aspects. First, the 
formative tests are conducted at regular intervals during the instructional 
process, but the summative tests are administered after the teaching of 
several units, usually at the school，s examination period. Second, while a 
formative test covers the objectives from a single learning unit, a summative 
test focuses on the most essential objectives of the entire course. Lastly, 
the purposes of the formative tests are to certify students ‘ progress, 
diagnose their errors and prescribe correctives for these errors whereas the 




Mastery learning calls for the use of two distinct types of mastery 
performance standards： unit mastery performance standard and course mastery 
performance standard. The former indicates the learning progress of students 
over each unit. The latter denotes mastery over the entire course. The mastery 
learning proponents suggest an absolute standard, usually in terms of 
percentage correct in the tests, to separate students into mastery and 
nonmastery state. The unit mastery standard must be set sufficiently high, 
aiming at ensuring that students have gained the necessary prerequisite skills 
for later learning units. However, a standard of 100% correct is inappropriate 
because it can have negative effects on students, interests in and attitudes 
towards learning (Block, 1972). Research indicates that a standard of 80% to 
95% correct is likely to be useful (Block, 1972; Chan & Cole, 1987； Kulik & 
Kulik, 1987) . The course mastery performance standard must also be set 
sufficiently high. It usually corresponds to the minimum examination score 
that will be expected of "excellent" students (Block, 1977b). 
Criterion-referenced and Norm-referenced Assessment 
The tests in a mastery learning program are criterion-referenced in 
design. Unlike norm-referenced assessment which interprets a student,s 
performance relative to that of other students, criterion-referenced 
assessment interprets a student ‘ s performance on the basis of a predetermined 
performance standard (Glaser & Nitko, 1971； Gronlund, 1988). While norm-
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referenced tests are made to rank students against one another, criterion-
referenced tests are constructed to assess student mastery of clearly defined 
objectives. Because of their ranking purpose, norm-referenced tests must have 
items that have not been effectively taught (Cohen, 1990) and always include 
items from a more advanced curriculum, in order to provide a wide spread of 
scores (Danielson, 1986). They emphasize task difficulty, student ability and 
student ego-involvement. By contrast, criterion-referenced tests are used to 
monitor student learning. They demand student effort and task involvement. 
Research on causal attribution for performance suggests that students 
will not put forth a lot of effort if they attribute success or failure to 
ability , and that better student performance is associated with the belief 
that success is dependent on effort more than on ability (Weiner, 1979, 1984； 
Hunter k Barker, 1987)• The literature on achievement motivation has found 
that in ego-involvement condition, students focus their attention on self. 
They leam because they wish to be considered smart or avoid looking stupid. 
Learning is perceived to be required and painful. On the other hand, in task-
involvement ,students focus their attention on the task. They leam in order 
to achieve mastery and gain a sense of accomplishment. Learning is viewed to 
be voluntary and pleasurable {Nicholls, 1984； Block, 1985b). Nicholl thinks 
that "from the perspective of education, task-involvement appears the more 
desirable psychological state “ (1984, P.64). 
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2.3.5 The Teaching 
The last distinct feature of mastery learning is the skill teachers use 
to conduct lessons. Mastery learning is a model of instruction rather than a 
model of teaching (Burns k Kojimoto, 1989) . It concentrates chiefly on 
formative assessment, feedback and correctives but devotes less attention to 
the classroom presentation skills. In this regard, teachers are free to employ 
any teaching methods to present lessons to their students. Anderson and Jones 
(1981) introduced four different teaching methods (lectures, seatwork, 
classroom discourse and discussion) depending on the types of objectives and 
types of students (see Anderson & Jones, 1981, P.125-126, for a brief 
description of these methods). In a recent article, Guskey (1989) made a 
comparison between Bloom's mastery learning and Hunter,s mastery teaching 
(Hunter, 1982) and found that these two models are complementary. This is to 
suggest that the principles of teaching identified by Hunter (active 
participation, checking for understanding, and checking for retention), if 
integrated to the mastery learning model, can have additive effects on 
learning. 
Regardless of the teaching methods used, the success of teaching to 
mastery relies on two factors. First, teachers should have identified what 
should be presented to their students in the planning stage. In other words, 
they should teach according to the predefined objectives. Second, teachers in 
mastery learning play a role significantly different from those under 
conventional instructions (Guskey, 1982a, 1982b). In conventional classrooms, 
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learning is a highly competitive activity. A teacher acts as a competition 
director, who assigns a few high grades and is taking charge for the selection 
of a few elites. In a mastery learning class, on the other hand, learning is a 
much more co-operative endeavor, The number of high grades is not limited and 
students are encouraged to work together to achieve mastery. Under this 
condition a teacher becomes a diagnotician, a prescriber and a monitor, who 
assumes responsibility for the success of each student. In Bloom's words, the 
focus of teaching for mastery is "on the management of learning rather than on 
the management of learners" (Bloom, 1976, P.112). 
2 . 4 Review of Research on Mastery Learning 
Programs 
After Bloom's treatise in 1968 describing mastery learning, a 
considerable amount of programs have been constructed in classrooms across the 
United States and throughout the world, applied at any level of education and 
in a wide range of subject areas (Block, Efthim & Bums, 1989). Hymel (1982) 
developed a bibliography of mastery learning research which contains about 
1000 entries. Guskey and Pigott (1988) have searched out 234 related articles 
which appear after 1975 and include quantitative analyses. In the United 
States, mastery learning programs have been implemented at the school and 
district levels and the results are impressive. Besides the United States, the 
implementation of mastery learning in other countries, such as Chile (Cabezon, 
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1984), Israel (Mevarech, 1985, 1986), Malaysia (Nordin, 1979)， South Korea 
(Kim, 1971； Lee, 1977), Hong Kong (Chung, 1979； Hon, 1988, 1989), Taiwan 
(Chan, 1987) and China (Poon et al. , 1989； Sung, 1989) , has also demonstrated 
positive results. The most dramatic gains are found in South Korea. With the 
co-operation of the Korea National Ministry of Education, several Bloom，s 
former students organized curriculum teams and developed mastery learning 
materials for subjects taught at the elementary and secondary school levels 
(Guskey, 1980) . It is reported that after a decade of large scale 
implementation in the country, the achievement levels in Grades 7, 8 and 9 
have been nearly doubled in certain subject areas and the gap between high and 
low achievers drastically reduced (Postlethwaite, 1980). 
Much of the empirical research has already been reviewed by Block and 
Burns (1976), Bloom (1976, 1984), Torshen (1977) , Burns (1979, 1986), 
Lysakowski and Walberg (1982), Carroll (1984), Walberg (1984, 1985), Anderson 
and Block (1985), Guskey and Gates (1986), Fraser, Walberg, Welch & Hattie 
{1987b), Kulik and Kulik (1987, 1989), Slavin (1987a), Guskey and Pigott 
(1988), and Kulik, Kulik and Bangert-Drowns (1988). Among these reviews, 
Block and Burns， (1976) and Guskey and Pigott，s (1988) are the most 
comprehensive and rigorous. The former review covers the research conducted 
from 1970 to 1975. The latter one focuses on the studies published between 
1976 and 1987. Most of the reviews use meta-analysis to integrate the findings 
on program effects. The results are reported in terms of effect size {ES), a 
metric defined as the difference between the means of treatment and control 
groups divided by the standard deviation of the control group. An effect size 
of 0.20 indicates a weak effect, an effect size of 0.50 indicates a moderate 
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effect, and effect sizes greater than 0.80 indicate strong effects (Glass, 
19 76； Burns, 1979). The purpose of this section is to present the 
generalizations about the effects of mastery learning strategy in five areas： 
general achievement, specific achievement, knowledge retention, learning rate 
and student affects. 
2.4.1 General Achievement 
After reviewing the mastery learning programs which have been implemented 
in the past 15 years in over 3000 schools, Hyman and Cohen (1979) concluded 
that mastery learning is consistently more effective than conventional 
instruction. 
The Block and Bums reviews (Block & Bums, 1976; Bums, 1979) summarized 
17 well-designed studies and reported that for 73 comparisons of average 
achievement scores between mastery and conventional groups, 42 comparisons 
(57.5%� significantly favored the mastery treatment while only 3 comparisons 
(4.1%) favored the conventional instruction. The remaining 28 comparisons 
(38.4%) indicated no significant differences between the two methods of 
instruction. Based on the 52 comparisons from 13 studies vdiich provided 
variance data for calculation, the average effect size was 0.83. An effect 
size of 0.83 corresponds to a percentile rank of 80. This means that the 
mastery treatment has caused the achievement of average students to climb from 
the 50th percentile to the 80th percentile. 
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The review prepared by Lysakowski and Walberg (1982) included 20 
comparisons from 54 studies. The average effect size was 0.94. Furthermore 
Walberg (1984) found an average effect size of 0.81 for science mastery 
learning. Bloom (1984) claims an effect size of 1.00 "when mastery learning 
procedures are done systematically and well" (p.7). This suggests that the 
average mastery-taught student would achieve better than 84 % of the students 
in nonmastery classes. A number of studies conducted by Bloom*s former 
doctoral students indeed provide evidence to support this claim (e.g., Anania, 
1983； Nordin, 1980； and others as cited in Bloom, 1984). However, these 
studies are "micro-level studies"池ich last for only a few weeks and involve 
subject matter that is new and unfamiliar to students. The short duration may-
have a Hawthorne effect in which students in the treatment group are 
stimulated to perform well simply because of the novelty of treatment i^ich 
artificially enhances the results. Moreover, the procedures used in brief 
experiments are difficult to maintain over extended time periods. The 
selection of completely new subject matter has the advantage of minimizing the 
influence of the students * previous knowledge, but it is likely to over-
estimate the true effect in actual school setting, \^ere the students enter 
the class with greatly different entry level characteristics. As Anderson and 
Bums (1987) pointed out, these studies are designed to test the "limit of 
learning", the replication in actual classroom practice remains to be a 
challenge to educators. 
The Guskey and Gates {1985) review analyzed 25 elementary and secondary 
school studies and calculated a mean effect size of 0.82. Although the results 
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are very positive, they vary greatly from study to study. Burns ( 1986) 
combined the findings of the Block and Burns (1976) and Guskey and Gates 
(1985) reviews. The 83 comparisons from 35 studies reported a mean effect size 
of 0.83 and a median effect size of 0.76. Again Bums discovered that the 
distribution of effect sizes was diverse (rarxgirxg from 0.02 to 2.64) and 
bimodal (with one mode at 0.80 and a second at 0.40). The heterogeneity of 
effect sizes suggested the median is a better measure of the central tendency 
than the mean. A median effect size of 0.76 is still a strong effect, implying 
that mastery learning can move the average 50th percentile student to the 77th 
percentile. 
Kulik and Kulik (1987) criticized that the Guskey and Gates review had 
experimental flaw. He pointed out that among the 25 studies used by Guskey and 
Gates, 9 studies calculated effect sizes from both the formative tests (which 
the mastery group had repeated opportunities to attain the standard) and the 
summative tests, thus inflating the effect size of the mastery group. When 
these studies were eliminated, the mean effect size dropped from 0.82 to 0.47. 
Kulik and Kulik said that this result was similar to the figure of 0.54 
reported by them in their review of 49 studies in 1987. Kulik and Kulik 
concluded that mastery learning could produce positive effects, but the 
effects were not as strong as those reported by some researchers. 
Slavin {1987a, 1987b) used a review technique, called best-evidence 
synthesis, to study the effects of mastery learning, This technique combines 
features of meta-analysis and traditional jud^ent reviews (Kulik & Kulik, 
1989). Slavin located 17 studies and reported a mean effect size of 0.26. He 
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further selected 7 of the 17 studies which he considered best and found that 
the mean effect size was zero. Slavin then challenged mastery learning on 
several grounds and questioned its effectiveness. In response to Slavin,s 
critique, the mastery learning advocates (Anderson & Bums, 1987； Block, 1988, 
1989； Bloom, 1987, 1988； Guskey, 1987b) clarified the mastery learning ideas, 
accusing of Slavin,s not understanding them. Guskey (1988b) and other 
researchers (Joyce, 1987； Kulik & Kulik, 1989； Walberg, 1988) consented on 
that the selection criteria of Slavin,s best-evidence synthesis were very 
narrow and highly subjective, with results often biased and misleading. Guskey 
(1987b) claimed that high experimental quality and great fidelity to the 
strategy could lead to impressive results. 
In 1988, Guskey and Pigott conducted a comprehensive review analyzing the 
studies implemented at both elementary, secondary and tertiary levels. Each 
study took place in traditional group-based, teacher-paced classrooms, 
provided results from both mastery and control classes and was judged to be 
free of serious methodological flaws. Based on 78 comparisons from 43 studies, 
Guskey and Pigott found that mastery learning programs yielded consistently 
positive effects on achievement. However, the magnitude of the effect was 
once again found to vary considerably from one study to another, ranging from 
0.02 to greater than 1.70. The distribution of effect sizes has two peaks, one 
at 0.4-0.5 and the second at 1.0-1.1. A homogeneity test was conducted and the 
result indicated that the studies did not share a common effect size. A 
possibility was that the great variation in results was indicative of some 
systematic factors in the studies reviewed, including the grade level, subject 
area and treatment duration. But none of these factors adequately accounted 
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for the variation. 
Guskey and Pigott offered two other possible explanations for this 
variation. The first was the extraneous variables v^ich were difficult to 
control in the research conducted in real school settings. These included the 
differences in student characteristics, teacher characteristics, student-
teacher interactions, and actual classroom environments. The second was the 
diversity and fidelity of the treatments, for example, the pace of 
instruction, the basic features of the feedback-corrective activities and the 
conditions of the control groups might all influence the study effects. Since 
these factors are rarely fully specified in research reports, the issue of 
variation across studies remains unresolved. 
2.4.2 Specific Achievement 
Although the achievement results vary widely, it is evident that mastery 
learning can have a major impact on student learning. In this connection, the 
next issue to be investigated is whether the effect of mastery treatments will 
change when the grade level of students and subject areas are different. 
Grade Level 
Guskey and Pigott (1988) have grouped the studies by grade level of the 
students involved. The results showed that although the effects of mastery 
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learning programs were positive across all grade levels, they seemed to work 
better for elementary school students (Grades 1-8, ES : 0.94) than secondary 
ones (Grades 9-12, ES 二 0.48) and for secondary students than tertiary ones 
(ES = 0.41). Guskey and Pigott explained these differential grade level 
effects from two aspects. The first one related to the learning history of the 
students. Elementary school students had a shorter learning history and they 
had less acquired learning deficiencies which were easier to be overcome. 
Therefore, effects of mastery learning were more obvious. 
As for the second aspect, Guskey and Pigott stated that reason was 
concerned with curriculum. They pointed out that there was a strong 
continuity among the highly sequential instructional units at the elementary 
level. This coincided with the mastery learning strategy which ensured the 
acquisition of the prerequisites for the next learning unit, thus having a 
larger effect. On the other hand, the courses in secondary and tertiary 
schools were less ordered and sequential, mastery learning effect, as a 
result, became smaller. 
Subject Area 
The Guskey and Pigott review (1988) illustrated that mastery learning 
programs were effective in all subject areas. However, they worked better in 
some subjects than others. As expected, the effects in mathematics were the 
most positive. But out of expectation, the effects in language arts and social 
science classes (ES - 0.60 and 0.53 respectively) were larger than those 
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attained in science classes (ES = 0.50). This result was not in accordance 
with the predictions made by mastery theorists. Block (1971) and Bloom (1976) 
assumed that mastery learning consolidates skills of each learning unit, 
hence, it should be most compatible with highly ordered and sequential 
subjects. Science was considered as one such subject (Dunkleberger & 
Heikkiner, 1983). 
Guskey and Pigott put forth two explanations. The first was concerned 
with the strong effects in language arts and social science. Guskey and Pigott 
claimed that as instruction in language arts and social science were less 
clearly ordered and sequential, learning objectives less well defined and 
evaluation procedures more subjective, much effort was required from teachers 
who made use of the mastery leamirxg method. Teachers needed to make greater 
alterations on the instructional procedures. These efforts and alterations 
brought about successful learning of students. 
The second referred to the relatively low effect sizes in science. Guskey 
and Pigott suggested that this could be explained by the differences in 
effects across grade levels. Since most of the science mastery learning 
programs reviewed by Guskey and Pigott took place at the secondary and 
tertiary levels where the effect size was weaker, the study results naturally 
had a lower effect size. Block, Efthim and Burns (1989) noted that there was 
little mastery learning research conducted in science. They called for more 
studies in this subject area. 
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2.4.3 Knowledge Retention 
The research on student achievement indicates that mastery learning has 
positive effects on immediate achievement outcomes, though the effects seem to 
vary with grade level and subject area. Nevertheless, as cumulation of 
knowledge plays a dominant role in school learning, the following summing up 
of research outcomes attempts to examine the effectiveness of mastery learning 
in terms of knowledge retention. 
Although there is less research concerning retention in comparison with 
the number of research on achievement, the Block and Bums review (1976) 
summarized seven studies and reported that for 20 comparisons of retention 
scores between mastery and conventional groups, 11 comparisons (55%) 
significantly favored the mastery treatment. The mastery-taught students in 
the remaining studies also scored higher in retention than their counterparts 
under conventional instruction, but differences were not significant. 
The Guskey and Pigott review (1988) reported results from five studies. 
Three of them have appeared in the Block and Burns review. The average 
weighted effect size was 0.55. However, the retention effects seemed to 
decrease somewhat over time. 
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2.4.4 Variability in Achievement 
According to Bloom’s (1976) theory, mastery learning does not only 
increase student learning, it also decreases the variability in achievement. 
The results of Block and Bums review (1976) support Bloom's hypothesis. In 70 
comparisons of the variance in achievement test scores, mastery-taught 
students exhibited less variability, 73% of the time. In 10 comparisons of 
the variance in retention test scores, mastery-taught student exhibited less 
variability, 90% of the time. Some recent large-scale research conducted in 
urban school districts of the United States again proved that mastery learning 
could help reduce the variability in learning excellence (see for example, 
Block, Efthim and Bums, 1989； Jones and Spady, 1985； Vickery, 1987). 
Nonetheless Slavin (1987a) argued that the reduced achievement 
variability was due to the ceiling effect of the test. The Chan and Cole 
(1987) research conducted in Australia tend to dispute this attribution. Chan 
and Cole, worked according to the standards of Grades 3, 4, 5, devised three 
sets of test items in reading comprehension. Then they used Rasch item 
analysis techniques to link these test items together to form one test paper 
and asked Grade 3 students to do it. Since the research sample was Grade 3 
students, the test was ceilingless. This means that the students could score 
as high as they could. The results on this ceilingless test showed that 
mastery learning did produce less variability in achievement than 
conventional instruction. 
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2.4.5 Time-on-Task and Learning Rate 
From Bloom，s (1976) viewpoint, mastery learning affords appropriate 
instructional conditions, it motivates slower students, like the faster 
learners, to spend sufficient time on the learning tasks. As a result, the 
individual differences in learning rates will diminish. 
Guskey and Pigott (1988) analyzed eight studies T^ich included data on 
time-on-task. The weighted average effect size was 0.76. This result showed 
that mastery-taught students engaged on active learning for a longer period of 
time than their nonmastery-taught counterparts. On learning rate, past micro-
level studies have suggested that individual differences between faster and 
slower learners might be reduced from about 6 to 1 to about 1.25 to 1 (Block, 
1983). 
However, some critics (for example, Muller, 1976； Cronbach, 1977 ； Arlin, 
1982, 1984a, 1984b； Cohen, 1983； Slavin, 1987a) questioned the proposition on 
learning rate put forth by Bloom. They reasoned that ： (a) learning rate was 
a stable and unalterable characteristic of a student, (b) the successful 
learning achieved under mastery conditions was mainly due to a continuous 
offer of additional instructional time, and (c) the time spent helping the 
slow learners would "hold back" the learning rate of the fast ones. 
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Guskey and Pigott (1988) and Block, Efthim and Bums (1989) answered the 
first criticism by quoting research reports of v^ich, interesting enough, some 
were implemented by the above critics. Guskey and Pigott noted that the 
results of a research conducted by Arlin (1984a) had indicated that in a 10-
unit mastery learning program implemented in Just a 2-week duration, the 
remedial time needed by students decreased consecutively, from 24.6 minutes to 
6.9 minutes. Similarly, the proportion of additional time required to bring 
students to a mastery criterion also lessened, from 1.85 to 1.37. Block, 
Efthim and Bums pointed out that one of Cohen's research (Cohen, Hyman & 
Stone, 1985) as well supported Bloom’s notion. The results of that research 
showed that the learning rates of the initially faster and slower students had 
become identical at the later stage with mastery learning methods. 
As for the second accusation, Guskey {1987b) made reference to research 
evidences and claimed that the additional time could come frcmi increasing 
students， time-on-task , the efficient use of class time, appropriate staff 
development, effective classroom management, and homework. Kulik, Kulik and 
Bangert-Drowns {1988) have reported that the instructional time for mastery-
taught students was about 10% greater than that for conventional students. 
Of the third reproof, the implementation of mastery learning programs in 
some school districts of the United States did not reveal the "hold-back" 
effect. That is, none of the fast students fell back in their learning. 
Rather, some even scored higher with mastery learning methods (Conner et al., 
1985； Jones & Spady, 1985； Vickery, 1987). 
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2.4.6 Student Affects 
According to the Bloom model of school learning, affective outcomes of a 
learning unit can have potent effect on the subsequent units. However, 
research studies on student affects are far less than those on cognitive 
achievement. The review of Block and Bums (1976) examined the effects of 
mastery learning on students, interest in and attitudes toward subject matter, 
their academic and general self-concepts, their attitudes toward mastery 
method, their co-operative attitudes and academic self-confidence. For 8 
studies and 24 comparisons of affective outcome scores between mastery and 
control groups, 11 comparisons (45.8%) indicated significant results in favor 
of mastery-taught students while no study reported significant results 
favoring control students. 
Guskey and Pigott (1988) reported 13 studies which included new studies 
of students， feelings about the importance of the subject, their grade 
expectation, and their attribution for achievement results. The effect sizes 
ranged from 0.10 to 1.33. These findings suggest that mastery learning 
programs have positive effects on student affective outcomes, though their 
sizes are smaller than the cognitive ones. Considering the importance of 
student affective characteristics in the Bloom model, more studies in this 
area are needed. 
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2.5 Effectiveness of Mastery Learning on the 
Education of Disadvantaged Students 
The majority of the mastery learning research are concerned only with the 
overall effectiveness of the program for all students. Few studies have 
attempted to systematically examine the differential effects of mastery 
learning on educationally disadvantaged students and nondisadvantaged 
students. While the present study also attempts to investigate the comparative 
effect of mastery learning on these two types of students, the following 
paragraphs are devoted to the review of findings of the available studies in 
this area. 
Kim (1969) conducted an experiment in Korea. He stratified 272 Grade 7 
students according to their IQ and divided them into two groups, the low 
ability (IQ < 93) group and the high-ability. These students were assigned to 
one of the four classes, two of which were mastery classes and two were 
control classes. They were taught a unit on mathematics for eight sessions 
after which a summative test was given. The results of this test indicated 
that for the low-ability students, 50% of the mastery-taught students, 
compared to only 8% of the control students, reached the 80% correct mastery 
standard. For the high-ability students, 95% of the mastery-taught students 
achieved mastery, while only 64% of the control students could achieve the 
same result. This suggested that mastery learning was more effective for the 
low-ability students. 
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Wyckoff (1974) randomly assigned four Grade 6 classes to mastery or 
control conditions for a 9-week anthropology unit. The achievement results 
indicated that the effects of mastery learning were greater for low-ability 
(ES 二 0.58) than for the high-ability readers {ES - 0.03�. 
Detheux, Leclerg, Paquay and Thirion (1974) and Mevarech (1986) used 
socioeconomical status as a proxy for the entry ability level. The results of 
the Detheux et al. study showed that although students from all three levels 
of socioeconomical status (underprivileged, average and privileged) benefited 
from mastery learning, effects were larger for the underprivileged students. 
Mevarech also found that students whose father did not complete high school 
benefited the most from mastery learning (ES 二 1.78), and students whose 
fathers had a high school degree {ES = 0.91�gained more than those whose 
fathers completed college (ES = 0.66). 
Fuchs, Fuchs and Tindal (1986) assessed the effects of two types of 
mastery learning treatments on reading performance among high- and low-
achieving students. Students were 48 high- and 40 low-achievirxg first-graders 
who received either a commercial basal reading series mastery learning 
treatment or an alternative mastery learning treatment. In the first 
treatment, teachers used books and mastery tests provided by the commercial 
publishers. The design of these materials was inconsistent with the principles 
of mastery learning. In the second treatment, teachers used materials 
developed by researchers, which were adhered more closely to mastery learning 
principles. Such materials included smaller and more narrowly focused learning 
units and frequent corrective feedback procedures. Analyses of posttests 
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indicated that the use of the alternative mastery learning treatment resulted 
in better outcome scores than did the use of the commercial materials for low-
but not for high-achieving students. These findings suggested that low 
achievers might require more rigorous mastery learning methods. 
Chan and Cole (1987) conducted a research to examine the interactive 
effect of cognitive entry behaviors (CEB) with mastery versus non-mastery 
learning strategies of instruction on reading comprehension. The results on 
immediate achievement indicated that low CEB mastery-taught students benefited 
relatively more than high CEB mastery-taught students. But the CEB by 
treatment interaction on knowledge retention was not significant. Chan and 
Cole suggested that there was a need for extending mastery learning programs 
for low CEB students. -
Dalton and Hannafin (1988) studied the effects of computer-assisted and 
traditional mastery learning methods on mathematics achievement and attitudes 
towards instruction. The sample consisted of 60 high- and 56 low-achieving 
Grade 8 students. The results showed that both the computer-assisted and 
traditional mastery learning methods were more effective than nonmastery 
method in producing achievement gains. The mastery effects were uniform across 
high- and 1ow-achievers• However, there was no significant attitude difference 
between mastery and nonmastery instruction. 
From the research results shown above, the effects of mastery learning 
are the greatest for the low-achievers. However, the high-achievers also 
benefit from the program. At least, they do not achieve less than their high-
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achieving counterparts in the nonmastery conventional classes. 
2.6 Mastery Learning Studies Conducted 
in Hong Kong 
Two mastery learning programs have been attempted in Hong Kong. The first 
program was tried out in a new aided school by Chung (1979) in 1974-75. The 
second program has been carried out in a school (which was a per caput grant 
school in 1981-82, and changed to a aided school from September 1982) by the 
present investigator from 1981 to 1989 (Hon, 1988, 1989). Both studies applied 
the mastery learning model to Biology instruction in Secondary 3 to 5 for low-
achieving students. 
The sample in Chung ^s program consisted of 117 students. The achievement 
of these students in the 1975 Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination 
(HKCEE) was compared with that of all Hong Kong candidates taking the 
examination in the same year. It was found that 91% of students vfho had gone 
through the mastery learning strategy in the study of Biology could roaster the 
subject matter to a satisfactory level (achieving a grade of E or above). By-
contrast ,only 53% of the Hong Kong candidates sitting the Biology HKCEE 
achieved successful learning. Chung had conducted a brief survey in order to 
get the opinion of his Secondary 5 students. In the survey, 67% of the 
students said that they had more confidence in the study of Biology than 
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before and that they found Biology an interesting subject. 73% wanted to keep 
the mastery learning system while 18% wanted to keep the system with 
suggestions for modifications. 
The sample in Hon,s study consisted of 542 students who took the Biology 
HKCEE in 1981, 1983, 1985, 1987 and 1989. The average results of the sample in 
the HKCEE of these five years were compared against those of all Hong Kong 
candidates in the same years and also with students taught by the same teacher 
prior to (1980) the implementation of mastery learning. In 1980, Hon taught 
the subject using conventional instruction. The result of that year showed 
that the percentage of Hon,s students who gained a grade of E or above (60%) 
was only slightly greater than the Hong Kong overall percentage (52%). The 
percentage of Hon,s students who gained a credit grade of C or above (5%), on 
the other hand, was smaller than the Hong Kon^ overall percentage (12%). 
However, from 1980 onwards, the same teacher taught the same subject but 
applying a new strategy, and the results had been improved. It has been found 
that the mastery-taught students had a much higher percentage in grades E or 
above (83%) than the Hong Kong candidates (61%). Moreover, they had the same 
or even higher percentage in grades C or above (23%) than the Hong Kong 
candidates (20%) . Considering that most of the mastery-taught students were 
low-achievers (50% Band 3, 40% Band 4 and 5 in a 5-band scale) in the SSPA 
system and that the school results of all the other subjects were poor in the 
same public examination, the positive effect of mastery learning could be 
justified to be very impressive. 
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It is worthy of noting that both the two mastery learning studies 
conducted in Hong Kong used standardized examination (achievement in the Hong 
Kong Certificate of Education examination) as the evaluation measures of 
program effects, and the results manifested did not align with the conclusions 
made by some critics (for example, Slavin, 1987a) who claimed that mastery 
learning was not effective in improving achievement in standardized tests. 
2.7 Problems Requiring Further Research 
2.7.1 The Problems 
While the results of past research studies generally show that mastery 
learning is an effective learning strategy, there are still problems which 
need further investigation. These problems can be grouped into four 
categories： the variables studied, the program fidelity, the methodological 
quality, and the relevance of mastery learning to educationally disadvantaged 
students. 
The Variables Studied 
Student achievement is the primary variable of interest in most mastery 
learning studies. Many of these studies measured the immediate achievement 
outcomes, but few of them measured knowledge retention. Knowledge retention is 
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a worthwhile topic for further investigation as past researches showed that 
retention effects seemed to decline over time. Block, Efthim and Burns (1989) 
call for studies of retention over long school holidays. 
Secondly, experimenter-made, rather than standardized test, were used to 
assess the achievement effects in most programs. Siavin (1987a) asserts that 
standardized, norm-referenced tests developed by curriculum experts are more 
appropriate measures to use in testing because they tap a broad ran^e of 
learning objectives and thus can evaluate both the mastery and coverage of the 
subject matter achieved by students. In response to Siavin, Anderson and Bums 
(1987) and bloom (1987a) argue that standardized tests are better measures of 
the long-term effects of school learning, while the experimenter-made, 
criterion—referenced tests measure the immediate effects of instruction more 
accurately. In this connection, standardized tests should be used in 
longitudinal studies and in studies which assess effects on long-term 
knowledge retention. 
Finally, compared with the vast number of investigations focusing on 
cognitive outcomes, the relative number of studies on the effects of mastery 
learning on affective outcomes has been minimal. According to the Bloom model 
of school learning, student affect is one of the three classes of input 
variables (cognitive entry behaviors, affective entry characteristics, quality 
of instruction) which influences learning. Thus more studies in this area are 
needed. 
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The Program Fidelity 
The meta-analyses of researches on mastery learning reveal that the 
variation in effect size across studies is quite large. To a great extent, 
this variation can be attributed to the fidelity of treatment. There are many 
misconceptions about mastery learning practice (Burns & Kojimoto, 1989). For 
example, Kulik and Kulik (1988) point out that half of the studies located in 
Slavin(1987a) synthesis did not adopt a group-based and mastery-oriented 
approach - some of them used individualized instruction, others failed to set 
a mastery standard. Guskey and Pigott (1988) have found that in many studies, 
the procedures employed in the mastery and nonmastery classes are rarely fully 
specified. They claim that detailed description of the treatment should be 
included in the research reports. Moreover, this description is necessary if 
the design of the learning strategy is to serve as a prototype for future 
implementation. 
The Methodological Quality 
The experimental methodology used in a study also contributes to the 
variation in the magnitude of the mastery learning effects. With reference to 
the analyses conducted by Kulik and Kulik (1987, 1990) aiKi Slavin (1987a), a 
list of methodological factors vjhich appear to be related to program effects 
includes the following： 
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1. Control for group equivalence (random versus nonrandom, pretests 
versus no pretests) 
2. Control for teacher effects (same teacher for experimental and control 
groups versus different teachers) 
3. Control for historical effects (concurrent experimental and control 
classes versus time-series design) 
4. Control for achievement measures (standardized, norm-referenced tests 
versus experimenter-made, criterion - referenced tests ； effects 
calculated from summative tests versus effects from formative tests) 
5. Control for study settings (artificial settings versus real classroom 
settings) 
6. Control for academic content (new subject matter versus matter in 
regular syllabus, equal objectives and same curriculum materials for 
experimental and control classes versus unequal objectives and 
different curriculum materials) 
7. Control for instructional time (same pace of instruction for 
experimental and control classes versus different pace, one cycle of 
teach-test-reteach-retest to mastery versus repeated cycles to 
mastery) 
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8. Duration of treatment (1-4 weeks duration versus 5 weeks or more) 
Although the relationships of these factors and study outcomes remain a 
controversial issue among reviewers (Anderson & Burns, 1987； Slavin, 1987a； 
Guskey, 1988b; Kulik & Kulik, 1989), researchers should pay attention to these 
factors if dependable results are to be achieved. 
Relevance of Mastery Learning to Educationally 
Disadvantaged Students 
Bloom (1976) proposes that mastery leaxnirxg enables most, studjents to 
attain a level that only the top 10% students can achieve under conventional 
instruction. In this connection, educationally disadvantaged students will 
learn like their nondisadvantaged peers in a mastery leaning program. Brophy 
(1988) supports the claim that in theory, mastery learning should have 
benefits for disadvantaged students because it is initiated to help low 
achievers. However, Brophy agrees with earlier critics (Arlin & Webster, 1983； 
Arlin, 1984a, 1984b) that the mastery learning approach may have a "Robin Hood 
effect": because corrective instruction usually takes place during class time, 
the faster learners have to spend considerable amount of time waiting for slow 
learners to catch up and thus their progress will be hindered. In order to 
minimize this effect, some practitioners (e.g., Levine, 1985) think that 
corrective instruction can be given outside of regular class time, such as 
after school or at home. 
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Levin (1988) argues that there is crisis in the education of 
educationally disadvantaged students in the United States. The crisis is also 
found in Hon^ Kong, as evidenced by low academic attainment, poor self-concept 
and increasing disruptive behaviors, since the implementation of 9-year 
compulsory schooling. Levin suggests that mastery learning, because of its 
comprehensiveness and its goals to achieve excellence and equity in learning, 
is qualified as an intervention to reduce the achievement gap between 
disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged students. However, experimental studies on 
this area are relatively few (Chan & Cole, 1987) . Moreover, these few-
available studies have concentrated on the investigation of low-achievers. 
There is a distinction between the low-achievers and the educationally 
disadvantaged, as discussed in Section 2.1. The disadvantaged are students 
with low levels of both cognitive and affective entry characteristics, T^ile 
low-achievers are students characterized solely by weak academic performance. 
The effectiveness of mastery learning on education of disadvantaged students 
has been rarely studied. There is a need to fill this gap. 
2.7.2 Summary 
To sum up, past studies on mastery learning reveal the following research 
issues: 
1. Apart from immediate achievement, retention over long school holidays 
and student affects should be included as dependent variables. 
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2. While experimenter-made, criterion-referenced tests are better 
measures of short-term effects of instruction, standardized, norm-referenced 
tests can be used to assess the long-term effects of learning. 
3. The nature and procedures of the program should be clearly specified. 
4. The methodological factors should be carefully considered and » » 
adequately controlled in order to ensure experimental quality. 
5. The special benefits of mastery learning for the educationally 
disadvantaged deserve further studies. -
6. The possible "Robin Hood effect" on faster learners should be 
examined. 
The present study is intended to focus specifically on these issues, 




METHOD OF STUDY 
This chapter is divided into four sections. In the first section, the 
conceptual model underlying the study is formulated. In the second section, 
the questions addressed by the study are introduced. The third section offers 
operational definitions for the variables of concern in the study. The last 
section describes the design of the study. 
3 • 1 The Conceptual Framework 
This is an experimental study which aims at comparing the cognitive and 
affective outcomes under two instructional approaches: conventional 
instruction and mastery learning. In addition, the study intents to examine 
the differential effects of mastery learning on the achievement and affects of 
educationally disadvantaged students and their non-disadvantaged counterparts. 
To achieve the above purposes, the conceptual model underlying the study 
is formulated based on the theory of school learning proposed by Bloom (1976). 
The model is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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STUDENT ENTRY 
CHARACTERISTICS INSTRUCTION LEARNING OUTCOMES 
(Pre-tests) (Treatment) (Post-tests) 
„ . … Cognitive outcomes Prior achievement - ^ 
in science 产 1 . Immediate summative 
y achievement in science 
I I 2, Long-term retention 
Instructional conditions: in science 
Conventional instruction (CI) 
Mastery learning (ML) 
： \ r -
Initial affects / ^ Affective outcomes 
1. Attitudes towards 1. Attitudes towards 
science science 
2. General 2. General 
self-concept self-concept 
3. Academic 3. Academic 
self-concept self-concept 
Figure 3. The conceptual model underlying the study 
There are two independent variables in the present study. They are the 
student types (educationally disadvantages/ nondisadvantaged) and the 
instructional approaches (conventional instruction/ mastery learning). The 
student types refer to the entry characteristics in the model. The instruction 
is viewed as a process which interacts with entry characteristics of the 
students and determines their cognitive and affective outcomes. The dependent 
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variables are the learning outcomes which include (a) immediate Bummat丄ve 
achievement in science, (b) lon^-term retention in science, (c) attitudes 
towards science, (d) general self-concept, and (e) academic self-concept. 
Explanation of each variable is given in the later section. 
3.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses 
Based on the conceptual model illustrated in Figure 6, the present study 
addresses the following questions： . 
1. What are the effects of a mastery learning program on (a) immediate 
summative achievement in science, (b) long-term retention in science, (c) 
attitudes towards science, (d) general self-concept, and (e) academic self-
concept of Secondary 2 students? 
2. Do different types of students (educationally disadvantaged/ non-
disadvantaged) exhibit differences in： (a) immediate summative achievement in 
science, (b) long-term retention in science, (c) attitudes towards science, 
(d� general self-concept, and (e) academic self-concept brought about by 
mastery learning? 
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These research questions can be translated into the following null-
hypotheses: 
1. There was no significant difference between the mastery learning group 
and nonmastery control group in (a) immediate summative achievement in 
science, (b) long-term retention in science, (c) attitudes towards science, 
(d) general self-concept, and (e) academic self-concept. 
2. There was no significant difference between the educationally 
disadvantaged students and nondi sadvantaged students in (a) immediate 
summative achievement in science, (b) long-term retention in science, (c) 
attitudes towards science, (d) general self-concept, and (e) academic self-
concept . 
3. There was no significant interaction between treatment and student 
type in (a) immediate summative achievement in science, (b) long-term 
retention in science, (c) attitudes towards science, (d) general self-concept, 
and (e) academic self-concept. 
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3.3 Var iab1e s 
3.3.1 Independent Variables 
Student Types 
Educationally disadvantaged students are those who have low level of 
entry characteristics. On the contrary, nondi sadvantaged students are those 
with higher level of entry characteristics. In this study, the students, prior 
achievement in science (science results in Secondary 1 final examination) and 
their initial academic self-concept are used as operational definitions of the 
two types of students. Table 5 shows the pretest mean scores and standard 
deviations of the students, and Table 6 summarizes the ANOVA results for these 
scores. The results show that the disadvantaged students entering Secondary 2 
classes with much lower science achievement and academic self-concept scores 
than their nondi sadvantaged counterparts, F(l, 283) 二 149.98, p � 0.001, and 
F(l，283) = 28.68, p < 0.001. The characteristics of these two types of 
students are discussed in Section 3.4«1 of this chapter. 
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Instructional Conditions 
Mastery learning. Students learnt the subject matter in a class with 
about 30 to 40 students per teacher. The instruction on each learning unit was 
administered in a 4-phase cycle： initial instruction, formative test A, 
corrective/enrichment instruction and formative test B. The initial 
instruction was the same as in the conventional nonmastery class and was with 
the same teacher. Formative tests (test A.) were given approximately once each 
week for the purpose of feedback. Each test measured the mastery of objectives 
taught in the previous week, and it typically took about 15 minutes to 
complete. The tests were scored by the teacher and returned to the students in 
the next class session. The teacher would reteach the items in which a 
majority of students were found to have difficulties. Students who did not 
attain an 80% standard set for mastery were given a corrective exercise to be 
done in school outside class time or at home. Those who had demonstrated 
mastery were provided enrichment opportunities including carrying out small 
projects and tutoring their fellow students who needed corrective work. The 
corrective exercise was designed to help students remedy learning errors, and 
was keyed to objectives and chosen from a variety of sources other than the 
original textbook. In the corrective exercise, the subject matter was writ七en 
in simple English and presented in note-form to avoid lengthy explanation, and 
diagrams were widely used to enhance student interest. After correction, a 
parallel formative test (test B) was given to the nonmasters to check their 
progress. Test B was usually administered two to three days after test A. Due 
to the time constraints, all students went on to the next learning task 
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regardless of their performance in the formative 七est A, and no further 
remediation was provided to those students who still failed to achieve mastery 
in test B. 
Conventional instruction. Students learnt the subject matter in a class 
with about 30 to 40 students per teacher. They used the same textbook and 
schedule of instruction. Teachers were requested to teach in the way they 
normally did. Formative tests were given upon the completion of a chapter for 
the purpose of assigning grades. Corrective exercises were given as classwork. 
This treatment thus differed from the mastery treatment in that students 
received neither frequent feedback nor mastery-based remediation. There was no 
procedure for ensuring that most students gained the necessary prerequisites 
to enter subsequent learning. 
3.3.2 Dependent Variables 
Immedistte Summative ^ Achievement in Science 
Immediate summative achievement in science refers to the students, scores 
in the two chapter-tests. The tests were carried out at the completion of 
instruction for each chapter. Each chapter-test contained structured questions 
constructed jointly by the teachers participating in the study. The test items 
were written according to the predefined objectives which were divided into 
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two levels of cognitive skills, namely, knowledge and application (Bloom, 
1956; Block and Tierney, 1974). The content validity was established by havin^ ^ 
the teachers evaluate correspondence of items to objectives. In order to 
ensure that student performance in science test would not be negatively 
influenced by low levels of English proficiency, the test papers were prepared 
in the bilineal mode as recommended by Tarn and Yuen (1985), in which all 
items were presented in the medium of both English and Chinese. 
Long-Term Retention in Science 
Retention of subject matter is of importance because much school learning 
is cumulative. In this study, a retention test was given four months (over 
three long school holidays including Christinas, Chinese New Year and Easter) 
after the completion of the instructional treatments. The items used in the 
test paper were chosen from the Secondary 2 Attainment Test, which was a 
standardized test designed by the Educational Research Establishment of the 
Hong Kong Education Department. The paper included 19 multiple choice items 
presented both in English and Chinese. 
Attitudes Towards Science 
Attitude is the disposition which students develop toward the subject 
(Getzels, 1969�. In this study, students, attitudes towards science were 
assessed by a questionnaire developed for Hong Kong students by Cheng and 
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Chung ( 1987) . The questionnaire was originated from a commonly used 
instrument called TOSRA (Test of Science-Related Attitudes, Eraser, 1981), 
which contained 70 items designed to measure seven domains of science-related 
attitudes： social implications of science, normality of scientists, attitude 
to science inquiry, adoption of science attitudes, enjoyment of science 
lessons, leisure interest in science, and career interest in science. The 
reliability of TOSRA was 0.93. The 70 items in TOSRA were reduced to 26 items 
from a factor analysis of the responses to the original inventory by 662 
Secondary 3 students in Hong Kong as reported by Cheng and Chung. These 26 
items were grouped into 3 factors: (a) the interest in science during lessons 
and leisure time, (b) career interest in science, and (c) normality of 
scientists. Students responded anonymously to the items on a 5-point Likert 
scale， from (1) very much disagree to (5) very much agree. The reliability of 
the short inventory remained high. The overall Cronbach alpha reliability 
found by Chen^ and Chung was 0.91. The reliability of the three factors was 
0.91, 0.83 and 0.64 respectively. 
General Self-Concept 
"Self-concept is a person's perception of himself. These perceptions are 
formed through his experience with his environment, are influenced especially 
by environmental reinforcement and significantly others" (Shavelson, Hubner k 
Stanton, 1976, p.411�. In this study, the Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI) devised 
by Coppersmith (1967) was used as a measure of general self-concept. The 
inventory had two forms. The full form contained 50 items whic^ were simple 
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statements, generally answered "like me" or "unlike me". The test-retest 
reliability ranged from 0.88 (over a 5-week period) to 0.70 (over a 3-year 
period). The short form included 25 items selected from item analysis of the 
full form. The two forms were reported to correlate at 0.86. In Hong Kong, the 
short form SEI inventory have been used by Lau and Lew (1980) and Cheung and 
Lau (1985) in research studies. The Cronbach alpha reliability found by Cheung 
and Lau from a sample of 713 secondary school students was 0.72. 
Academic Self-Concept 
Academic self-concept refers to "how a student views himself in relation 
to learning, the school, and teachers, and how he views his learning in 
relation to the learning of other students in his class or school" (Bloom, 
1976，P.63). It is closely related to achievement (Hansford and Hattie, 
1982) . In this study, the Michigan Self-Concept of Ability Scale (SCA) 
(Brookover, Erickson & Joiner, 1967) was used as an instrument. The SCA Scale 
had eight items which asked students to self-evaluate their academic ability. 
Students responded anonymously to these items by using a 5-point Likert scale 
[e.g.， (1) I am the poorest to (5) I am the best]. The reliability ranged from 
0.77 to 0.92. The SCA Scale has been used by Lau and Lew (1980) to examine the 
academic self-concept of Secondary 4 students in Hong Kong, and by the 
research team from the School of Education of the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong to investigate "the relation between academic self—concept and physical 
fitness of Hong Kong students (School of Education, The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, 1985) . Based on a large sample of 3630 secondary students, the 
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Cronbach alpha reliability calculated by the Chinese University research tea/n 
was 0.86. 
3.4 Design of The Study 
3•4•1_Characteristics of Educationally Disadvantaged 
Students in Hong Kong and Selection of Subjects 
Local Studies on Disadvantaged Students 
Though Hong Kong has implemented the 9-year universal compulsory 
education for a decade, the problems of educational disadvantage have been 
rarely studied. The following information is extracted from the few available 
reports, aiming at clarifying the characteristics of the disadvantaged 
students in Hong Kong. 
In 1983, a local teacher association conducted a research on the 
adaptation of junior secondary students to school life (Learner-Teachers, 
Association, 1983). This research investigated different adaptation problems, 
including the physiological, psychological, family, study and peer relation 
aspects. Of 4869 Secondary 1 to Secondary 3 students from 44 schools, the 
findings showed that students from, private schools had the following problems: 
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1. They found subjects using English as the medium of learning 
particularly difficult. 
2. They were always down-hearted because of poor academic results. 
3. They were worried about their future. They doubted whether they would 
be promoted to Secondary 4 after finishing Secondary 3. 
4. They felt that their teachers did not like them. 
5. They always resented the teaching methods of their teachers. 
6. They always watched television and spared little time for their 
homework, thus affecting the quality of their work. 
7. They dared not put up their hands and asked their teachers about what 
they did not understand during lesson time. 
8. They could not complete their homework because they did not have 
anybody to help them after school. 
9. they would not go to school if not forced by parents. 
10. They wanted to discontinue their study because they felt school life 
too monotonous and boring. 
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Since the general intake of the private schools was Band 4 and 5, the 
above findings also revealed some characteristics of disadvantaged students in 
Hong Kon^. 
In 1985, a research report on the comparison of learning motivation 
variables of high- versus low-achievers was published (Lo, Siu & Chung, 1985). 
The sample consisted of 1049 students at Primary 6 and Secondary 3 and 5 
levels. The findings showed that the low-achievers had an obviously lower 
academic self-concept than the high-achievers in all these three grade levels. 
The researchers explained that continuous failures in examination had caused 
the low academic self-concept in these students. Another research, which was 
conducted by Cheung and Tam (1984), took its sample from 1400 students in 38 
schools, also found that students with lower academic standing had poorer 
self-esteem. 
A more recent survey (Learner-Teachers, Association, 1988), with a sample 
of 2671 Secondary 1 to Secondary 5 students from seven secondary schools in 
the North District of the New Territories of Hong Kong, showed that low-
achievers, though having a similar general self-concept with the high-
achievers, had a marked lower self-confidence and self sense of vigor. These 
students felt very acutely that their teachers did not support them. They had 
a much obvious feeling that school work was highly competitive. The 
researchers suggested that teachers should take more care of these low-
achievers ,reduce the competitive atmosphere in class, and encourage senior 
form students to help junior students. 
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The researches reviewed above showed that the major characteristics of 
disadvantaged students in Hong Kong are similar to those in western countries： 
they had learning difficulties and negative academic self-concept, and were 
afraid of competition and in need of greater school support. 
Selection of Subjects 
The subjects for the present study were 287 Secondary 2 students from 
eight classes in a government aided school in Kowloon. The school was 
transformed from a per caput grant school in the late 1970s. More than half of 
the students in this school belonged to Bands 4 and 5 which denoted poor 
performance in a 5-band scale on the Primary 6 Academic Aptitude Test (AAT). 
The sample consisted of approximately equal numbers of boys and girls. Prior 
to the study, pretests of cognitive and affective entry characteristics were 
administered. The subjects were first stratified into two groups 
(disadvantaged/non-disadvantaged) according to the results of these pretests. 
The students in each group were then randomly assigned to classes, and classes 
were randomly assigned to treatments. The assignment of students are presented 
in Table 1. The extent to T^ich random assignment resulted in comparable 
treatment groups was determined by analyzing the scores of the prior 
achievement in science and inventories measuring initial affects. 
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Treatuent Groups 
Student Types Total nuaber 
Bxperiaental class Control class of students 
(Mastery learning) (Conventional instruction) 
Educationally I classes 2 classes 
disadvantaged 
students N ： 66 N = 63 N = 129 
Nondisadvantaged 1 classes 2 classes 
students 
N 二 81 N ： 11 N = 158 
Totals N : 147 N = HO N : 287 
Table 1. Assignment of Subjects to Treatments 
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f D i s a d v a n t a g e d a n d N o n d i s a d v a n t a g e d . 
S t u d e n t s i n t h e P r e s e n t S t u d y 
An examination of the characteristics of the disadvantaged and 
nondisadvantaged students in this study produces the following comparisons ： 
1. The disadvantaged students had significantly lower achievement in the 
science pretest than their nondisadvantaged peers, F(l, 283) = 149.98, p < 
0.001 (see Tables 5 and 6). 
2. The disadvantaged students had significantly lower initial academic 
self-concept than their nondisadvantaged peers, F(l, 293) 二 28.68, p < 0.001 
(see Tables 5 and 6). According to the responses to individual items of the 
Academic Self-Concept Inventory, these two types of students differed 
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significantly on seven of the eight items (see Table 2 and Appendix 11) . it 
was found that more students from the disadvantaged group believed that: (a) 
they were below average in school ability compared with their close friends, 
(b) they would be below average in their matriculation class, (c) they were 
not sure whether they had the ability to complete university, (d) they would 
be below average in their class in university, (e) they were not sure whether 
they could complete post-graduate studies, (f) their work was below average, 
and (g) they were only capable of attaining grades C or below. 
3. The average SSPA banding of the disadvantaged students was 4.3, while 
that of the nondi sadvantaged students was 3.1. The SSPA system divides 
students into five equal bands with the highest aptitude students at Band 1 
and the lowest at Band 5, the findings in this study indicated "that the 
disadvantaged students had very low aptitudes for learning, and their 
nondi sadvantaged peers had average aptitudes. 
4. The students had taken the Secondary One Hong Kong attainment tests 
designed hy the Educational Research Establishment on three major subjects： 
Chinese, English and Mathematics prior to the experiment. The results showed 
that the disadvantaged students ranked at the 42th, 34th and 36th percentile 
in Chinese, English and Mathematics respectively, while their nondi sadvantaged 
counterparts scored at the 54th, 50th and 49th in them. These findings 
suggested that the academic achievements of the disadvantaged students in this 
study were below the Hong Kong average, while those of the nondi sadvantaged 
students were around average. 
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5. There was no significant difference between the disadvantaged and 
nondi sadvantaged students in initial general self-concept and attitudes 
towards science (see Tables 5 and 6). The possible reasons were that： (a) 
Compared with academic self-concept, the general self-concept was reported to 
have lower correlation with academic achievement in both foreign and local 
studies (Uguroglu k Walberg，1979; Lo, 1988) ； and (b) the effects of 
achievement on attitudes were cumulative over time. As the students in this 
study had learnt the subject of Integrated Science for only one year, even the 
disadvantaged students would not have poor attitudes towards science. 
The above findings were consistent with the researches done in Western 
countries and in Hong Kong. 
Disadvantaged Nondi sadvantaged 
Item no. students students df t-value 
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
1 2.71 (0.66) 3.10 (0.74) 285 4.66*** 一 
2 2.74 (0.69) 2.83 (0.66) 285 1.13 
3 2 , 5 7 ( 0 . 7 3 ) 2 . 9 6 ( 0 . 7 5 ) 2 8 5 4 . 4 4 本 本 本 
4 2.48 (0.92) 2.97 (0.94) 285 4.44*** 
5 2.40 (0.87) 2.63 (0.83) 285 2.29* 
6 2 . 7 1 ( 0 . 8 9 ) 3 . 0 6 ( 0 . 8 8 ) 2 8 5 3 . 3 3 本 本 
7 2 . 7 5 ( 0 . 6 5 ) 3 . 1 0 ( 0 . 6 8 ) 2 8 5 4 . 4 2 * * * 
2 ^ 8 5 ( 0 . 7 5 ) 3 . 3 8 ( 0 . 7 0 ) 2 8 5 6 . 1 8 本本本 
本 p < 0 . 0 5 , 本 本 p < 0 . 0 1 , 本 本 本 p < 0 . 0 0 1 
NOTE: Each item is responded to a 5-point scale, codes as (1) I am 
the poorest to (5) I am the best. Thus higher scores indicate higher 
acdemic self-concept. 
Table 2. Means, Standard Deviations and t-tests for Pretest Scores 
of Individual Items in the Academic Self-Concept Inventory 
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3.4.2 Assignment of Teachers 
Four teachers had taken part in this study, including the experimenter 
and three volunteer teachers. By randomization, each teacher was assigned to 
teach one mastery learning class and one control class, as specified in the 
Table 3. It should be noted that the treatment effects in this study would not 
be influenced by teacher differences because both experimental and control 
groups were taught by the same teachers. However, it was likely that the 
student type effects might be confounded with teacher effects as the two types 
of students were taught by different teachers. To minimize such teacher 
effects, several attempts have been made： (a) teachers were randomly assigned 
to classes, (b) all of them are university graduates and had at least five 
years of teaching experience, (c) the volunteer teachers had attended a 
seminar introducing the basic concept and strategy of mastery learning 
presented by Dr. Yue-ping Chung and the investigator, and (d) during the 
experiment period, the investigator closely monitored the process and solved 
the problems raised by the teachers. Even for the attempts mentioned, the 
results regarding the student type effects should be viewed with caution. 
Treataent Group Student Types 
Brperinental Class Control Class 
(Mastery Learning) (Conventional Instruction} ‘ 
Educationally Teacher A Teacher A 
disadvantaged 
students Teacher B Teacher B 
Nondisadvantaged Teacher C Teacher C 
students 
Teacher D Teacher D 
Table 3. Assignment of Teachers to Classes 
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3 « 4 . 3 Academic Content 
Science at the junior secondary school level was used in this study 
because it tends to place emphasis on convergent thinking, dependent on 
sequential learning and is thus a "closed" subject. Subjects with these 
characteristics were most compatible with mastery learning procedures (Bloom, 
1971; Dunkleberger & Heikkinen, 1983). The contents were selected from the 
standard Hong Kong science curriculum for junior secondary schools (Hong Kong 
Curriculum Development Committee, 1986) . They were (1) "Living Things and Air" 
and (2) "Making Use of Electricity". The reason for selecting these two 
chapters were that they were self-contained and required a minimum of previous 
learning. 
The textbook used was ''Finding Out" (Holbrook, Holbrook & Man, 1988). 
This was an interesting book but some students found it difficult to read 
because of their low level of English proficiency. In order to help students 
solve their reading problem, the corrective exercises were highly visual, 
using clear diagrams and simple sentence construction to highlight the 
fundamental principles. They were developed by making reference to sources 
other than the original textbook (Allsop, Heyworth, Chow & Mee, 1981; 
Winderam, furze & Lam, 1983; Lo，Payne, Tsang & Too, 1984; Doyle & Minns, 
1986; Hill & Holman, 1986；' Hon, 1987). 
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3.4.4 Experimental Procedure 
The experiment lasted one academic term (Approximately 15 weeks), from ‘ 
September 1 to December 9, 1988. It was conducted by the investigator and 
three volunteer teachers in four distinct stages to be described below. 
Stage 1 - Planning 
In order to attain the expected mastery learning outcomes, the teachers 
spent much effort in preparation work before classroom teaching. The tasks of 
planning included (a) the arrangement of learning units for each chapter in 
sequence, (b) the writing up of unit objectives, formative tests, corrective 
exercises and summative tests, (c) the design of orientation sheet, mastery 
chart and mastery certificates (Guskey, 1985), and (d) the development of a 
system for recording pupil progress. Much of the planning was completed prior 
to the start of the academic term and were refined during the instructional 
process. Some of the instructional materials are attached as appendixes. 
Stage 2 - Pretests 
Prior to the study, students were given the pretests which measured their 
prior achievement in science, initial attitudes towards science， and initial 
general and academic self-concepts. They were designated as educationally 
disadvantaged or nondi sadvantaged based on their scores from prior achievement 
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in science and initial academic self-concept. Students were divided into two 
types and were randomly assigned, to the mastery or nonmastery control groups, 
They then received different methods of instruction, either mastery learning 
or conventional instruction. 
Stage 3 一 Instruction 
The mastery and nonmastery control classes were taught the same 
objectives by the same teacher. They used the same curriculum materials and 
schedule of instruction, and did the same experiments with the same kind of 
apparatus. The only exception was that nonmastery-taught students were neither 
required to reach a mastery standard nor were they provided with .frequent 
feedback and corrective activities. The method of instruction for each 
treatment group has been described in the previous section, v^ich discusses 
the variables, 
Stage 4 一 Posttests 
The immediate summative achievement in science was measured by two 
summative tests given at the end of each of the two chapters. The first test 
covered the objectives from the first chapter, while the second assessed both 
the first and second chapters. On the final day of the school term, students 
were given the questionnaires to find out their scores in attitudes towards 
science, general self-concept and academic self-concept. The questionnaires 
were completed anonymously. Four months after the conclusion of the 
instructional interventions, a retention test was administered in May, 1989 to 
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evaluate the effect of treatments on students， ability to retain knowled;^ e 
over three long holidays including Christmas, Chinese new Year and Easter. 
Students took the retention test without being informed beforehand. 
3.4.5 Experimental Design and Data Analysis 
The experimental design was a 2 x 2 randomized block factorial design, 
featuring two methods of instruction (Mastery learning , Conventional 
instruction ) and two types of students (Disadvantaged, Nondisadvantaged). An 
illustration of the design using Campell and Stenley (1966) notation is 
presented in Figure 4. Two-way ANOVA procedures were then employed to analyze 
the results from the pretest and posttest. 
•4 
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c R 。丨 O2 o) o^  y丨 o^  O^  O7 O^  Olo 
E ^ O2 O7 O^  O9 O � 
C R 。丨 O) S O7 % 0〗。 
E = Experimental mastery group 
C = Control nonmastery group 
R = Random assignment of subjects 
O^ = Prior achievement in science 
O = Initial measure of attitudes towards science 2 
O = Initial measure of general self-concept 
3 
O = Initial measure of academic self-concept 
4 
X = Mastery learning -
1 — Treatment variable 
X = Conventional instruction -
2 
Y = Educationallv disadvantaged students 1 ‘ -Moderator variable 
Y = Nondisadvantaged students -2 • 
O^ = Achievement on the first summative test in science 
O = Achievement on the second summa tive test: in science 6 
O^ = Final measure of attitudes towards science 
O = Final measure of general self-concept 8 
O = Final measure of academic self-concept 
9 
O = Lonq-term retention test in sciencc 
10 ^ 
Figure 4. The experimental design 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
4.1 Reliability of the Instruments 
The Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients of the instruments used in 
this study are shown in table 4. Equivalent figures reported by other 
researchers in Hong Kong are presented in parentheses. 
For the affective measures, the reliability coefficients were similar to 
the previous Hon^ Kong studies. The alphas based upon the pretest and the 
posttest scores were 0.89 and 0.92 for the attitudes towards science, 0,74 and 
0.75 for the general self-concept, 0.87 and 0.87 for the academic self-
concept .The figures revealed substantial internal consistency. For the 
cognitive measures, the reliability coefficients of the two summative tests 
were also quite substantial with an alpha of 0.81 for the first summative test 
and 0.71 for the second. However, the original 19-item multiple-choice 
retention test showed a comparatively low value (0.55) . The test was modified 
by dropping three items in order to increase its reliability. Even after this 
modification, the alpha of this test was still not high (0.58). 
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Measure .Type of Reliability coefficient 
(Note 1) Numoer/ 工七已肥 Alpha (Note 2) Standard item alpha 
•Attitudes tofvards science (TOSRA) 
26 items, 
Likert scale 
Pretest 0.89 .. .. 0.89 
Posttest 0.92 (u.y丄）不 o.92 
General self-concept (SEI) 
25 items, 
Likert scale 
Pretest 0.74 .. 0.73 
Posttest 0.75 不 o.75 
Academi c self-concept (SCA ) 
8 items, 
Likert scale 
Pretest 0.87 . � 0.87 
Posttest 0.87 0.87 
Immediate sunnnative achievement in science (Experimenter-made tests) 
First test 8 items, 0.81 0.81 
structured 
questions 
Second test 10 items, 0.71 0.76 
structured 
questions 
Long-term retention test (Hong Kong Attainment Test) 
16 items, 0.58 0.57 
multiple choice 
Note 1. The names of the instruments are shown in parentheses. 
Note 2. The numbers in parentheses indicate the coefficient alpha reported 
by other researchers in Hong Kong. 
t Cheng k Chung, 1987 
本本 Cheung k Lau, 1985 
本本本 School of Education, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1985 
Table 4. Reliability of the Instruments used in This Study (N = 287) 
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4.2 Initial Comparability of the Experimental 
and Control Groups 
In order to see whether random assignment of students resulted in 
comparable treatment groups, the means and standard deviations for prior 
achievement in science, initial attitudes towards science, and initial general 
and academic self-concepts were examined. Table 5 and 6 present the summaries 
of the results of the pretests. No significant differences were found between 
the mastery and nonmastery control groups on these measures. This suggested 
that the two treatment groups were similar at the beginnirxg of the experiment. 
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STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL GROUP 
VARIABLES 哪 E Mastery Control Totals 
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
Prior science achievement [100] 
Disadvantaged 50.67 (10.29) 50.89 (10.68) 50.78 (10.44) 
Nondisadvantaged 65.63 ( 8,50) 63.29 ( 8.48) 64.49 ( 8.54) 
Combined 58.91 (11.93) 57.71 (11.34) 58.32 (11.64) 
Initial attitudes towards science [130] 
Disadvantaged 83.52 (11.58) 85.78 (11.00) 84.62 (11.31) 
Nondisadvantaged 82.05 (13.34) 84.57 (13.70) 83.28 (13.53) 
Combined 82.71 (12.56) 85.11 (12.53) 83.88 (12.58) 
Initial general self-concept [25] 
Disadvantaged 13.74 ( 3.92) 12.98 ( 3.71) 13.37 ( 3.82) 
Nondisadvantaged 13.59 ( 4.60) 13.48 ( 4.80) 13.54 ( 4.68) 
Combined 13.66 ( 4.29) 13.26 ( 4.34) 13.46 { 4.31) 
Initial academic self-concept [40] 
Disadvantaged 21.98 ( 3.96) 20.41 { 4.43) 21.22 ( 4.25) 
Nondisadvantaged 24.07 { 4.07) 22.94 ( 4.99) 24.01 { 4.53) 
Combined 22.14 ( 4.14) 22.35 ( 5.05) 22.75 ( 4.61) 
Note： The numbers in brackets indicate maximum possible scores 
Table 5. Means and Standard Deviations for Pretest Scores 
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Treatments (T) Student types (S) Interaction (TxS) 
Measures 
F P F P F P 
Pr^or science q.H 0 . 2 8 6 1 4 9 . 9 8 本 本 * 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 3 1 0 . 2 5 3 achievement 
Initial 
二des 2.63 0.106 0.81 0.370 0.01 0.931 towards 
science 
Initial 
general 0.62 0.431 0.10 0.747 0.40 0.530 
self-concept 
Initial 
academic 0.29 0.132 28.68本本本 0.000 1.89 0.170 
self-concept 
本 本 本 p < 0 . 0 0 1 
Table 6. Summary of 2-Way ANOVA for the Pretest Scores 
4 . 3 Cognitive and Affective Out comes 
Table 6 displays the means and the standard deviations on the posttest 
scores by treatments and student types. Table 7 summarizes the ANOVA results 
for these scores. The findings are interpreted below. 
4.3.1 Cognitive Outcomes 
With respect to the first immediate summative test, the mean of the 
mastery group (42.31) was significantly higher than the mean of the nonmastery 
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control group (39.72), F(l, 283) 二 0.90, p < 0.01. The overall effect size was 
0.29. The effect size for disadvantaged students (0.39) was larger than the 
effect size for the nondi sadvantaged students (0.24) . In addition, a 
significant effect was found for student types, F(l, 283) 二 41.87, p < 0.001, 
in the 2-way ANOVA analysis. Nondisadvantaged students outperformed 
disadvantaged students across the treatments. However, the achievement gap 
between disadvantaged and nondi sadvantaged students {the gap was calculated as 
the difference in the means of the two types of students divided hy the pooled 
sample standard deviation, see Maverech, 1986) in the mastery treatment (0.64) 
was smaller than that in the control treatment (0.79) . That is, mastery 
treatment has reduced the achievement gap between the two types of students 
more than the control treatment. There was no significant interaction between 
treatment and student type. 
With respect to the second immediate suiranative test, the analysis of 
variance also revealed a significant effect for treatments, F(l, 283) = 20.22, 
P � 0.001， with mastery group scored higher than nonmastery control group, and 
for student types, F{1, 283) : 9.51, p < 0.01, with nondi sadvantaged students 
scored higher than disadvantaged students. The overall effect size from 
mastery learning was 0.47. Again the effect size for the disadvantaged 
students (0.60) was greater than the effect size for the nondi sadvantaged 
students (0.41) . The achievement gap between the two types of students in the 
mastery learning treatment (0.21) was smaller than that in the control 
treatment (0.49). No significant interaction between treatment and student 
type was detected. 
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In the case of lorxg-term retention, the results were similar to the two 
immediate summative tests in that the mastery learning group scored 
significantly higher than the nonmastery control group, F{1, 283) 二 20.26, 
P < 0.001, effect size 二 0.49，that the effect size for the disadvantaged 
students (0.59) were greater than the nondi sadvantaged students (0.40), and 
that interaction between treatment and student type was not significant. 
However, it is interesting to find that the main effect due to student types 
was not detected. This indicated that the disadvantaged students retained 
knowledge about as much as their nondi sadvantaged peers. 
4.3.2 Affective Outcomes 
On the assessment of attitudes towards science, no main effect was 
detected for treatment and no interaction occurred between treatment and 
student type. However, there was a significant main effect due to student 
types, F(l, 283) 二 10.37， p < 0.001. Unexpectedly, disadvantaged students had 
more positive attitudes towards science than nondi sadvantaged students in both 
treatments. The findings reported on this measure were not consistent with 
other measures in this study. 
On the general self-concept assessment, although main effects due to 
treatment and student types were not detected, a significant interaction 
between treatment by student type interaction was found, F{1, 283) = 5.42, p < 
0.05. This interaction is displayed in Figure 5. As indicated by the figure, 
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disadvantaged students receiving mastery learning had more positive general 
self-concept than those receiving conventional instruction, F<1, 127) 二 5.76, 
P < 0.05. For nondi sadvantaged students, the scores on general self-concept 
were more comparable for the two treatments, F(l, 156) 二 0.63, p > 0.05. 
On the academic self-concept assessment, significant main effects were 
obtained for both treatments, F(l, 283) 二 7.53, p < 0.01, and student types, 
F(l, 283) 二 13.07, p < 0.001. The mastery learning group had more positive 
academic self-concept than the control group, and the nondisadvantaged 
students surpassed the disadvantaged students. The overall effect size from 
mastery learning was 0.28. Consistent with the findings on cognitive outcomes, 
the effect size for disadvantaged students (0.47) was larger than that for 
nondi sadvantaged students (0.17) . In terras of treatment X student type 
interaction, the effect was not statistically significant. 
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STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL GROUP 
VARIABLES 哪丑 Mastery Control Totals 
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
First summative test in science [55] 
Disadvantaged 39.55 ( 8.42) 35.89 ( 9.28) 37.76 ( 9.00) 
Non-disadvantaged 44.56 ( 6.55) 42.86 ( 6.98) 43.73 ( 6.80) 
Combined 42.31 ( 7.83) 39.72 ( 8.78) 41.05 { 8.40) 
Second summative test in science [88] 
Disadvantaged 62.20 (11.25) 54.40 (12.91) 58.39 (12.67) 
Non-disadvantaged 64.22 ( 8.12) 60.29 ( 9.56) 62.30 ( 9.56) 
Combined 63.31 ( 9.67) 57.64 (11.99) 60.54 (11.21) 
Long-term retention test [16] 
Disadvantaged 11.80 ( 2.23) 10.05 ( 2.99) 10.95 ( 2.76) 
Non-disadvantaged 11.85 ( 2.30) 10.87 ( 2.48) 11.37 ( 2.44) 
Combined 11.83 ( 2.27) 10.50 ( 2.74) 11.18 ( 2.59) 
Final attitudes towards science [130] ‘ 
Disadvantaged 85.78 (14.49) 90.79 ( 9.44) 88.22 (12.49) 
Non-disadvantaged 83.33 (13.08) 81.88 (19.14) 82.63 (16.28) 
Combined 84.43 (13.73) 85.89 (16.12) 85.14 (14.94) 
Final general sel f-concept [25] 
Disadvantaged 13.48 ( 4.28) 11.60 ( 4.63) 12.57 ( 4.53) 
Non-disadvantaged 13.28 ( 4.35) 13.83 ( 4.35) 13.55 ( 4.34) 
Combined 13.37 ( 4.30) 12.83 ( 4.60) 13.11 ( 4.45) 
Final academic self-concept [40] 
Disadvantaged 22.06 ( 4.78) 19.62 ( 5.24) 20.87 ( 5.13) 
Non-disadvantaged 23.51 ( 4.37) 22.53 ( 5.71) 23.03 ( 5.07) 
Combined 22.86 ( 4.59) 21.22 ( 5.68) 22.06 { 5.21) 
Note： The numbers in brackets indicate maximum possible scores 
Table 7. Means and Standard Deviations for Posttest Scores 
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Treatments (T) Student types(S� Interaction (TxS) 
Measures 
F P F P F P 
First summative ^ 
test in science 0.90本本 0.005 41.87本本本 0.000 1.13 0.289 
Second summative ^^ … 
test in science 20.22木本本 0.000 9.51*本 0.002 2.32 0.129 
Lorxg-term ^^ 
retention test 20.26*** 0.000 2.06 0.152 1.70 0.194 
Final attitudes ^ … ^ ,^ ^ 
towards science 0.71 0.400 10.37本本本 0.001 3.47 0.064 
Final general ^ ^  ^  ^ 
self-concept 0.295 3.56 0.060 5.42* 0.021 
Final academic ^ � � & 八八… 
self-concept 7.53** 0.006 13.07*** 0.000 1.51 0.221 
* P < 0.05, 本本 p < 0.01, *本本 p < 0.001 
Table 8. Summary of 2-Way ANOVA for the Posttest Scores 
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11' 1 1 
Conventional Mou tcry 
iniitruction learning 
Treatment Group 
Figure 5. Interaction between treatment and student type 
on general self-concept 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
Results of hypothesis testing are as follows： 
1. The mastery learning group scored significantly higher than the 
nonmastery control group in (a) immediate achievement in science, (b) long-
term retention in science, and (c) academic self-concept. 
2. There was no significant difference between the mastery and control 
groups in (a) attitudes towards science, and (b) general self-concept. 
3. The nondi sadvantaged students scored significantly higher than the 
educationally disadvantaged students in (a) immediate achievement in science, 
and (b) academic self-concept. 
4. There was no significant difference between the nondi sadvantaged and 
disadvantaged students in (a)long-term retention in science, and (b) general 
self-concept. 
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5. The educationally disadvantaged students scored significantly higher 
than the nondisadvantaged students in attitudes towards science. 
6. There was no significant interaction between treatment and student 
type in (a) immediate achievenient in science, (b) long-term retention in 
science, (c) attitudes towards science, and (d) academic self-concept. This 
revealed a pattern of which mastery learning was more effective than 
conventional instruction for both student types. 
7. There was a significant interaction between treatment and student type 
in general self-concept• The educationally disadvantaged students receiving 
mastery learning scored significantly better than those receiving convention 
instruction. For the nondi sadvantaged students, there was no significant 
difference between the mastery and control groups in general self-concept. 
These results are sunmarized in Table 9. 
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Measures Treatments (T) Student types (S) Interaction (TxS) 
Pretests 
Prior science 




self-concept ms. n.s. 
Initial academic ” � 外 
self-concept n.s. N > D *** n.s. 
Post tests 
First sunnnative ml > ci ** N > D *** n.s. test in science Second summative ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ . ,. • ML > CI 本本本 N > D 本本 n.s. test in science 
Long-term ^ . ^ -r ^^^ 
retention test ^ > CI *** n.s. n.s. 
Final attitudes _ � ” ！“ 
towards science D > N … n.s. 
Final general 
self-concept n.s. n.s. * 
Final academic MT rT ** vr N n ±±* 
self-concept ML > CI tt N > D *本本 n.s. 
t p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *本本 p < 0.001 
ML = mastery learning 
CI = conventional instruction 
D = disadvantaged students 
N : nondi sadvantaged students 
Table 9. Summary of Results 
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Based on these findings and the effect sizes calculated in Section 4.3, 
the following conclusions can be made: 
1. The mastery learning program produced significant effects on the 
immediate summative achievement in science and long-term retention of both the 
disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged students, but the disadvantaged students 
benefited more from the program. 
2. Although nondisadvantaged students scored significantly better than 
disadvantaged students in the two immediate summative tests in science, 
mastery learning did reduce the achievement gap between these two types of 
students. In the case of long-term retention test, the achievement gap was 
nearly closed under the mastery learning condition. 
3. Students taught by a mastery learning approach had higher academic 
self-concept than those taught by a nonmastery approach. The greater effect 
appeared to be for the disadvantaged students. 
4. Disadvantaged students in mastery learning classes showed higher 
general self-concept than those in nonmastery classes. However, 
nondisadvantaged students in mastery and nonmastery classes had similar 
general self-concept. 
5. Compared with their counterparts in nonmastery classes, both 
disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged students in mastery learning classes did 
not demonstrate more positive attitudes towards science. 
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5 . 2 Discussion 
In accord with the meta-analyses on mastery learning (Block & Bums, 
1976; Guskey k Pigott, 1988; Kulik k Kulik，1987), this study found that 
students using the mastery learning program demonstrated higher levels of 
cognitive achievement and academic self-concept than their peers T^O had 
received the conventional instruction. It should be noted that both 
disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged students benefited from the program. Some 
researchers (e.g., Arlin, 1982, 1984a, 1984b; Slavin, 1987a) argued that 
mastery learning method held back faster learners. However, the data of this 
study do not support this hypothesis. Since corrective instruction was given 
outside class time, the "Robin Hood effect" was not evident in the present 
study. 
While both disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged students were helped by the 
mastery learning method, it was found that the disadvantaged benefited 
relatively more. The average effect size of the three achievement measures was 
0.53 for the disadvantaged, suggesting that the mastery learning application 
would cause the achievement of the disadvantaged students to climb frcan the 
50th percentile to the 70th. For the nondisadvantaged, a smaller effect size 
of 0.35 was reported, implying an increase from the 50th to the 64th 
percentile in achievement. These findings support Levin,s (1988) assertion 
that mastery learning is qualified as an intervention in teaching students at 
risk of school failure. The results also support previous research (e.g., 
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Jensen, 1968； Mevarech k Amiran, 1982； Snow & Lohman, 1984) which indicated 
that, because low achievers typically did not diagnose their own learning 
weaknesses, they required more systematic and structured instruction. In the 
mastery learning strategy, the organization of curriculum materials into a 
sequence of learning units, the defining of learning objectives, the 
establishment of a high but attainable mastery performance standard, the 
frequent use of diagnostic testing with immediate feedback, and the provision 
of opportunities to correct inadequacies in learning all serve to produce a 
systematically structured instructional model v^ich proves to be particularly 
effective for the educationally disadvantaged students in the present study. 
The findings related to the long-term retention test are most encouraging. 
Retention of subject matter is of primary importance because much school 
learning is cumulative. When compared with iiranediate achievement, retention 
seems a more useful variable in evaluating the cognitive effects of an 
instructional program (Anderson, Scott & Hutlock， 1976). Jenkins (1973) has 
found that students of low attainment had poor retentive memories. This study 
indicated that mastery learning strategy could increase memories -
disadvantaged students receiving mastery learning showed a 17% greater 
retention of science knowledge than those receiving nonmastery instruction. 
The findings regarding attitudes towards science were somewhat 
surprising. Although cognitive achievement and academic self-concept were 
clearly superior in the mastery learning group, positive attitudes were not 
accompanied by higher achievement gains and better self-image. These results 
were not consistent with the meta-analyses on mastery learning. However, 
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similar findings have been reported in the studies of Anania (1983), Chan 
(1987) , Dalton and Harmafin (1988) and Dillashaw and Okey (1983) which also 
found that mastery learning strategy could not generate more favorable 
attitudes. A possible explanation suggested by Anania (1983) was that the high 
mastery standard (80% correct) maintained in each formative test might place 
too much pressure on the mastery-taught students and thus lowered their 
attitudes. This explanation seems inadequate to the author. More 
investigations on this variable are necessary. 
In addition to the discussion of results, three aspects of this research 
are worth noting. First, it studied both cognitive and affective variables. In 
the cognitive domain, experimenter-made tests were used to evaluate the 
immediate effects of instruction, while standardized tests were used to assess 
long-term retention. The results indicated that mastery students outperformed 
nonmastery students in both experimenter-made and standardized tests. 
Second, the research had high fidelity to the mastery learning strategy. 
The instruction was group-based and teacher-paced, the procedures used were 
clearly specified, and helpful corrective exercises were used. 
Third, in order to increase the validity of the study and to avoid the 
possible experimental bias as described in Section 2.7, the present study had 
met the following criteria for methodological adequacy： (a) it was conducted 
in real classes, (b) it provided results for both experimental and control 
classes, (c) students and teachers were randomly assigned to treatments, (d) 
pretests were used to ensure initial equivalence between experimental and 
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control groups, (e) the study duration was rather lon^ (three months), (f) the 
instruments used had relatively high reliabilities, (g) the mastery and 
control classes were taught by the same teachers, used the same curriculum 
materials, studied the same objectives and proceeded at equal pace, and (h) 
effects were calculated from summative tests rather than formative tests. 
5.3 Limitations 
This research has some limitations. First, because the two types of 
students were taught by different teachers, it was likely that there might be 
confusion between student type effects and teacher effects. Although every 
effort was made to minimize teacher effects, it was questionable that whether 
the teaching style of the teachers might affect the learning of the students. 
Second, in order to initiate genuine feeling of the students, the pre-
and post-questionnaires on attitudes towards science, general self-concept and 
academic self-concept were given as anonymous tests. this arrangement made it 
impossible to statistically examine the individual change of these 
characteristics following the implementation of mastery learning. However, 
from the means and standard deviations shown in Table 5 and 7, there might be 
no significant differences in the pre- and post-test measures. A possible 
explanation was that this experiment only lasted one academic term (15 weeks), 
the duration was too short to bring about improvement in the affective 
characteristics. It would produce more desirable affective outcomes if the 
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program could be monitored in a longitudinal manner. 
Third, since the sample was limited to one school and the experiment was 
carried out in one subject area (science) at one academic level (Secondary 2)， 
any generalization drawn from this research should be considered with caution. 
It is recommended that more large-scaled local studies be conducted to assess 
the effectiveness of mastery learning. 
5.4 Implications 
This study offers some evidence that mastery learning can increase 
immediate achievement, long-term retention and academic self-concept, and that 
the program is most beneficial to the educationally disadvantaged students. In 
Hong Kong, as a result of the introduction of the 9-year universal and 
compulsory education, students with low levels of entry characteristics are 
also allocated a place in schools. Many teachers find it difficult to educate 
these students. Without intervention, these stLKients will fall farther and 
farther behind their nondi sadvantaged peers in achievement, bringing serious 
consequences to the school and society. In view of the effectiveness and 
feasibility of the mastery learning program, teachers may be willing to use 
such program to solve some of the problems. 
The features of group-based and teacher-paced of the mastery learning 
strategy suggest that it can be easily implemented in existing school 
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settings. However, it should be realized that the time needed to develop the 
materials is considerable, and that the development of learning objectives 
along with corresponding formative tests, corrective activities and summative 
tests is an enormous burden on teachers. Nonetheless, experience in the United 
States (see Guskey, 1980； Bums & Kojimoto, 1989) indicates that the materials 
can be developed by teams of teachers working cooperatively. The best 
development time is during the summer, and the next best times are full days 
away from school. The practice of team work can generate teacher enthusiasm 
and commitment to mastery learning. The implementation in schools in South 
Korea uses a different approach. The materials are centrally prepared by the 
Korea National Ministry of Education and the University Research Center. The 
advantage of such project is that it can be widely diffused in many 
classrooms. It seems practicable to Hong Kong if a combination of multi-party 
contribution (Education Department, universities and teachers) can be 
organized. Additional resources of teacher, instructional time and finance 
required in mastery learning programs may be obtained from the Hong Kong 
Education Department through the remedial teaching and the "School-based 
Ciirriculum Development" (SBCD) schemes. 
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Appendix 1. Mastery Orientation Sheet 
M a s t e :xr y L e a ur n i n g 迪速•五;^  t卯二 
The "S" signals success. 
All students in the class 
can learn very well. 一 
If you do not succeed at first, , . 
you must try again. ！ ^ ^ ^ 
/ Homework . . Class Learning 
Weekly I 
\ \ Mastery 
Non-mastery \ \ 
(1 …than 80J correct) \ 
二 ) 
"...� Weekly ^ y/ 
y VN- ^ Quiz D / 
i n l ifl 货 乂 
MASTERY LEARNING is an exciting' progi-aju. 
It will help you do your very best. 
1 1 9 
Appendix 2. Science Mastery Chart 
我 的 難 進 度 表 _ 
^ ^ ^ 
Name Class Class No. 
Mastery Level 4, Topic Abs Quiz i o 20 30 4,0 so 60 70 ao 90 100 ： p — " " " ~ 1 1 1 I I 1 I '1 1 
————II~I~I~I~I~I 1 ____ IB 
^―— II I I 1  sonKswi 
— _ ^ 1 I 1 I I I I h -
2B 
——^——Ii~II~I~1~I 1 ~ 
3B _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
— 二子 I I I I I I I 
— — ~ I I I I I I - H f — 
^ 
——"^I I I I I I I h — 
二；A I I I 1 I I I I I — t — 
7B _ _ _ _ 
」 丨 丨 . I I I 丨 ~ ~ I 8B . 
~ ~ ~ 一 二 巧 ^ ^ I I I . I I ~ ~ h - — 1 — 
9B I _ _ _ _ 
~ ~ 二 叫 I I I I I I I I — I — 
10 20 3 0 i O 50 6 O 70 a 0 9 O 10 0 
Record your quiz scores on this graph. If you reach 
mastery � 8 0 % or higher) on Quiz A, write SUCCESS in 
the space for Quiz B. r：^. ^ ^ ^ 
1 2 0 
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This certificate is awarded to those students who attain the 
mastery standard on 8 out of 10 formative tests A. 
1 2 2 
Appendix 4. Table of S p e c i f i c a t i o n s 
TABLE CF SPECIFICATICNS 
Chapter 1 一 Living Things and Air 
Lower Order Skills Higher Order Skills 
1.1 Breathed and Unbrsathed Air 
Naae and stata the percentages of Carry out siiple tests to 
the gases present in the coipare the aiount of oxygen, 
atlosphers: oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide and Mater vapour 
carbon dioxide. in breathed and unbreathad air 
by using: 
Stata one use of each of the - burning candle 
following gas in air: oxygen, - hydrogencarbonate indicator/ 
carbon dioxide, nitrogen. liie water 
-cobalt chloride paper 
State and carry out tests for: -
oxygen, carbon dioxide and water. 
1.2 Breathing Systen in tian 
Identify the aain parts of the Use the balloon-bell jar lodel to 
breathing systei in lan： nose, deionstrate the action of the 
south, breathing tube, siall diaphragi during breathing 
breathing tubes, lungs, air sacs, loveient. 
ribs, diaphraga and backbone. 
Use the rib cage aodel to 
Describe the function of the aain deionstrate the action of the 
parts of the breathing systea. 「ibs during breathing ioveient. 
Trace the passage of air froi the 
outside into the air sac. 
Discuss gas exchange at the air 
sacs. 
Discuss the role of blood in 
carrying gases to and froi the 
lungs. 
Use the balloon-bell jar model to 
study the relationship beti<een air 
voluae and air pressure. 
Describe and explain the breathing 
ffloveient in nan. 
1 2 3 
Lower Order Skills Higher Order Skills 
1.3 Breathing in Qthsr Annals 
Stats that annals constantly take Use the 'indicator' lethod to 
in oxygen and give out carbon deBonst广at8 that insects breathe 
dioxide. out carbon dioxide. 
State the iiportance of control Use the 'colored liquid drop' 
experiients. lathod to deaonstrata that insects 
use up oxygen and give out carbon 
dioxide. 
1.4 Gas Exchange between Plants and Air 
Stats that green plants take in Use the 'indicator' lethod to deduce 
carbon dioxide in light and give that green plants take in carbon 
out carbon dioxide in the dark. dioxide in light and give out carbon 
dioxide in the dark. 
State that water plants give out 
oxygen in light. . USB the 'glowing splint' lethod to 
deionstrate that water plants give “ 
out oxygen in light. 
1.5 Photosynthesis 
Carry out the iodins test for Deduce froi results of siiple 
starch in a green leaf. experiients the conditions 
necessary for starch formation 
State that starch is foraed in in green plants, 
green plants in light. 
Predict the effect on 
List the conditions necessary photosynthesis if one of the 
for photosynthesis. conditions is not available. 
Identify the gas produced during 
photosynthesis. 
Write the word aquation for 
photosynthesis. 
1 2 4 
Lower Ordar Skills Higher Order Skills 
1.6 Burning and Respiration 
State that in the burning of food Infer fro« experiiental results 
oxygen is used and carbon dioxide that foods contain carbon, 
is foned. 
Briefly discuss the siiilarities 
State that energy is given out and differBnces between the burning 
during the burning of food. of food in air and the breaking 
down of food (respiration) in body ‘ 
Point out that when food is burnt, cells, 
cheiical energy stored in it is 
released •ainly as heat energy. 
State that food provides living 
things with energy for warnth, 
aovsient and other activities. 
State that living things break down 
food in their body cells to release 
energy. 
Writs siipls equations in words 
to show burning and respiration. 
Carry out experiment to show that 
geminating seeds give out heat 
energy during respiration. -
1.7 Photosynthesis and Respiration 
Distinguish between photosynthesis Deduce froi the relationship of 
and respiration in teras of photosynthesis and respiration 
gas exchange and energy conversion. the inter-dependenca of plants and 
aniials. 
Discuss the carbon dioxide-oxygen 
balance in nature. 
1 2 5 
TPGLE GF SPECIFICATIONS 
Chapter 2 一 Making Use of Electricity 
Lower Order Skills Higher Order Skills 
2.1 Making Electric Currant 
Realize that electric currant Explain hoM a switch works, 
will only flow in a coaplete 
circuit containing a cell (a Draw circuit diagraas for siiple 
source of electrical energy). d.c. circuits. 
Stata that a bulb can change 
electric energy into light 
energy and heat energy. 
State the energy change which 
takes place in a cell: cheiical 
energy —> elactric energy. 
Describe the lain feature of 
different kinds of switches. 、 
Distinguish conductors fro^ 
insulators. 
State that letals and carbon 
are conductors of electricity. 
Give four exaiples of insulators 
of electricity. 
Draw syibols to represent: cell, 
wires, bulb, switch. 
2.2 Cells and Circuits 
Realize that two cells can light Draw circuit diagraas of series and 
a bulb brighter than one cell. parallel circuits. 
Connect two or lore cells correctly State whether the bulbs can be 
in series to lake a battery. switched off separately when they 
are connected (a) in series, and 
Identify (a) a series circuit, and (b) in parallel, 
(b) a parallel circuit. 
Indicate a switch position in a 
Distinguish between series and parallel circuit that will switch 
parallel circuits. off all the bulbs. 
Wire up bulbs in series and in 
parallel. 
1 2 6 
Lower Ordar Skills Higher Order Skills 
2.3 Resistance and Resistors 
Point out that avan conductors Deduce froi axpeniental results 
resist electric current to soie that the resistance of a conductor 
extent. depends on three factors: (a) its 
aaterial, (b) thickness and (c). 
Draw the syabol for a rheostat. length. 
State that a rheostat is used to Explain how a rheostat works, 
control the size of the current 
in a circuit. 
2.4 Voltage and Volti8ter 
Read a voltieter and connect it Deduce froi 8xp8riMntal results that 
correctly (in parallel) in a the sua of voltages across the bulbs 
circuit. is equal to the voltage across the 
cells Mhen the bulbs are connected in 
Draw correctly a circuit diagrai series, 
containing a voltieter. 
Deduce froi experiiental results that 
State that volt (V) is the unit the voltage across each bulb is equal 
for ueasuring voltage. to the voltage across the cells when 
the bulbs are connected in parallel. 
2.5 Electric Current and Aneter 
Read an ametar and connect it Deduce froi experiiental results 
correctly (in series) in a circuit. that the currant is identical at 
different points in a series circuit.. 
Draw correctly a circuit diagraa 
containing an aaaeter. Deduce froi experiiental results 
that in a parallel circuit, the sui 
State that aipere (A) is the unit of currents passing through the bulbs 
for leasuring current. is equal to the current passing 
through the cells. 
1 2 7 
Lower Order Skills Higher Order Skills 
2.6 Heat and Light froi Electricity 
State that electrical energy can be Explain how a bulb works, 
converted into heat energy. 
Explain hoM a fuse works. 
Deduce that the heating affect of 
currant increases with (a) high Explain the change in 
resistance, and (b) large current. (a) resistance, and (b) current in 
a circuit as a result of a short 
State that a fuse is a device used circuit, 
to protect appliances and wiring. 
Draw the syibol for a fuse. 
State that fuses are rated in 
aapsrss. 
Explain the leaning of the ten 
'short circuit'. 
Give two causes of short circuit. 
2.7 Using Electric Energy at Hoie 
State the leaning of power rating Calculate the aiount of electrical 
(wattage). energy used by an appliance and 
the costs for electricity. 
State that watt (H) is the unit for 
leasuring wattage. 
State that the electricity companies 
•8asu「8 electrical energy with the 
unit m . 
\ 
1 2 8 
Appendix 5. Formative Tests 
M • ) .. MTnUMjl ATT f7 ) 
•V U ui'ifiKUfi 'jj .Zj -A • N_: 
• ^  > I . J t» 
.*•• rf • . . . - • 1 
•-•.；-. I . 
(1) This pie chart shows the composition of the air. 
Complete the table. 
“ ‘ 
Gas Name of the gas Percentage 
A 7 8 % 
B o>cygen . 
e 0.03 % (2) Choose your answer from the following: oxy£en nitrosren carbon dioxide water vapour 
1. Which gas makes lime water turn milky ？ 
2. Which gas relights a glowing splint ？ 
3. Which gas changes the colour of cobalt 
chloride paper from blue to pink ？ 
4. Which gas changes the colour of 
hydroi^encarbonate indicator from 
red to yellow ？ 
5. Which gas is used to put out fires ？ —— 
.6. Which gas is used to make fertilizer ？ 
7. Which gas is used to help people breathe ？ 
1 2 9 
.:,,-::�� Science Quiz IB N蒙： （） 
！ZIIIIIIlL_ 
Choose your answer from the following : 
oxygen nitrogen carbon dioxide water vapour 
1. makes up most of the air 
2. makes up about 21% of the air. 
3 . makes up only 0.03% of the air. 
4. relights a glowing splint. 
5. turns lime water milky. 
6. turns hydrogencarbonate indicator 
from red to yellow. -
7. turns dry cobalt chloride paper 
from blue to pink. 
8. is needed by all living things for 
breathing• 
9. is used to put out fires. 
10. is used to make fertilizers. 
1 3 0 
A 
* •• 
蔬 Science Quiz 2A ( ) 
(1) Look at the following experiment. 
, , water level X unbreathed air — .. 
� V / 
h J " i r> L H i - d 
burning candle ~ I / L || 
START END 
f . � ( water level Y breathed air / 
0 1 n) / 
— 一 O 一 一 
V. ^ ' 
1. The water level inside the jars rise. 
It is because the burning candle uses up the . 
2. Water level X is higher than water level Y. 
This shows that ： 
(a) Unbreathed air contains [more / less] oxygen 
than breathed air. 
(b) When we breathe, we [use up / give out] 
oxygen. 
1 3 1 






V ' V 
1. The indicator in beaker becomes in colour. 
2. This shows that : 
(a) Breathed air contains [more / less] 
carbon dioxide than unbreathed air. 
(b) When we breathe, we [ use up / give out] 
carbon dioxide. 
(3) Look at the following experiment. 
( / ^ n - -
Y-/ )( rri'T^ dry cobalt chloride paper 
1. The dry cobalt chloride paper turns from blue to . 
2. This shows that ： 
(a) Breathed air contains [wore /less] 
water vapour than unbreathed air. 
{b) When we breathe, we [ use up / gi ve out] 
water vapour. 
(4) Look at the following experiment. 
L 
If thermometer 
1. The temperature of the thermometer • [ rises / /aJJs� 
2. This shows that : 
(a) Breathed air is [hotter / colder] 
than unbreathed air. 
(b) When we breathe, we [ use up / give out] 
heat energy. 
1 3 2 
：  Science Quiz 2B , 、 
••； _ - ( ) Name： ( ) 
� 1. Look at the following experiment.. 
unbreathed air — [ j 鄉ter level 
b z J M r^ L + Z 
burning candle 4 [-
The burning candle uses up the inside the 
jar. Therefore the water level rises. 
2. Look at the following experiment. 
, J • I f water level ？ breathed air .. • 
一 L l j D — - ： 
1 " 1 > 、 I ll I 
i 
The water level will rise • [higher / lower] j 
It is because breathed air contains [more / less] , 
oxygen. . I' 
When we breathe, we use up . [oxygen / 
carbon dioxide] 
1 3 3 
(2) Look at the following experiments. 
Choose your Einswer from the list : 
oxygen carbon dioxide nitrogen water vapour 
purple pink yellow green 
light heat rise . fail 
N The indicator is red in colour. 
% 
bydroiencarbonaU 池en we breathe, we give out 
0� indicator . 
This turns the indicator from 
red to . 
^ The dry cobalt chloride paper 
rVf n is blue in colour. 
^ cobalt chloride 
When we breathe, we give out 
搴 
This turns the paper from 
blue to • 
3 . 0 I • 
f ‘ J^ L therioaeter 此en we breathe, we give out 
_ 
This causes the temperature of 
the thermometer to . 
1 3 4 
• ； .1 J 
::A.;‘ Science Quiz 3A N豪： < ) ,->.'yy' •‘,� 
(1) The diagram shows the human breathing system. 
c m f 鬥 
D 僅 ^ ^ 仏 ： 
一。 “ I 
1. Name the parts A to F. 
A： B： 
C： — D： 
E： F： 
2. Oxygen moves from the to the • 
[air sac / blood vessel] 
3. Carbon dioxide moves from the to the 
• [air sac / blood vessel] 
4. Red blood cells carry (oxygen / carbon dioxide] 
from the air sacs to all body parts. 
1 3 5 
(2) IxDok at the following experiment. 
H h belHar 
-j- ballooa 
r \ rubber sheei V 
When we pull down the rubber sheet, 
1. the air volume inside the bell-jar . 
[increases / decreases] 
2. the air pressure inside the bell-jar . 
[increases / decreases] 
3. air passes [into / out of] the balloons. 
This shows _. (breathing-in / breathing-out] 
(3) When we breathe in, 
1. the ribs move . [up / down] 
2. the diaphragm moves . [up / down] 
3. the volume of the thorax • [increases/ decreases� 
4. the air pressure in the lurxgs . [increases/ decreases] 
5. air passes [into / out of] the lungs. 
1 3 6 
..「—〉、、: Science Quiz 3B ( ) 




丨 参 j ^ T ^ . 一 
卜 c e u W 
丨 T 
1. Name the parts A to G. 
A: B： 
C: D: 
E: F： . 
G： -
2. What is gas X ？ ‘ 
3. What is gas Y ？ 
4. What is cell W ？ — 
1 3 7 
(2) Look at the following experiment. 
�、• . ， ' 
‘ balloons 
7 “ 
/ — string 
i\jbi>*t slic.'t 
+ 
When we push up the rubber sheet, 
1. the air volume inside the bell-jar . 
[increases / decreases J -
2. the air pressure inside the bell-jar . 
I increases / decreases] 
3. air pai^ ses [into / out of] the balloons. 
4. the balloons become . Ibigfior / smaller] 
This shows • [breathin^-in / breathin^-out] 
{3) When we breathe in, 
1. the move(s) up. [ribs / diaphragm� 
2. T.li,? move(s) down. [ribs / diaphragm] 
J. Lhr- volume of the thorax . [ increases/ decreases J 
4. I he air pressure in the lungs . (increases/ decreases] 
5. air passes I into / out of J t.he lungs. 
1 3 8 
. . . 
fX^ii Science Quiz 4A s2( ) ( ) 
！ » • .i；••‘ Yf •:-->. 
。.乂 — ^  二“丨 
i1) Look at the following experiment. 
Tube A Tube B • 
. , Co丄our of hydrogencarbonate indicator 
Tube 
— Start End 
珍 A red red 
—— —— B red yellow 




1. The amount of carbon dioxide increases in tube ( ). 
It is because the animal gives out . '1' 
- 'i 
• I 
2. Tube ( ) is called a control. 
I 
f 
A control is used to results. • 
* 
4 
(2) Look at the following experiment. 寺 
test-tube capillary tube 丨 
\ 宁 ~ ~ ~ 7 — . 
insect soda lime red ink drop ) 
f 
1. The insect uses up and give out ‘‘ 
. [oxygen / carbon dioxide] 
2. The soda lime absorbs the given out 
by the insect, [oxygen / carbon dioxide] 
3. The air pressure inside the test-tube . 
[increases / decreases] 
4. As a "result, the red ink drop will move . 
[inwards / outwards] 
1 3 9 
(2) IxDok at the following experiment. 
• 9 - f j 0 n . n 命 
y . y 
^ ^ hydrogencarbonate indicator 
At the start of the experiment, the colour of the hydrogencaebonate 
indicator is RED in ALL the test-tubes. 
40 minutes later, the indicator changes colour in test-tubes A and 
B. It has no change in test-tubes C and D. 
1. The indicator in A becomes PURPLE in colour. 
It is because the amount of carbon dioxide ^ • 
[increases / decreases] 
This experiment shows that green plants 
[takes in/ give out] carbon dioxide in light. 
2. The indicator in B becomes YELLOW in colour. 
It is because the amount of carbon dioxide . 
[increases / decreases] 
This experiment shows that green plants 
[takes in / gives out] carbon dioxide in the dark. 
3. Test-tubes C and D are control experiments. 
We compare test-tube C with test-tube ( ). [A / B] 
We compare rest-tube D with test-tube ( )• [A / B] 
(4) Look at the following experiment. 
I 门 
- 二 ‘“ “ - gas given out 
I » 
� . 
•‘ • • I 
water plant ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ water 
1. The water plant gives out a gas. The gas is • 
[oxygen / carbon dioxide] 
We can use to test for this gas. 
[glowing splint / lime water / hydrogencarbonate indicator] 
2. Green plants give out in light. 
1 4 0 
•••••"：> Science Quiz 4E S2( ) Name： ( ) 
.' . _ . 
(1) Look at the following ex-periment. 
Tube X Tube Y • ‘ 
hydrogencarbonate 
^ ^ ^ ^ indicator (RED) 
1. The indicator in tube ( ) becomes yellow. 
It is because the amount of carbon dioxide 
[increases / decreases] 
This experiment shows that the animal gives out 
2. Tube ( ) is called a control. 
A control is used to . results. 
(2) Look at the following experiment. 
capillary tube test-tube 
• ji « ) 
red ink drop insect soda lime 
1 • The insect oxygen and 
carbon dioxide. I uses up / gives out] . 
2. The soda lime absorbs the given out 
by the insect, [oxygen / carbon dioxide] 
3. The air pressure inside the test-tube • 
[increases / decreases] 
4. As a r e s u l t : , the red ink drop will move to the • 
I Jeft / right� 
141 
(2) IxDok at the following experiment. 
A B “ © " C D 
— : . 丨 _ 
foil ！ • ：. ^ foil 
Y Y . 
hydrogencarbonate indicator 
At the start of the e^cperiment, the colour of the hydrogencaebonate 
indicator is RED in ALL the test-tubes. 
40 minutes later, the indicator changes colour in test-tubes B and 
D. It has no change in test-tubes A and C. 
1. The indicator in B becomes in colour, [yellow/purple] 
This experiment shows that green plants take in 
[oxygen / carbon dioxide] in light. 
2. The indicator in D becomes in colour, [yellow/purpleJ 
This experiment shows that green plants give out 
[oxygen / carbon dioxide] in the dark. 
3. Test-tubes A and C are control experiments. 
We compare test-tube A with test-tube ( ). [B / D] 
We compare rest-tube C with test-tube ( )• [B / D] . 
(4) Look at the following e:cperiment. 






water plant water 
1. The water plant gives out a gas. 
We can use to test for this gas. 
[flowing splint / lime water / hydrogencarbonate indicator] 
The gas is • 
2. This experiment shows that green plants give out 
in light, [oxygen / carbon dioxide� ’ 
1 4 2 
:：^ ：々• Science Quiz 5A . ^ ： ( ) 
I 1) Choose your answer from the following: 
oxygen carbon dioxide chemical 
starch lighL water 
In photosynthesis ： 
1. Green plants take in 
from the air, 
from the soil. 
2. Chlorophyll absorbs energy. 
It makes food and . 
3. The food is . It has ‘ energy. 
(2) Look at the following experiment.. 
~ 厂 T B ^ ^ 
. . 甜 a I w A 
t^ y-^ bolllno alcohol EWH^ boillng � —Iodine P "r\"\" ""^ataf 丨 .-•- .wator _ H 
I r � \ ’ ,� 丨 watar . — / I 
1. In step A, boiling water is used to the leaf. 
2. In step B, alcohol is used to remove the 
of the leaf. 
Do not use alcohol near a flame. Alcohol catches 
easily. 
3. Iodine solution is light brown in colour. 
If the leaf has starch, iodine solution will become 
in col our. 
1 4 3 
(2) IxDok at the following experiment. 
• ： & 發 
1. Does the covered leaf have starch? [yes/ no] 
2. Does the uncovered leaf have starch? [yes/ no] 
3. This experiment shows that plants need to 
make starch, [chlorophyll/ light/ carbon dioxide] 
(4) Look at the following experiment. 
八 绍色部位 
f A } ^ 非 . 都 色 部 位 
A variegated leaf 
1 . The parts contain chlorophyll. [green / non-green] 
2. Only the parts have starch, [green/ non-green] 
3. This experiment shows that plants need to 
make starch, [chlorophyll/ light/ carbon dioxidej 
(5) Look at the following experiment. 
« / �� • » / 
\ I 
coda lima 
1. Soda lime is used to remove . 
[water/ oxygen/ carbon dioxid^ 
2. Does leaf X contra in starch ？ [yes/ no� 
3. Does leaf Y contain starch ？ (yes/ no] 
•I. This experiment shows that plants need to 
make starch. [chiorophyJ1/ 1i^ht/ carbon dioxide] “ 
1 4 4 
:/•—•>、.:. Science Quiz 5B s2( ) n縦： 
. 
{1) Choose your answer from the folLowing: 
oxygen carbon dioxide chemicai iigi比 
starch respLraLioii phoLosvTithes is 
1. Green plants make food in light.. 
a. This process is called . 
b. The food is • 
c. The food stores ._ energy. 
2. During this process, chlorophyll 
a. absorbs energy from the sun, 
b. takes in from the air and 
from the soil, 
c. gives out . 
(2) Look at the following experiment. 
. ‘ I 
beaker-—— l(' Boi丄i�ig water is used to 
I"' — . 
boiling water 
/ a. Alcohol is used to remove the 
/ .^boii.ng tube from the leaf. 
j：^； b. Do�幻t the alcohol directly. 
—alcohol It is because aJ.coho丄 catches 
easi Ly. 
/ 
yV [(xline solution turns from 
y^—. cLopper Hght brown to dark-blue. 
- � C'- — “ This shous that, the leaf 
f^^^t^ leal 
一 hoi wa’e, , ^ 、 c V '‘ ‘ ‘ 
、-、-、 ‘ 一 v^tme tik 
\ � � 
1 4 5 
(3) Look at the folJ�w.i��i4 i x y，r. i m”n I.. 
green pa【丄 
•纖i 
A varie;gaLed leaf white piivl--^ 
1. The white part does not contain . 
2. Only the part has starch. [green/ white] 
3. This experiment shows that plants need 
to make starch. [chlorophyll/ light/ waher/ carbon dioxidej 
(4) Look at the following experiment. 
The leaves do not have starch at. start. 
———I I 署 一 一 
I � 
• soda lime \ / 
1. Soda lime is used to absorb . 
2. After 2 hours, which leaf (A or B) will Have starch? ( ) 
3. This exijeriment shows that plants need ： 
to make starch. [chlor-ophyU / light/ water/ carbon dioxide] 
- (5) Look at the folLowiii^ ex^^rimetit. 
I 
_ _ � 广 、 l e a f A 
cupboard - Z l ^ ^ Z ^ ^ ^ j / ^ / 
1. Does leaf A have starch? : �yes/ no] 
2. Does leaf f3 have starch? [yes/ no] 
3. This experiment shows thai plants nood 
to niake starch.�ch ioro|)hy L 1 / light./ walerV (rarbotj dio\ idt?] 
1 4 6 
•1.— :、:： Science Quiz 6A , 、 
"Yf-V.-. Name： ( ) 
• ••••• . ••••• - - • . I . 
I" Look at the following experiment. 
Burn a piece, of carbon When the carbon has stopped 
in a Jar of oxygen. burning, test the gas in the 
jar with lime water. 
[ 
扭 ^ lime wat-
oxygen \ : 
I • i. ；. carbon ； i ’ I I 
1. Lime water is used to test for _ _ • 
2. The lime water becomes • 
This shows that burning produces . 
(2) There are two differences between burning and respiration. 
1. Burning occurs in • [cells/ air] 
Respiration occurs in . [cells/ air] , 
) 
2. In burning, energy is given out. • 
in a [vigorous ri / slow ] , 
•• 
and [controlled 全 / uncontrolled ? ^  }± ] way. J 
> 
r 
In respiration, energy is given out 
in a [vigorous / slow] 
and [controlled / uncontrolled] way. 
1 4 7 
(2) IxDok at the following experiment. 
A B 
g : ， — - 一 
.weds soaked soaked in 
i n - f 
the rmometer 
1. The temperature rises in thermos flask { ). 
It is because the seeds: 
carry oul. ( ) ； [photosynthesis/ respiration] 
and give out energy, [light/ heat] 
2. Thermos flask ( ) is the control. 
It is used to results. 
(4) 1. Complete the following equation of photosynthesis. 
light energy 
+ 了 Food + , 
] 
2. Complete the following equation of respiration. 
I 
Food + Energy + + ) 
i 
We use the energy: 1 
(a) to ’ (b) to 
3. Fill in the spaces below. 
PhoLosynthesis in Respiration in 
green plants animals 
> • / 
1 4 8 
二V:: Science Quiz 6B ( . 
••/ �,,丨::. S2( ) Name： ( ) 
� Look at the following experiment. 
. c r b 
抖r O Bum a piece of carbon 
in a jar of oxygen. 
oxygen 
carbon IJ^ 
1. Burning of carbon produces a gas. The gas is . 
2. We can use to test for this gas. 
(2) Look at the following experiment. 
^ ‘ 
thermos _ •一 flask 
I K= W 
thermometer 
J U 
1. The temperatiire rises in thermos flask { )• 
2. Thermos flask ( ) is the control. 
It is used to results. 
3. This experiment shows that giving/ dead] seeds 
give out [light/ heat/ chemical] energy 
during [photosynthesis/ respiration]. 
1 4 9 
(3) Look at the following experLmenr.. 
co b a l t c h l o r i d e paper 
1. The cobalt chloride paper turns from blue to . 
[red/ yellow/ pink]. 
2. This experiment shows that bumiiag produces _• 
(4) There are two differences between burning and respiration. 
1. Burning occurs in “ • [cells/ air] 
Respiration occurs in . [cells/ air] 
2. Buring produces energy [quickly/ slowly]. 
Respiration produces energy [quickly/ slowly]. 
[Bumirvg/ Respiration] is difficult 
to control• 
�5) 1. Complete the following equation of photosynthesis. 
+ [ ^ + 
chlorophyll J 
.2. Complete the following equation of respiration. 
Food + • Energy + + 
We use the energy: 
(a) to ，(b) to ： 




in animals in green plants 
takes ^ gives 
in out 
1 5 0 
S . 2 SC I ENCE Q U I Z 7 A 
Name ： ( ) S.2 ( ) mark » 
1. Look at the following circuit. 
(a) The bulb lights when the switch is [open/ closed]. 
(b) The cell changes energy into energy. 
{electrical/ chemical/ Ught/ movement] 
I 
(c) The bulb changes energy into energy. 
[electrical/ chemical/ light/ movement] 
2. Look at the following two circuits. 
C i r c u i t 1 C i r c u i t 2 
(a) Draw a circuit diagram for each of the above circuits. 
circuit, 1 circuit 2 
(b) In circuit 1, the two bulbs are connected in . 
In circuit 2, the two bulbs are connected in 
(c) If all 4 bulbs are of the same type (同 一 fel"^ ), 
bulb A or bulb C is brighter ？ 
(d) If bulb A is removed (掉 |•；1) from circuit 1, 
does bulb B light ？ 
(e) If bulb C is removed from circuit 2, 
does bulb D light ？ 
151 
3. The following experiment is to lest the resistance of eomo wires. 
(a) Which of the two wires below can make the bulb brighter ？ 
wire 1 ： 10 era thick copper wire 
wire 2 : 10 era thin copper wire Wire . 
(b) Which of the two wires below can make the bulb brighter ？ 
wire 3 ： 5 cm thick copper wire 
wire 4 : 5 cm thick nichrome wire Wire . 
(c) Which of the two wires below can make the bulb brighter ？ 
wire 5 ： 5 cm thin copper wire 
wire 6 : 10 era thin copper wire Wire 
(d) When the bulb gets brighter, the resistance of the wire is ‘ 
[ larger/ smaller], 
4. Look at the following circuit. 
f s p ^ ^ b a , 丨 丨 dingconlact 
(a) The name of the apparatus X is . 
(b) The circuit symbol of the apparatus X is . 
(c) When the sliding contact is pushed to position [a / b / c], 
the bulb is brightest. 
(d) The apparatus X is used to control the size of the . 
1 5 2 
:/,)、： Science Quiz 7B 
1. Look at the circuit. 
CaD Draw a circuit diagram. 
Cb) Bulb C and D are connectod 
CcD When bulb C is removed , 
bulb D ‘ 
» 
[glows Z doos not glow]. • « 
2. A boy places 5 things between AB of the circuit in order. 
1. A ploatlc ruL«r 
2. A courbon rod 
9. A , lOcm long, LhlcJc copper 
•4. A , lOcm Long, thin copper 
3. A , lOcm lorvg, thick ni-cKronv® v^lro 
CaD When the plastic ruler is placed betwwn AB , the bulb 
[lights / does not light] because plastic 
ruler 1 s a/an C conductor / insulator]. 
CbD Wh«n the carbon rod is placed b«twe«n AB • the bulb 
[lights / does not light] because carbon 
rod is a./an C conductor / i ns:ul iitor ]. 
CcD When the three metal wires C things 3 » 4 » 5) are placed 
botw^on AB , which wl re can make the bulb light brightest? 
1 5 3 
3. Look at the rollov/ing circuit. 
C aD Draw a circuit di agram for it i n the box. 
CbD The name of the apparatus A 
13 I 
CcD When the sliding contact is 
pushed to position Cx / y / z3 » . 
the bulb is dimiaest C D. 
Cd) Apparatus A is used to control 
"the size of the . 
4. Look at the following circuit diagram. 
,1 
M 





CaD In the circuit , bulbs M and N are connected in ； 
bulbs L and N a.re connected in . 
CbD Fill In the table. 
Use the nymbcl3 : / = lights, ^ = does not 1 �t 
s'..- i tell ii w itch bulb bulb bu I b P q I. M N 
c L opo t) 
o n o \ ny.d 
1 5 4 
S.2 SoENCE Quiz 8A 
Name ： ( ) S.2 ( ) mork， 
1. Look at the following circuit. 
(a) Draw a circuit diagram for this circuit in the box. 
(b) The voltmeter measures ： . 
[current/ voltage/ resistance ] 
(c) The voltmeter is connected in with the cell. 
2. Look at the following circuit. 
I I 
(a) Draw a circuit diagram for this circuit in the box. 
(b) The ammeter measures . [current/ voltage/ resistance] 
(c) The ammeter is connected in with the cell. 
notes p.8 <2-5 B) 
3. This is a voltmeter. 
( ^ “ ^ (a) The reading of this voltmeter is V. 
(b) The name of the unit ”V" is 
— r \ 
(S) V J 
1 5 5 
4. This is an ammeter. 
广 “ “ (a) The reading of this ammeter is A. 
(b) The name of the unit "A" ia • 
一 • ， 
X 
5. Look at the circuit at the left. 
^ ^ Complete the table below. 
j I Vol tme ter Readintr 
X 2.5 V 
- € ) Y-
八 A Z 1.2 V 
Y Z 
6. Lr09k at the circuit at the left. 
Complete the table below. 
* 
®, 、 / - k , 、 人 Vol tme ter Read in fC i CD (v) — V 
^ R 
——Q 2.4 V 
R V 
7. Look at the circuit at the left. 
Complete the table below. 
^ — ^ g-T Reacf in定 
®S 0.48 A 
T 0.25 A 
- O ~ U . A 
w 厂 
1 5 6 
S.2 SOENCE Quiz 日日 
Name ： ( ) S.2 ( ) 巾。 … 
1. Look at the following circuit. 
V ® • J-
(a) The ammeter measures [c u r r e n t / voltage/ resistance]. 
(b) The ammeter is connected in with the cell. 
(c) X is the [positive/ negative] terminal of the ammeter. 
(d) The reading of the ammeter is A. 
(e) The name of the unit "A" is . 
2. Look at the following circuit. 
y 
(a) Draw a circuit diagram for this circuit in the box. 
(b) The voltmeter measures . [current/ voltage/ resistance] 
(c) The voltmeter is connected in with the cell. 
(d) Y is the [positive/ negative] terminal of the voltmeter. 
(e) This is the reading of the voltmeter ： | �,,—,/./ 
The reading is V. "/ 
(f) The name of the unit "V" is _. ^ ^ 
rt • 
V . J 
1 5 7 
；F 
3. Look at the circuit at the left. 
^ ^ Complete the table below. 
I 11 Vo1tme ter Read i n^ 
X V 
_ _ _ Y 1.5 V 
一 Z 1.3 V 
L 0 J L 0 J _ _ ^ 
Y 2 
4. (J)" Look at the circuit at the left. 
Complete the table below. ^ 
W 
Vo 1 tme ter Reading 
L 3.1 V 
~ Q M V 
.jlj N V 
5. Look at the circuit at the left. 
Complete the table below. 
l|lj 
Amme ter Readinc^ 
令 � R令 p k— 
G. Q 0.25 A 
, A 
6. Look at the circuit at the left. 
Complete the table below. 
iHi 
Amme t er Readins^ 
• S A A s Y 
^ ,, T 0.25 A 
；; — 
L f ^ ” 
^ ^ 了 W 0.52 A 
1 5 8 
s . 2 SC IENCE Q m z 9 A 
Name ： ( ) S.2 ( ) mo … 
1. Look at the circuit at the left. 
厂‘ \ ^ ~ -Tl (a) The resistance wire ia hot 
^^^ 二 二 — 
笛源組 pLT' (b) The resistance wire is cold 
. h when the switch is 
resistance ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ switch 
wire [ open / closed ]. 
2. Look at the circuit below. Wire X is a thin copper wire, wire Y is a 
thick copper wire. 
wire X wire Y , 
1 … ^ — L 二… I 
(a) The wire X and wire Y are connected in . 
(b) The current passing through wires X and Y are . 
[‘different / the same ] • 
(c) Wire [ X / Y ] has a larger resistance. 
(d) Wire [ X / Y ] is hotter ($乏 fe ). 
(e) The resistance wires change ^ energy into 
[electrical / chemical / Ught / heat ]energy. 
(f) Wire [ X / Y ] is a better (转好 5� energy changer. Hotii r i*�1-5 A.i) 
3. 广~\ There is a resistance wire inside a bulb. 
( ) It changes electrical energy into 
energy and energy. 
— [electrical / chemical / light / heat ] 
1 5 9 
4. Look at the circuits below. 
ammeter 
(a) When the current gets large； bulb [ P / Q ] will break. 
(b) Fuse wire is a metal with [ high / low ] melting point. 
(c) .The fuse is. connected in with bulb Q. 
(d) The circuit symbol of a fuse is . -
• . 
• . 
1 6 0 
S . 2 S C I E N C E Q U I Z LOA 
Name ： ( ) S.2 { ) marks 
1. Look at the circuit below. 
few* r piUk 
r e s i s t a n c e w i r e 
(a) When the switch is open, the resistance wire is • 
[cold / hot ] 
(b) When the switch is closed, the resistance wire is • 
[cold / hot ] 
(c) The resistance wire changes energy into 
energy. [ chemical / heat / light / electrical ] 
2. Look at the circuit below. 
power pack 
X ： copper wire ^ ^ 
Y ： nichrome wire ^ . 
I ' n -
(a) The wires X and Y are connected in . 
(b) The current passing through wires X and Y are 
[different / the same ] 
(c) Wire [ X / Y ] has a larger resistance. 
(d) Wire [ X / Y ] is hotter ( 較 fe ). 
(e) Wire ( X / Y ] is a poorer ( 较 a 的)energy changer. 
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3. There is a wii.o inside a bulb. 
/ N (a) This wire has a [ high / low � 
(pp. ) resistance. 
\\ j/ (b) When the bulb lights, this wire is . 
( cold / hot ] 
r" I , 
(b) It changes energy into heat 
energy and energy. 
(electrical / chemical / light / heat ] 
4. Look at the circuits below. 
— p o w e r 
ammete r fuse 
circuit A circuit B 
(a) Circuit [ A / B � i s safer { f'k：、昼令). 
(b) Fuse wire is a metal with [ high / low ] melting point. 
(c) When the current is too large, the fuse wire will . 
(c) The fuse is connected in with bulb Q. 
(d) The circuit symbol of a fuse is • 
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S .2 SCIENCE Q U I Z LOA 
Name : ( ) S.2 ( ) … ^ 
1. Look at the following circuits. 
^ ^ ^ ^ thick copper wire 
circuit 1 circuit 2 
(a) Bulb P [ lights / does not Ugh t ]. 
Bulb Q ‘ [ lights / does not Ugh t ]. 
(b) Which ammeter has a larger reading ( ^ k 久 ) ？ (b) 
A. ammeter X 
B. ammeter Y 
(c) Which wire is hotter ？ (c) 
A. wire 1 
B. wire 2 
(d) In circuit 2, which one has a lower resistance ？ (d) i 
I 
A. bulb Q 
B. thick copper wire 
(e) Which circuit is a short circuit ？ (e) 
A. circuit 1 
B. circuit 2 
(f) Short circuit is dangerous. It can cause . 
(g) We can use a to protect a circuit. 
(h) Give one common cause of short circuit at home ： • 
2. A family uses 5 KWh of electrical energy irj 1 day. 
1 month has 30 days. 
(a) This family uses KWh of electrical energy in 1 month. 
(b) 1 KV/h of electrical energy costs SO.RO, this fnmi 1 will pay 
$ for electricity in 1 month. 
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3. Look at the following circuit. 
厂 、 、 二 
• (220 (220 v\ 
厂 、 • ^OUVY \60\vJ 
(a) Bulbs X and Y are connected in . 
(b) The voltages across two bulbs are . 
[‘differen t / the same ] • 
(c) Bulb [ X / Y ] is brighter. 
(d) Bulb Y changes energy [ faster / slower ]. 
(e) The unit of power rating is 
4. (a) Electrical energy = power rating x 
(b) Complete the following question. 
P o w e r T i m e o f A m o u n t o f A p p l i a n c e r o L1n g w o r k i n g e l e c t r i c a l e n e r g y 
Bulb 500 W 4 hours KWh 
Air cond i t i one 3000 \v 0.5 hours KWh 
Toaster 200 W 1 KWh 
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S.2 SC IENCE Q U I Z LOA 
Name ： ( ) S.2 I ) mori< 3 
1. Look at the following circuits. 
thick copper wire 
circuit 1 circuit 2 
(a) Ammeter C P / Q ] has a larger reading 
(b) In circuit 1 
(1) Fuse a and bulb X are connected in . 
(2) Bulb X •[ Ughts / does not light ]. 
(3) Fuse a [ melts / does not melt ]• 
(c) In circuit 2 
(1) Bulb Y [ Ugh ts / does not Ugh t ]. 
(2) Fuse 心 [ melts / does not melt ]. 
(3) The thick copper wire and bulb Y are connected in • 
(4) The thick copper wire has a [ higher / lower ] 
resistance than bulb Y. 
(d) Circuit [ 1 / 2 ] is a short circuit. 
(e) Short circuit is dangerous. It" can cause . 
(f) Give one common cause of short circuit at home ： • 
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2. Look at the following cifcnit. 
,广‘...、、 “ 
(221) V) 1220 v\ 
• VnJf^vv \6()wJ 
(a) Bulbs A and B are connected in . 
(b) The number '100 W is the [ power rating / voltage ] 
of bulb A. 
(d) Bulb A changes energy [ faster / slower ] than bulb B. 
(e) The unit of power rating is • 
3. The following table gives the electricity consumption 
(耗货i ) of 
a family in 1 day. -
(a) Complete the following table. 
“ T1 m e o f . _ P o w e r A m o u n t o f A p p l l a n c e p a t i n a w o r k i n g e l e c t r i c a l e n e r g y in 1 d q y I • -III 
Bulb 1000 W 5 hours KWh 
Refrigerator 200 W 24 hours KWh 
Rice cooker W 1 hour 0-2 K W h ^ 
(a) One month has 30 days. This family uses KWh of 
electrical energy in 1 month. 
(b) 1 KWh of electrical energy costs $0.80, this family will pay 
$ for electricity in 1 month. 
1 6 6 
Appendix 6. Summative Tests 
\ First Summative Test 
1. f i l l in t h e f o l l o v i n g t a b l e . 1 . iS 充下表. 
G a s e s in a i r 空 氣 中 的 氧 体 P e r c e n t a g e 百 份 比 U s e s 用 途 
C a r b o n d i o x i d e 二 g (t K ( 1 ) ( 2 ) 
(3) 21 F o r b r e a t h i n g 呼圾 
N i t r o g e n S 氣 ( 0 T o t a k e f e r t i l i z e r s S iS £ F-l 
2. L o o k a t t h e fol l o v i n g e x p e r i a e n t . 2 . a 意以下買驗. 
f ! ^ � 拉 D 
中的她国 \J boil.ng p 
、 一 …be . t\\ 
•人candle A iinb�ea tliecl air W 
汽 ^ . •未经呼的空氣 J X . 
水 _ _ ： ： _ 
, - 一 一 一 一 — — J - - • 
n r i ^ : waier . _ "i-"- — 一 - ^ ^ — _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ H ^ 、-•趣 二-J • 
(a) Y h a t g a s is u s e d u p d u r i n g (a) S 境用去邪 S 氣 S ? ； 
b u r n i n g ^ 
( b ) ¥ h y d o e s t h e v a t e r r i s e ( b ) 為 什 g i l 菅 中 B 水會上升？ 
i n s i d e t h e b o i l i n g t u b e ? 
(c) U ) 丨 f Y e u s e b� e a t h e < i a i r ( c ) (1) § 用！？出 S S 代替圾人 S 
i n s t e a d of u n - b r e a t h e d tt,燒営中的水上升8大 
a i r , v i l l t h e v a t e r r i s e 抑或8小？ 
l o r e o r l e s s u p t h e 
b o i l i n g t u b e ? 
(2) E x p l a i n y o u r a n s v e r . ( 2 ) S f l f t 的答案. 
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� 3. T h e d i a g r a j b e l o v s h o v s a l a n ' s 3 . 下 M SB 示人 tt 圾条统. 
b r e a t h i n g s y s t e i . 
(a) N a i e p a r t s A to F . ( a ) 富 出 ® 位 A 至 F 的名SI. 
( b ) G i v e a r e a s o n v h y p a r t D is ( b ) 部 位 D 是 粉 红 色 ， 試 寫 出 原 因 . 
p i n k ? 
( c ) V h e n v e b r e a t h e i n , ( c ) g fl g 氣時， 
( 1 ) V h i c h p a r t , E or F, ( 1 ) 那 一 部 位 （ E 抑或 F ) 會 
l o v e s u p ? 上升？ 
( 2 ) V h i c h p a r t , E or F, ( 2 ) 那 一 部 位 （ E 抑或 F ) 會 ， 
l O v e s d o v n ? 下 P? ? 
(3) D o e s p a r t D g e t b i g g e r ( 3 ) 3 位 D 受大還是變小？ 
s i a l l e r ? 
( d ) ( 1 ) V h a t is g a s U ( d ) ( 1 ) 氣 3： X 是什 g ? 
( 2 ) V h a t is g a s Y ? ( 2 ) 氣 tt Y 是什 g ? 
(3) N a i e t h e c e l l v h i c h ( 3 ) 窝 出 将 氣 ttYS 到全身进 
c a r r i e s g a s Y to t h e K f i 细 胞 名 S . 
e e l 1s of t h e b o d y . 
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L T h i s l o d e l is u s e d to s h o v 4 . 這 0 模 S 用 來 S 示 评 圾 勤 作 
b r e a t h i n g l o v e i e n t s . 
A 
b a n o o n s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 丨 • _ glass tube 玻菅 
^ ^ ^ ^ rubber sheet L窄皮 
L J ： ! 一 
(a) yhich part of the lodel ( a ) 摸 5 ® — 部 位 表 示 K S ? 
represents the lung? 
(b) I/hen ve push up the rubber (b) J? 8 皮 g 向上推起， 
sheet, 
( 1 ) does the voluie inside ( 1 ) S S S 的 容 積 增 大 
the bell-jar increase or i f ^ ? 
decrease? 
(2) does the air pressure (2)鐘'S 罩的氣壓增大 
inside the bel 1 -jar 還是辑小？ 
increase or decreased 
(3) vhat happens to the (3)氣球有什 
bal丨 oons? 
U ) vhat breathing loveient, (4) g 些勤作是演示圾氣 
breathing-in or 還是呼氣？ 
breathing-out, is shovn 
by these actions? 
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5. L o o k a t t h e f o l l o w i n g 5 . g 意 以 下 實 装 . 開 始 時 R 8 S 逢 指 示 
e x p e r i i e n t . T h e h y d r o g e n 
a呈红色. 
c a r b o n a t e i n d i c a t o r is r e d at. ! 
start. 一 、 〇 ： 
* m .ear « 
萝 ^ ^ I 懸 V "eta I foil 
_ 一 齊 過 m 
hydfogerKrofbonaie indicator 
CKfi^JSS指示劑 
( a ) V h a t is t h e c o l o u r of t h e ( a ) —小時後，指示 S 呈什 色？ 
i n d i c a t o r a f t e r o n e h o u r ? 
T e s t - t u b e 試官 C o l o u r o f i n d i c a t o r 指示劑顏色 
a t s t a r t S 始時 a f t e r o n e h o u r 一小時後 
A r e d y e l l o v 
B r e d ( 1 ) 
C r e d ( 2 ) 
(b) y h a t g a s h a s l a d e t h e ( b ) 邪 S 氣 tt 引起指示 B ) 受 化 ？ 
i n d i c a t o r c h a n g e ? 
( c ) In v h i c h t e s t t u b e d o e s ( c ) 光 合 作 用 g 生在那一試菅？ 
p h o t o s y n t h e s i s o c c u r ? 
( d ) V h a t is t h e u s e of t h e a e t a l ( d ) 金 S Ji 有什 12 用途？ 
f o i l ? 
( e ) fJaie t h e p r o c e s s v h i c h ( e ) 窝 出 g 生 在 試 管 A 的 作 用 名 S . 
o c c u r s in t e s t l u b e A . 
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\ 6. L o o k a t t h e f o l l o v i n g 6 . S 意以下 S 驗 . K K — 沫已在 S 光 
e x p e r i i e n t . T h e l e a f is t a k e n 下放了兩小時的 H ft ffi 出. 
f r o i a p l a n t v h i c h h a s b e e n p u t 
in s u n l i g h t f o r 2 h o u r s . 
• u / / e , \ 
^^ ) /y A ) 
hoi ^y^r-F- coiio 丨 M 
^ -J^-Z-Z-Z-：-：: 一 boJing water D // 
日 . T O T 年水 / 
/ J 7 U 1 • t 
( a ) A r r a n g e t h e d i a g r a i s in t h e ( a ) 用 字 母 A 至 D K 各 g 11 序详列. 
c o r r e c t o r d e r u s i n g t h e 
l e t t e r s A to D . 
(b) V h a t is t h e u s e o f t h e ( b ) S 精有什 g 作用？ 
a ! c o h o l ? 
( c ) (1) V h a t c o l o u r d o e s t h e ( c ) (1) S }? S 變成什 1 ? 顏 色 ？ 
i o d i n e s o l u t i o n c h a n g e 
t o ? 
( 2 ) V h a t s u b s t a n c e in t h e ( 2 ) 葉 片 内 什 g S 質 引 起 上 述 轉 
l e a f c a u s e s t h i s c h a n g e ? 受？ 
( d ) i r i t e a s i i p l e e q u a t i o n of ( d ) 寫 出 光 合 作 用 的 S 化方 g 式. 
p h o t o s y n t h e s i s . 
l i g h t e n e r g y 光能 
( 1 ) • ( 2 ) • ( 3 ) 令 ⑷ 
c h l o r o p h y l l M g 素 
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7. L o o k a l I h e f o l l o w i n g - 1.留意以下 S K . S 驗 El fe 時 ’ M 片 B 
e x p e r i l e n t . T h e l e a v e s d o n o t 不 含 8 扮 . 
c o n t a i n s t a r c h a t s t a r t . , , , 
. 帅 s r o c n leaf A 
“ r — ^ C S ^ parr X 郎位 X 
‘ ‘ � ^ m ^ ^ -- V... V 
sreon leaf B 
浦 A 
^ I ' ' I white leaf C 
總驶 u G n 
‘ 1 
P u t t h e p l a n t in s u n l i g h t f o r 2 将植扮放在陽光下兩小時，ffi出三葉 
h o u r s . T h r e e l e a v e s , A, B a n d C 片，A , B 及 C 
進行g粉捨g. 
a r e t h e n t e s t e d f o r s t a r c h 
( a ) V h i c h p a r t , I or Y, o f g r e e n ( a ) S 葉 A 的邪一部位（X 或 Y ) 不 
l e a f A d o n o t c o n t a i n 含费粉？ 
s t a r c h ? 
( b ) V h a t i s t h e u s e of t h e s o d a ( b ) 运 石 灰 有 什 g 作用？ 
l i i e ? 
( c ) D o e s g r e e n l e a f B c o n t a i n ( c ) g 葉 B 含有 g 粉 頃 ？ 
s t a r c h ? 
( d ) D o e s v h i t e l e a f C c o n t a i n ( d ) 白 葉 C 含有 g 粉 頃 ？ 
‘ s t a r c h ? 
( e ) T h r e e c o n d i t i o n s n e e d e d f o r ( e ) 本 g g 旨在研究産生 g 粉 fi 需的 
s t a r c h f o n a t i o n a r e b e i n g •三包接件.這三fi I I 件 是 什 麽 ？ 
s t u d i e d i n t h i s e x p e r i i e n t . K h a t a r e t h e y ? 
8. ( a ) C o i p l e t e t h e f o l l o w i n g 8 . ( a ) 完 成 以 下 阵 扱 作 用 的 方 程 式 . 
e q u a t i o n of r e s p i r a t i o n . 
( 1 ) • ( 2 ) E n e r g y ^ (3) ^ � 
( b ) S t a l e t v o u s e s of t h e e n e r g y ( b ) 列 出 呼 吸 作 用 所 放 能 1 的 兩 項 用 
f r o i r e s p i r a t i ^ . 
(c) N a i e a p r o c e s s v h i c h is (c) 9 fl fi If f"! 
s i i i l a r to r e s p i r a t i o n . 名 g . 
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Second Sumnative Test 
Ansve「ALL Questions.. 回答全部問jffl. 
1. Look at the folloving circuit. 1.注龙下•所示的取路。 
鼻 
I � ammeter Y 
anuueter X iMtt 丫 
免‘灰tt X 
(a) Drav a circuit diagraa for this circuit. (a) 射一龙RfH代表S某路。 
(Space is provided in the answer sheet.) (答某紙有方格） 
(b) The cell changes energy into ( b ) 潘 胜 把 能 轉 受 
(c) Tho bulb changes energy into (c) ^gjgfe 选fl赛為 
energy and . 0 , energy. /fifeT^-能。 
(d) Vhat do the aiseters •ensure ? (cO JjtJ5^{f gf 7 
(e) A«eter X reads 8.2 A. Vhat is the reading (e)堪流計 X 的演較是9.2A。 
of a«eter Y ？ ；g流計Y的沒玻足什度？ 
【9】 
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2. You have a circuit board and some pieces of 2. — "" — ^  
apparatus as listed in the following table. 路零件，如下表所列。 
(a) Give the circuit syibol of the apparatus. (a)皇<出各堪路零件的75號。 
l" apparatus 零件 circuit synbol 符该 I 
I (1) Connecting vire 
1 接線 Ciy 
I ^ ^ ^ ： ： ^ ~ ^ I 
I (2) Bulb ^ j 
I 谊泡 G [ 
i . i 
I (3) Cell /-N I 
I c m . ® . i 
• I (4) Voltseter ^"N j : 
I 菜® 計 ^ I i g j i I • •‘ ‘ 
L J 
(b) Use the circuit syabols, drav a circuit (b)用At路符試汝直劣一®路，其中 
diagram. The circuit contains ： 
(1)—但堪池， 
(1) a cell ( 2 )兩包並饭泡， 
(2) TVO bulbs connected in parallel, (3) 一坦U S計爱橫遇一fi 
(3) A voltietG'r which •easures the volUge J S ^ W ^ S o 
across one bulb. 
(答某紙術有方格） 
(Space is provided in the answer sheet.) 
(c) Vhat is the unit of voltage ？ (c) 的琪位坦什麽？ 
(d) The 2 bulbs in the above circuit are the sa»e. (d) 泡相同, 
The voltage of the cell is 4 V. Vhat is the ？5池的筑fi足 4 V。试JSf出 
voltage of each bulb ？ 毎ttlS泡的fltK。 
� 9 ] 
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3. The circuit b^lov contains 2 cells, 3 bulbs 3 .以下包含用曲龙；世、三 
and 2 n.ieters. fc馆泡和兩ti菜流計。 
The 3 bulbs A, B and C are the sa^e* A, B Q^ C 
泡。 
. •mmaltr q 
(a) Drav a circuit dla^rra* for this circuit. (a) 代表进fl{路的霄路•。 
(Space Is provided in the ansi/er she^t.) 
(b) Bulbs A and C are connected in (b)馆泡 A 和（：用 ( ! )方 
式W結。 
(c) Bulbs B and C are connected in (C)坦泡 B 和 （ ： 用 方 
式联结。 
(d) Vhlch bulb is the brightest 7 (d)邪包谊泡最光亮？ 
(e) Aaieter P reads 8.3 A. What is the (e) AT流計P 的»斂是8.3A, B 
reading on ai.eter Q ? 流针q的教數坦甚麽？ 
(f) If bulb B is removed froi the circuit, (f)若従堪gjj中移走tg泡 B, 
does bulb C light 7 谊泡 C是否亮将 7 ‘ 
[19 ] 
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4. The fol loving table is a list of electricity 4.下表列出某东庭的耗 
consumption of a family* 
r . 
I Appliance Power Rating Ti^e of working per day 1 
I 菜器 功率 毎天開動時W I 
I Lighting 龙坦 1288 V 6 hours (小時） I 
I Refrigerator 雪播 188 V 24 hours (小時） 1 
I Television 屯視 288 V 5 hours (小時） I 
I Rice cooker 堪IS災 699 V 38 linutes (分fit) 1 
I Air-conditioner 冷氣抽 25朋 V 8 hours (小時） I 
L -J 
(a) What is the unit of pover rating ？ (a)功率的琪位是计麼？ 
(b) L l T . u s e s l o s t e l e c t r i c ! t y in a d a y . • • ( b ) _ C l l 毎 天 的 耗 菜 J t J R 大 。 
(c) The faaily uses _ @ L KVh of electricity (c) 人毎天用於煮战的苗董為 
on cooking rice in a day. 一 K V h o 
(d) A lonth has 39 days. The faaily uses (d) —包月%針算，边玄人毎月 
KVh of electricity in one •onth. 用 KVho 
(e) 1 KVh of electricity costs $8.58. The faaily (e)毎KVh ? 量 黄 用 幼 家 
need to pay for electricity in one 人毎月須fli付霄 
薦onth. 
(f) At hoie. appliances are connected in (f)，^各種某器的勒结方法是 
[ 6 1 
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5. Siu-vai used the fol lowing circuit to test the 5.小M用下SB所示贸路iS^^i四 tS 
resistance of 4 resistors A, B, C and D. 屯Rl躲A, B, C, D 的堪阻? 
A ： thin copper vire ( n ( \ a 
B : 二 c 。 ， 3 = C = I = I D / / r - ^ ^ ： ^ 
c ： 二 ， 二 口 
D ： thin nichrce vire = 二 二 了 ， 
• 
(a) Vhich resistor (A, B, C or D) has the (a)那一悔堪Sg(A, B, C 成 D) 
largest resistance ? 的 大 ？ 
(b) Vhich resistor, when connected to the (b)，声接上邪一_赏®器時，霄 
ci「ciiit, vi 11 »ake the aMete「 reading PS^S^JSIRJRTC ? 
largest ？ 
(c) If all these 4 resistors are connected In (c)如果逭四SB阻一起串勵在ji 
series to the circuit, vhich one vi 11 give fiUftil, — fe&ttiWjli^ilg 
out •ost heat ？ 最多？ 
(d) Look at the fol loving： circuit. (d)注«下面的堪路。 
(1) Vhat is the name of apparatus P ？ (1)僅器 P 的名稱是什麽？ 
(2) Vhat Is the circuit sy»bol of the (2) ftS P 的75路符試是 
apparatus P ？ 什 ® ？ 
(3) To M k e the bulb brightest, vhich ( 3 ) 游 银 在 邪 访 位 y , 2) 
position (X, y and 2) should the 時，坦泡ft光亮？ 
the sliding conUct be ？ ^^ ；«{出胡因。 
Give reasons for your ansver. 
[12】 
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6. Set up the circuit as shown in the diagram. $cjg — a 
p o w a r 
广 刃 I P-ck 
A � B a m m a l s r ^ 
t�q卜 « '•"•ul J 
• (a) Vhat does the aiaeter read ？ (a)离出U流計的讓數。 
(b) Do the bulbs 1ight ？ 
(b)坦泡是否亮著？ 
(c) Vhat is the use of the fuse ？ (c)保进络有什®用途？ 
(d) Vhat is the circuit symbol of a fuse ？ (d)保險结的《路符狭是什《 ？ 
(e) Connect a thick copper vire across AB. (e) — A 、 B 
兩貼。 
Vhat happens to 
(1) the bulbs ？ (1)谊泡有什«賫化？ 
(2) the fusp ？ (2)保KUM^有什«费化？ 
Explain your answer. ^Wttsfi^^^^o 
( 9 ] 
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7. A student did so»e tests on 3 different gases. 7.—學宽？4三»筑Hiife行始定。 
The results are recorded below. ^^ ^^ 如下、-, 
‘ J 
I Gas 填H I 
1 1 
I Test 檢定 A B C I 
‘ ( 
I Kelight a glowing splint | | 
I令傅火星木烧重燃 i V/ ^ X j . 1 i 1 
I Turn 1iie vater «i iky j 
1 今 石 茨 水 變 乳 菊 ^ 人 丨 I J J 1 
can 能 X = cannot 不能 
(lO Name the gases A, B and C. (a)箱出煤® A、B 和 C 的名稱。 
(b) Vhat is the percentage of gas A in air ？ ( b )氣H A 在空氣中的百分率足 
- 多少？ 
(C) Vhich gas (A, B or O can be used to (c)邪一氣H (A、B 抑成 Q 可 
put out fire ？ 用來滅火？ 
('5】 
* 8. Look at the fol lovins experiaent. 'SfJKJlMTIfKo 
thermos thermos一f 
“ ‘ f l a s k A f l a s k B i本 P Curve P u O I _ 
[ 躲 ； f _ _ -
I col ten wool f 
_____ , v2： U -llicriMomftcrs 
y T i m e ( d a y s ) 
ej 闭 C 8 la J 
(a) Vhich curve (P or Q) shows the tG«pe「ature (a)邪一H均（P 抑或 0) 59示保 
change in the themos flask A 7 瓶 a 内的S度變化？ 
(b) Vhich tJier.os flask (A or B) is the (b)邪一保饭极（A 抑或 B ) 胁 
control 7 對照？ 
(c) Vhat is the ai^ of this experiaent ？ (c)本真驗有什®目的？ 
(d) Why are ther^ o.<; flasks used In this (d) ；^什®本真驗焚用保l^S ？ 
experiment ？ 
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9. The following experiment is used to study so«e 9.以下實K用來研究光合作用的一 
of the conditions necessary for photosynthesis. t^fcJ^iPJ^fl'-o 
The leaves do not contain starch at the *驗開始時，各片皆不含於扮。 
beginning of the experiment. I 
^ ^ ^ ^ - O -
f {^/y Aaf A 
r W . pot “ V / A plant with variegated leaves 
V J 長、自‘9社灼 
(a) Vhat is the use of the soda 丨丨翼e ？ (a)鍵石灰有什®用途？ 
(b) After 3 hours, loaves A and B are reioved (b)三小時後，將呆片 A 和 B 摘 
and tested for starch. T . 
In the answer sheet, shade the area(s) 在答案绝上，將含有箱粉的E 
containing starch. 域塗黑o 
(c) Which TVO conditions necessary for (c)本*驗研究邪兩項必辞的光合 
photosynthesis are studied by this 作用技件？ 
experiment ？ 
(d) There are 4 steps in testing a leaf for (d)檢K呆片R粉有四步K : 
starch ： 
(P) Bo丨丨 in alcohol (P)用S恃煮 
(Q) Boil in vater (Q)用水煮 
(R) Add iodine solution (R)加明液 
(S) Vash in varn vate� (S)用饭水沖洗 
(1) Arrange the above steps in correct order. (1) Jl^jLii^SBIEfSl^^^Jo 
(2) Vhat is the use of the alcohol in step (2)步IK(P)的SffI有什 
(P) ？ 作用？ 
(c) Vrite an equation to show photosynthesis. (e) JPJ出光合怍用的方S式。 
(12 ] 
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10. A student set up 4 bottles as shovn below. He 19.—學寬装X四该恋子，如下•示。 
placed the bottles in sunlight for an hour. 他把瓶子放在光下一小時。 
Cork A •W'B , 爾 C 遞 . D 
- m m , m m 
Green plants Plastic plants Green plants Plastic plants 
and fish and fish 放色 i^ L^ TQ 
(a〉The fish in bottle A can live longer than (a)庙 A 的魚較庙 B 的魚生存長 
the fish in bottle B. 久。 
It is becau^the green plants in bottle A 原 龙 走 A 的进色植物進行 
c ^ y out produce a gas called ,産生一«稱為 l(2)_ 
for the of the fish. 供魚進行 
(b) At the end of the experiaont, the student (b) ITIft完姑時，这果童^^^^敢焚 
adds hydrogencarbonate indicator into the 
4 bottles. The results are shovn below. i ^ ^ ^ O T ^ ^ o 
‘ 1 
I Bottle @子 Colour of hydrogencarbonate Indicator | 
I 明發fiH指示用的西色 丨 
I A Remains red 保持红色 I 
I B Turns yel lov 黃色 | 
I C Turns purple 賫紫色 | 
I D Keaains red 保持紅色 | 
I 
(1) Why does the indicator in bottle B (1) S B 的抱示？為什.空资 
turn yellov 7 S色？ 
(2) Vhy does the indicator in bottle C (2)超 C 的指示剤為什麽资 
turn porple ？ 紫色？ 
(3) Vhat is the purpose? of bottlo D in ( 3 )本 寬 K中 ， D 有什® 
this experiment ? 用途？ 
[Q J 
K n d of P a p e r 金 继 完 
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Appendix 7. Long-Term Retention Test 
P o t o i f .Ml U f e ^ r o 3 l � : � 
yjl tiiLr |\t It 11VI i Itol I卞 n b k� 
Timo al lowed ： : : 「 ， … 作 - 答 時 广 』 ： 2 5 分 iK 
Do not write anynliinff i" I J j ^ m T C ^ m m m ^ ^ o 
this test paper. 
W�itr> your ^tnswers on the � 
answer sheot. 
1. Which of the following otatexauts L 下列颗一项?•f 閱筑氣的敍丨 
about oxygen ia true? 评的 9 
A. It relights a globing splint. A . 它 能 使 ffi 火 星 的 木 條 汲 燃 。 
B. It burns with a blue flamo. B.它燃焼時，火焰；f丨ij}:色 C勺。 
C. It is cuch lighter than air. 它 比 空 ® 輕 很 多 ° 
D. 它完全不丨:、：^於水。 
D. It is completely insoluble “ ‘ 
in water. 
covor plate 
, -一 gas X 
‘ - p air 空:i.� 
___hnrninrr ^ h u r n i n ? 
masncaiura , 、 na^nesium 
A 燃沒屮的缩• B 燃燒中的辩 
2 . The burnin.'^  RNARN.?.".!V.'.-N burnn aith N Z T.>, ；!.•.： j ) ‘ ’ i】、LR!. :R. .—.1;.-' 
. nuch brighter hans in jar B ：/ fv 力：n}: 中 n," ；•；•： o j;巧 
containing gaz X. Gas a is 
'〈Jil 
A. hydrogen. , 〜 
3. carbon dioxida. — •:•>又化,厂。 
C. water vapour. C. 水蒸氣 » 
D. oxygen. Vi ‘ 
I 
t 
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. • , Kn. .onvainin;^ 3. & ' . l中丨丨 l l示一洋燭在裝有空氣的益. 
7 A -an^n inside a box containing • 
the diasram. After 中 燃 燒 。 一 段 時 問 後 該 洋 燭 媳 、 減 
s�:::e time the candle "^^^"Suishes 。基 i： ! 氣 體 剰 餘 在 盒 內 ？ 
VTr.at £a.^(es) is/are left inoicle tno 
box ？ A . 只 有 二 敏 化 碳 
A. carbon dioxida only B . 只 有 氣 氣 
B. 。：cyger^ �aly C . 斌 氣 及 宽 氣 
D. 二 筑 化 碳 及 觅 氣 -
C. oxygen and nitrogen 
D. carbon dioxide and nitrogen . -
iu v;hen iodine ia added to a starch 4.將 E^ ^：^ 加 入 薛 溶 液 中 ’ 濟 扮 的 
solution V the starch tuvna jlli 
‘ . 
;�• brovvu. A. IvK li o 
B. blue-black. B. 丨丨丨黑色。 
, . . . C.丨�‘.i^l:色。 C. br:.r.K rea. 
D. 綠 色 。 
D. gre^n. 
5. Bicarbonate indicator solutions are ； ^ 矣 红 徵 指 示 劑 能 顯 示 稀 ^^ 
uced to h^o-.* the pres^ :nce oi 
‘ m ？ 
A. fill' • 产 ',•(• /-•-•： 
八• i r. \ 
B. o::yscn. B . 紀 fX 
C. carbon dioxide. C. 二 筑 化 碟 
f V / ^ / 
D. ni tro^en. 1 八 二；八 
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§ 
D. G r3o r . p i : “ • . " “ -「.’:‘ i . ‘ 饶 色 M ft ；Ai tt f i f" ！：；/ / 书 生 i沿 
presence of f'J ： 
A. OXY^ M^), v , a t e r � - . A. ‘ � 水 和 光 
B. -jarbcn .lloxid^ ，mi L i.ght. B.々乂^�二筑化^；！^⑴光 
C. oarhon dioxide , oxyi^vn water. c. 二戟化碳、斌筑彳•117K 
D. carbon diox'id. , ..、‘“•:. .nd 11,-at. D. 二 S 化 碳 、 水 扣 光 
7. During breathing in, air roes • 7.常吸 gj^  時 ， 空 氣 進 入 
through . 
A. i ? i�支诞 ' E ?�鉱诞及 f i i後到 
A. nose , bronchi, air sacn and ；，子 
finally windnipa. M、、^ 
, , B . 毋 、 氣 管 、 支 氣 r ? 及 嵌 後 到 
B. nose , windpipe , brc?::cna ？nd , 斤 
finally air c.'^ cs. -35。 
C. C . 拉 、 ， 艾 氣 ® 、 氣 丨 
finally nir .-^cic.j. i-ltS•又o 
D. windpipe：, ncse, bronchi and D . 紘 窗 、 、 3 ! ： 氣 fi7Ul> ？: 
finally air .s^ .c.:. ^^ o 
8. V/hen co!n pared vn.tii unbr-otheJ air, '^'y 出 空 筑 比 吸 入 躬 fH 绝：^ 含 
the brcthod air cont.i.. 丝 二 氣 化 瑕 水 寐 货 
c:«r�:c:; r/ater 父 
oxyt^ on l^ioxiHe 丁 - ^ 
B . 較 多 較多 f；：少 A. more lc-s£ .r.orc： 
C . 較 少 較多 較：^ 
� - r e D . 較 少 較多 ‘ii《少 
C. l35s movj re. ore 
D. less nor.',- Ies3 
9. Which of tho following i3 a test for 9.下列 ！^/!. — 水 的 f^:’ T ？ 
讲 a … 7 A . 它 能 石 K 水 乂 ？ : . � ' ; 色 � 
A. It turns lia:e water ailky. • b . 它 能 將 fl： E ° 
B. It turns red litmus blue. C . 它 能 將 '承<【/ii 义"i、本丄备• 
. C. It turns l>iue coUlt cUcr/c^e D . 它 u*^  沸 ; V H 。 ‘ . 
p a j j « r p> n k . 
D. It boils at 78° C. 
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Questions 10 and 11 refer to the diagram丨；•丨�⑴题扣笫丨丨.题須经照下[？^的货驗裝 
below, which 3ho-*a the oet up of an e'^ 'peri- •(�厂戶 ^ o 
ment. — 
試位boilinr： U.bc 幼 玻 璃 管 
‘ / narrow 
j glfts^  tubing . 
/ ； / 
7 / \ ^ \ 1 
/ / \ . colour , / wi're- \ liquid 
cockroach \ ^^^ 
E-i m g'^ z^e \ 顔色液體 
中曰 说 bag of 核以 soda lime 
10. After a few minutes ’ the colour 1 0 .数分领後，在幼玻璃管內的顏色； 
liquid in the narrow glasa tubing 让这會 
A. moves towards the boiling tube. A . 柊 向 試 菅 o 
B. moves away from the boiling B. 管 ° 
tube’ C . 先 移 向 試 管 ， 。 
C. moves towards the boiling tube D. ® 在原來 { y ^ o 
at first and then away i'roai it. “、 
% 
D. remains in the same position. 
11, A control experiment is 
set up 1 1 . 對 照 H 驗 可 用 相 同 的 裝 丨 ’ 位 
. using the saine apparatus except that A . 將 金 蹈 網 取 去 • 
the 
A. wire gauze is removed. 
3. bag of soda lime is removed. 將曱由取去。 
•‘ D . 將 幼 坡 璃 符 內 的 丨 ⑤ 色 液 
C. cockroach is removed. 山 • • o 
D. colour liquid in the uarrc:? 
glass tubing i3 rer.ovec]. 
2. The train purpose of reiipircition i s to 
1 2呼吸的主要作 
/f]站 
, , , , ,, A . 只 吸 入 应。 
A. take in oxygen only. 
, B . 只 呼 出 二 氧 化 碳 。 
B. give out carbon dioxide only. 
. C . 吹 入 筑 氣 ， 呼 出 二 化碳•： 
C. take in oxygen and giv。、out 化存灼 ^ 灯山 | .。 
carbon dioxide. ^ 干不卞’山‘‘匕“、 
D. set free energy from food. • 
I 
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I 
1 V-<h.irc.i gl an 3 tube 
mK_ ‘ 
. X J \ X bell jar 
f \ J balloon 
^ ^ 球 • 
V 
• 
- thin rubher sheet 
13. The above model shows the breathing 丨 1上 E l我示哺乳励物的呼吸勤作。 
action of mammals. The lungs and nr|： mi EK m 9,11 Fh f+ 终运 fi" 9 
diaphragm are represented respectively 帅 扣 ^^•彳'^、分力丨」田丨丨 广各、. 
by A . 两 丨 脱 和 ： ； ^ 球 
A. thin rubber sheet and balloons. B. Y 形 坡 璃 资 和 fitb〒二 T^ X 
B. Y-shaped glass tube and bell C . 氣 球 和 两 检 膠 股 
D . 结 形 項 和 氣 球 
C. balloons and thin rubber sheet. 
D. bell jar and balloons. 
Ik, The ultimate ( ) source of 11.：% 球的 'kt 源是 
energy of the earth is/are A 杭 i^ r^j o 
A. plants. . B . 太 陽 。 . 
3. the sun. C . 燃 料 。 
C. fuels. D . 勒 物 。 
D. animals. 
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‘ • 
j 丨 I — — 
I ^ — — I 
15. For bulb M to light up in the above • I S 使上园爾路中的燈泡 ^ ^�發光， 
eieuit A ; 只 須 閉 上 t S 诞 P 。 
A. only switch P needs to be closed. B . 只 須 閉 上 ^^；鍵 Q o 
B. only switch Q needs to be closed. . C. ffl上范鍵 P 和 Q ？ 
C. both switches P and Q need to D .無須 f f l 上 ^ 刻 P 和 Q ° 
be closed. -
D. neither sv?itch needs to be closed. 
16. Three a..eters P, Q and H are 16.如下 所 示 ’ 將 三 個 安 培 計 P ， Q 
connected to a battery and a light 扣 迎传池； " K U G 位泡。 
bulb as showij. 
‘ p I H - O 
一© ^―^ 
Which of the following observations 下列陆;一工 才足 lEB:的？ 
is correct ？ A . 所 有 安 培 計 骑 數 相 同 ° 
A. All the a/nmeters show the same B. P 约 韶 數 � o 
reading. . … ， , 
C. Q 纟於小。 
B. P has the highest reading. D. R 的 恕 数 般 大 。 
C. q has the lowest reading. 
D. H has the highest reading. 
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I 
17. Four copper wires W, X，Y and 2 were 17：將四根銅線 W , X，.Y 扣 Z 依次放 
placed in turn in the following Si T ^ ^ ^ Jl ° 
circuit: 
i 
1 _ I — ^ 
copper wire 
銅線 . 
The wires have different lengths and 如下 ttW 所 示 ’ 銅 線 的 長 扣 fT:都 
diameters as shown below : 不 相 同 o 
讲： 0 ) 
X： 0 ) 
Y: ” = > ‘ 
z: 0 1 
Which wire gives the largeat ammeter I?织i ——® 令安 •告 ft in M 大&勺：^ ^ 
reading ？ 數？ • . 
A. wire W A . 铜 粮 W 
B. wire X B . 銅 说 X 
. , . C. 銅 線 Y 
C. wire Y 
D. 銅 線 Z 
D. wire Z 
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18. The circuit, shown belo^r is set up, 下丨丨？"^ 丨的见路 iili 接後，j：^ A'l fr 光， 
the bulbs are lighted ^he fuse 而 沿 路 的 保 險 絲 剛 好 能 gj - 的 
wire IS just atrong enough for the 、 
current to pass through. 范流 ° 




• : • ( A ) • — — 
wire Q 
• . 
What happens if a copper wire is 如 以 一 根 銅 線 上？ Q H•；點， 
connected across PQ ? . 入 ^ 
A . ？d池金發熟。 
A* The dry cells get hot. B . 保 險 絲 命 馆 卧 。 ’ 
B. The fuse wire melts. , C. jig 泡fi^ .更• jffe iJ^S 。 
C. The bulbs become brighter. 
D . 安 培 計 � 数 不 奴 。 
D. The ammeter reading docs not 
change. 
19. The rea..jc>a :o: connecting the lamps VX 宋中：]]iO：以並臨迎 L:J U'j 足： 
in our hcujo iu parallel is A j>〔.,f 竹 力 o 
A. to oloctricity. D . 耗 川 少、fl-J .小：沒“ 
3. to draw current. C . 常 ⑴ 頃 ’ !；；： 
C, to pro'.p：：'- th.，other lajipn 
v.hen one burns out. D.常：!^—化垃丨(1 壊時，jfe 丨：吊 二 
D. to keep other laops lit up . 令阮下的•化•沿 P)；^丨；^  々：� 
when or.o uurna out. 
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Appendix 8. Corrective Exercises ‘ 
SCIEIMCE CQRRECTIWE EXERCISE 
Chapter 1 : Living Things and Air 
Contents 
1.1 • Breatned and Unbreathed Air 呼 出 dtJ空各Cfm'Ji 入的』•丄•让 
1.2 Breathing System in Man 人 類 的 呼 吸 条 统 
1.3 Breaching ir. Other Animals ill： i^；'； Itj fl j " f lu：^  
1.4 Gas Exchange between Plants and Air { g 物 與 々 ： 斌 i V j 叙ftS/巧： 
1.5 Photosynthesis 光 合 作 用 
1.6 Burning and Respiration 燃 说 H:•用和丨丨f 吸 � M m 
1.7 Photosynthesis and Respiration 光 和 呼 吸 作 用 
1.1 Breathed and Unbreathed Air 呼出的空斌和吸入的: T丨 g躲 
A. Gases in the Air 空氣的成份 
(1) All living thirxgs need air. 
Air is a mixture of gases. 
It contains nitrogen, ，“ater vapour and 
noble gases. 
I 
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(2) The percentage of these gases in the air are： 
\ 2. 21% 
\ 1 J 3. 0.03% 
^ ^ 4. Some water vapour and 
noble gases 
(3) Uses of common gases in air ： 
is used to make fertilizers. 
is used to help people breathe. 
is used to put out fires. 
B. Test for Common Gases and Water 常兒氣體和水的檢定 
(1) Test for oxygen 筑的檢定 
\ \ X f Oxygen relights a glowing splint. 
M )J � 
/ / / / We use a glowing splint to test 
u “ U — 
nitrogen ti oxygen ^ carbon dioxide 二！ H^lE兴 
vator vapoui-水汽 noble gases 倚性氣32 relight Ifi•燃 
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(2) Test for carbon dioxide 二筑化的險定 
Method 1 ： 
Ldwe water is colourless. 
Carbon dioxide turns lime water milky. 
？r”？ . We use lime water to test for 
dioxide “ 
� / • 
lime water 一 - Method 2 ： 
a Of —— • 
hydrogencarbonate � Hydrogencarbona.te indicator is red 
indicator vl/ in colour. 
Carbon dioxide turns hydrogencarbonate 
indicator yellow. 
We use hydrogencarbonate indicator 
to test for “ • 
(3) Test for water 水的檢定 
_____ Dry cobalt chloride paper is blue , 
/ / / 1 in colour. 
jfh r m 
M / I Water turns cobalt chloride paper 
U ^ ^^m^ PM. 
V ^ I J 
We use dry cobalt chloride paper to 
test for • 
(4) Test for nitrogen 
There is no simple test for nitrogen. 
lime water 石灰水 ni Iky ？U 蜀 aj l;onat.(> indicator fKu^llSlil'To'rJ 
I 
cobalt chloride paper ^{hli^^HE 
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c. Differences between Breathed and Unbreathed air 呼出空氣和吸入空斌的差別 
(1) Difference, in oxygen content 含筑的差別 
« 
START END 
Experiment I ： 
I 
Breathed v '.:• 
… I _ _ c > _ _ 
il 
Experiment II ： 
Unbreathed . 、. 
a i r h " H I J I 
i l G D " " “ 
(a) The burning candle uses up the inside the jars. 
Then the water level inside the jars [ rises / falls ]• 
(b) The water level rises higher in experiment ( ). This shows that 
unbreathed air contains [ more / leas ] oxygen. 
(2) Difference in carbon dioxide content 含二氧化fj^的差別 
J l ^ 1 g/g^ T Colour of 
# 5 = 1 i ^ ^ 她 二 r — 
• / 洛 冊 ^ " ^ f H 碰 start End 
I X Red „ t hydrogencarbonate . __ 
• P indicator « v Red 
x v ^ ^ Y _ - _ _ _ ^ 
This experiment shows that breathed air contains more 
than unbreathed air. 
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(3) Difference in water vapour content 含水汽的差別 
When we breathe to a piece of glass, 
W — — — . . 
\ This experiment shows that breathed air 
contains more 
than unbreathed air. 
(4) Difference in temperature 
// When we breathe onto the thermometer, 
// the temperature [ rises / falls ]. 
P l l . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. V has a [ higher / lower ] temperature. 
(5) When we breathe 
(a) is used up. 
/•. V and 
(b) ——‘ • 
energy are given out. 
(6) Comparing breathed and unbreathed air ： 




Tein pera tore 
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1.2 Breathing System in Man 人 類 的 M f - 吸 糸 统 
A. Breathing System 呼吸^^ 、统 
Put the correct word from the list in each box. 
mouth nose breathing tube 氣管 lungs 月市 
heart backbone 脊柱 ribs 肪贵 diaphragm fj 賜膜 
I T ^ 
A man's breathing system is made up of nose, breathing tube, 
small breathing tubes and lungs. 
Lun^s are found in our thorax. They are protected by the 
ribs and the backbone. 
The volume of the thorax con be changed by the action of the 
rlhs and tho diuphra^n. 
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Put the correct word from the list in each box. 
breathing tube small breathing tube 支氣哲 lunfi 
air sac 肺泡 blood vessel 血管 • red blood cell 红血球Mlltj 
曰 
I 
The lunss are spongy. Each lun^ contains a lot of air sacs. 
The lun^s are pink in colour. They are covered with many 
blood vessels. 
B. Gas Exchange 氣 交 換 
(1) When we breathe in, air passes from the nose or mouth down 
the breathing tube, through the small breathing tubes into 
the air sacs. 
(2) The outside of the air sacs has many blood vessels. 
(a) Oxyiien moves from the to the 
[air sac /blood] . The red blood cells carry oxygen to the 
cells of the body. 
(b) Carbon dioxide moves from the to the 
[air sacs /blood] and is breathed out. 
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c. Breathing Movements 呼吸处作 
(1) Air volume and air pressure 空斌容植和空氣Ifi力 
This model shows how the lun^s work. 
(a) 
When we pull down the rubber sheet, 
the air volume inside the bell-jar 
� 罗 [increases /decreases]• 
X \ • 
厂 Jl A beiNjar Therefore the air pressure inside 
the bell-jar decreases. 
o n Air passes [into /out of] balloons the balloons. The balloons inflate. 
string “ ^ 
、 r u b b e r sheet 
This is breathing-in. 
(b) 
t When we push up the rubber sheet, 
the air volume inside the bell-jar 
^ 巩 [increases /decreases]. 
’k — 
Therefore the air pressure inside 
the bell-jar increases. 
£— 
— b a l l o o n s . , “ 
Air passes [into/ out or] ^ the balloons. The balloons deflate. 
— s t r i n g 
令 
This is breathing-out. 
In the bell-jar, breathing is caused by the movement of the rubber sheet. 
In our body, breathing is caused by the movement of the ribs and the 
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(2) Dreathina-in 吸氣 
© “r passes in when we breathe in. 
(a) the ribs move [up /down], 
(b) the diaphragm moves 
/ ® voUie of thorax . 
^ ^ ； 翁 风 - increases These actions [increases/ 
,藝、:、」 decreases] the volume of the thorax. 
. y down 
C^J^- . / Therefore the air pressure in the lungs 
decreases and air passes 
[into /out of] the lungs. 
(3) Breathing-out 呼氣 
© Air pisses cut 
J ^ / When we breathe out, 
O ri..滅 down (a) the rits move [叩 /down], 
(b) the diaphragm moves 
^ ^ ^ ^ ① : : : : 一 【 ― • 
. ^ ^^^^^？^^。 These actions . [increases/ 
j - - © diaphraii loves up decreases] the volume of the thorax. 
• 贤 N// 
\ / Therefore the air pressure in the lungs 
increases and air passes 
[into /out of] t.he lun^s. 
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1.3 Breathing in Other Animals 共他烛物的“厂 
A. Giving Out Carbon Dioxide by Animals 勤物呼出二筑化石X 
Look at the following experiment. 
There are animals in tubes X and Y. 
There is no animal in tube Z. 
Colour of hydrogencarbonate indicator 
• start End (1 hour after start) 
、知 、存 X Red 
—— — — Y Red 
Vi^ v ^ 
hydrogencarbonate z Red Red 
indicator 
{1) The Eunount of carbon dioxide increases in tubes ( ) and ( ). 
This shows that the animals give out ： . 
(2) Tube Z is called a . 
The control tube is the same as the other tubes but it does not 
have an animal. 
We compare the control tube with the other tubes. We are sure 
that the colour chaixge in tubes X and Y ia due to the animals. 
control Ijfia'H'a 
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B. Using Up Ox了gen by Animals 勤构吸入斌氣 
Look at the following experiment. 
There is a grasshopper in test-tube X. There ia no grasshopper 
in test-tube Y. 
Soda lime is used to absorb the carbon dioxide given out by the 
grasshopper. 
X w^iic gauic 
gr3«/l’丨、丨、er / 
SCHJJ li"、e 
齢石灰 capilluiy lulicj oil drops -
( r ^ ^ ^ 
^ u u ^� I I I I I I I 暴 I I~ Y 
Look at the tubes after an hour. 
(1) The oil drop in X moves inwaxd. 
Reason： The grasshopper uses up and gives out 
• [oxygen/ carbon dioxide] 
The soda lime absorbs the carbon dioxide given out by the 
grasshopper. 
The air pressure in teat-tube X [increases/ 
decreases]. Therefore the oil drop moves inward. 
(2) The oil drop in Y does not move. 
Reason： There is no grasshopper in test-tube Y. The air pressure 
has no change. 
Test-tube Y is a • It is used to compare 
resvil ts. 
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•1.4 Gas Exchange between Plants and Air 彳M物!丨r《狱丨丨如丨(J 叙ilS 义: 
A. Taking in carbon dioxide by plants 丨g物吸收二筑化石X 
Look at the following experiment. 
We use hydrogencsjrbormte indicator to 七 e s t for . 
Hydrogencarbonate indicator changes colour according to the amount of 
carbon dioxide, as shown in the table below： 
Amount of carbon dioxide Colour of hydrogencarbonate indicator 
Very low { < 0.03%) purple 
Nonnal ( =0.03%) red 
Very high ( >0.03%) . yello^n 
At the start of the experiment, the colour of hydrogencarbonate 
indicator is RED in colour. 
TTlr • i , Q Colour of hydrogencarbonate indicator 
J_f Tube 1 — 
r ~ … S t a r t End (1 hour after start) 




(1) Tube ( ) is the control experiment. It is used to compare results. 
(2) The amount of carbon dioxide decreases in tube ( )• 
(3) This experiment shows that green plants [ W e in/ 
give out] carbon dioxide in light, 
B. Giving out carbon dioxide by plants I直物放出二氣化石灵 
Look at the following experiment. 5 金展范 j J L | ^ ^ Colour of hydrogencarbonate indicator 
—let.l foil — ] h Start End (1 hour after start) 
I red , — Y red I 
—hydrogencarbonate H 
- indicacor (1) Tube ( ) is the control experiment. It is used to 
(2) The metal foil is used to keep out light. 
(3) The amount of carbon dioxide Sncreases in tube ( ) . 
(4) This experiment shows that green plants [ ^ e in/ 
give out] carbon dioxide in the dark. 
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C. Giving out oxygen by plants 
Look at the following experiment. 
We use a to test for oxygen. 
\ / 5 hours 1 iter 
。 \ 乂 z 二 n 
'：齊 ^  . ^  
/ \ . pS glowing 
二 、 ： H j h ^ sp�int 
(1) When we put a glowing splint into the test tube, the glowing 
splint relights. 
The gas in the test tube is . 
(2) This experiment shows that green plants give out 
[oxygen / carbon dioxide] in light. -
1.5 Photosynthesis 光 合 作 用 
A. What is photosynthesis ？什fg是光合作用？ 
(1) Green plants make food and oxygen in light. This process is 
called photosynthesis, 
(2) Photosynthesis needs four important things： light, chlorophyll, 
carbon dioxide and water. 
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(3) Green plants take in ： 
1. carbon dioxide from the [air 丨 
2. pater from the [air / soil] 
(4) Chlorophyll can absorb light. It uses energy to change 
and water into food and . 
(5) The food is starch. It is stored in the leaves. 
Starch have chemical energy. 
(6) The equation for photosynthesis is ： 
light energy 
J . . , 丄 wofoT^  — Food (Starch) + Oxygen Carbon dioxide + Water chlorophyll 
(7) Green plant cannot make food and oxygen at night. It is because 
photosynthesis needs energy. 
B. for starch in leaves 檢定菜片含有蹈粉 
(1) Green plants make food by photosynthesis. The food is starch. 
Starch is stored in the leaves. 
We can use iodine solution to test for starch. 
Iodine solution is light brown in colour. Starch turns iodine 
solution dark blue. 
(2) Look at the following experiment ： 
、、、,.：/, Put a plant in light for 
(a)�/^^rrY-- 3 hour. Cut a leaf from 
• ； / . ) ) , the plant. 
• / Put the leaf in boiling 
/ .. ^feS h T 防ter for 2 minutes. 
/ leaf ~ I boiling 
^^^^^^ 7 A \ wa…Boiling water can kill the 
^ ^ ^ leaf. 
n 
light energy 光能 chemical onorgy it^^ equation TimK. 
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(b) Put the leaf in a test-tube 
j f with aome alcohol. 
JS” Place the test-tube in hot 
陌” ^___l^t water for 5 minutes. 
alcohol" QW_y-~-boiling 
"l r (Care： Alcohol catches fire 
/ \ easily. Do not use alcohol 
/ \ near a flame.) 
Alcohol dissolves chlorophyll. 
It removes the colour of the 
leaf. The leaf turns white in 
_ . colour. 
•臉a, 
, � �.hot Wash the leaf in hot water. 
VC； water 
Put the leaf on a white tile. 
Add 3 drops of iodine solution. 
— ^ The iodine solution becomes 
""^Iodine P in colour. 
solution H 
J This shows that green leaves 
leaf 7 contain • 
/ A^-whlta tilo 
c. I3 light necessary to make starch ？製洁野粉是否霜要有光？ 
Look at the following experiment. 
Put a plant in the dark for 48 hours. The leaves does not have starch. 
Cover some leaves with metal foils. Keep the plant in light for 3 hours. 
:邏+-.‘蜜•-碰 
Cut the leaves from the plant. Test for starch. 
(1) Covered leaves： The iodine solution does not change colour. 
It shows that the covered leaves do not 
contain • 
Uncovered leaves： The iodine solution turns dark blue. 
It shows that the uncovered leaves contain • 
(2) This e>cperiment shows that plants need to make starch. 
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0. Is chlorophyll necessary to n ^ e st^ch ？裂迪蹈f^)足苦滿要波讶眾？ 
Look at the following experiment. 
Put a plant with variegated leaves in light for 3 hours. 
Variegated leaves have green and non-green parts. 
The green parts have _丨 but the non-green parts do not. 
八 纷、色部位 A o< iMt ^ ^ ^ dirk blue 
Cut a leaf from the plant and test for starch. 
� The parts contain starch, [green / non-green] 
rj^ g parts do not contain starch, [green / non-green] 
(2) This experiment shows that plants need to 
make s tarch. 
E. Is carbon dioxide needed to make starch ？裂洁毀粉是否窝要二氣化战？ 
Look at the following experiment. 
Put a plant in the dark for 48 hours. The leaves do not have starch. 
Place a leaf in flasks with soda lime. Soda lime is used to absorb 
Keep the plant in light for 3 hours. 
» • / 
r r V v " M \ i o i u t i ^ - ^ ^ untrealed le i f 
— 樹應 
soda lima 
Take the leaf from the flask and another untreated leaf. 
Test the leaves for starch. 
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(1) The untreated leaf contains starch. 
(2) The leaf in the flask does not contain starch. It is because the 
flask has no • 
(3) This experiment shows that plants need ： t� 
make starch. 
p. Conditions needed to make sUirch l^i^i?)粉猫要的 件 
Green plants need water, ’ 
J to make starch, and 
1.6 B u r n i n T ^ R e s p i r a t i o n 燃 焼 作 用 和 丨 丨 � 
A. Burning 燃焼作用 
(1) Burning of carbon 战的燃焼 ‘ 
Look at the following experiment. 
(a) Heat a piece of carbon in a bunsen flame. When the carbon is 
red-hot, put in in a jar of oxygen. 
The carbon hums and gives out heat energy. 
(b) Add some lime water to the jar. 
The lime water becomes milky. 
When carbon bums, is produced. 
T m ^ 
carbon 、 _ \ •oxygei� 
e \ 
1 limewaiei 
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(c) Carbon stores chemicad energy. 
Carbon burns in oxygen. It gives out heat energy and 
carbon dioxide. 
Carbon + Oxygen Heat energy + Carbon dioxide 
(2) Burning of food 食物的燃说 
(a) Repeat the above experiment using food (e.g. dried bread) 
instead of carbon. 
The results are the sajne. 
Food burns in oxygen. It gives out energy and 
• 
(b) Look at the following experiment. ‘ 
B u m some animal fat. 
動 物 脂 肪 — i , , 
. . … 4 beaker Animal fat is a kind of food. 
aniaal tit a 
^ ^ Put a beaker over the burning fat. 
^^ ^^ ：^::：^!；：：^^ When the fat stops burning, a 
liquid appears on che inside 
of the beaker. 
Put a piece of dry cobalt chloride 
paper to test for this liquid. 
‘ • — ^ The paper turns from blue to pink. 
~ 饥 e liquid is • 
^ When food burns, 
cobalt chloride paper i s p r o d u c e d . 
(c) Food stores chemical energy. 
Food burns in oxygen. It gives out . energy, 
and 
Cfitrbon 
Food + Oxygen Heat energy + dioxide + Water 
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B. Respiration 呼吸作用 
(1) We eat food. We breathe in oxygen. 
Food bums in oxygen inside our body cells. This process is called 
respiration. 
(2) Respiration gives out energy, carbon dioxide and water. 
�..Cell 
We can use the energy to keep to and 
to ‘ 
Food + Oxygen Energy + Carbon dioxide + Water 
( 1 7 1 
To keep warm To grow To move -
(3) All living things get energy from respiration. 
C. Comparison of respiration and burning ,燃tj^作用與呼吸作用的比^^ 
(1) Respiration and buring are very similar. 
In respiration : 
Food + Oxygen + + 
In burning of food : 
Food + Oxygen . + + 
Respiration Burning of food 
Is food used up ？ 
Is oxygen used up ？ — 
Is energy given out ？ — 
Is carbon dioxide given out ？ • 
Is water given out ？ 
Both need food and oxygen. 
Both produce energy, carbon dioxide and water. 
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(2) There are two differences between burning and respiration. 
(a) Burning occurs ia ： . [air / body ceils J 
. Respiration occurs in . lair / body cells] 
(b) Burning produces energy very quickly. A lot of energy is 
given out all at once. It is difficult to control. 
Respiration produces energy slouly. It is controlled by 
our bodies. 
D. Giving heat energy by genninating seeds 發芽中的種子放出熱能 
Look at the following experiment. 
Thermos flask X contains living seeds. 
Thermos flask Y contains dead seeds. 
Record the temperature for 3 days. -
11 iK 
theno3 [ 1 1J V i V flisi ^ 2 0 -1 , , 
flask I 1 2 3 
(1) The temperature rises in thermos flask ( ). 
(2) Thermos Hask ( ) is the control experiment. It is used to 
• 
(3) This ftxperirru^nt shows that, living, seeds give out 
energy d u r i n g respirntior}. 
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1.7 P h o t o s y n t h e s i s and Respiration 光 [ 丨 ： 川 和 呼 吸 作 ⑴ 
A. Gas exchange in animals and plants 
Look at the following experiment. 
- O - ra m 
/ T ^ K ： \ I Colour of hydrogencarbonate indicator 
l\ • I Tube ； 
抵 ； 资 ： Start End (1 hour after start) 
�一 1 I X red yellow U— Y red yellow 
L Z red purple 
——U 
hydrojeQcarbonate 
indicator (1) The amount of carbon dioxide increases in tubes ( ) and ( ) • 
(a) In .tube X, the animal gives out. carbon dioxide by respiration. 
.(b) In tube Y, the plant gives out .carbon dioxide by respiration. 
P h o t o s y n t h e s i s cannot occur in the dar/r. Respiration of the 
plant gives out carbon dioxide. 
A . 
/ JV p — \ R e s p i r a t i o n 
〉gi v e s out 
f L — y Z carbon dioxide 
Vf (2) The amount of carbon dioxide decreases in tube ( )• 
Both photosjT^thesis ar.d respiration occur in light, Photosj-nth^is 
Ts f^ter than respiration. Therefore the plant takes in carbon 
dioxide. 
Z 1 / l r \ y* Photosynthesis 
/ y / takes in 
carbon dioxide w 
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B. Comparison of photosynthesis and respiration 尤 合 作 吸 作 用 的 比 麥 ^ 
In photosynthesis : 
light energy 
+ 胁 r . c h l o r o p h y l l ^ Food + — 
In respiration : 
Food + _ Energy + + Water 
(1) Photosynthesis takes in _ ： and gives out 
. [oxygen / carbon dioxide 1 
Respiration takes in ： _ — 助d gives out 
. [oxygen / carbon dioxide] 
The amount of oxygen (21 %) and c^hon dioxide (0.03 %) in air 
remain constant. 
— Oxygen \ 
X I 
- P - ^ (L 
‘ Photosynthesis 
Respi ration 
^ Ca��bo" dioxido I • 
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(2) Photosynthesis uses energy to make food. 
Respiration gives us from food. . 
Life on earth depends on sunlight energy. 
— ( ) — * ! * ! 
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Chapter 2 : M a k i n g Use of E l e c t r i c i t y 
C o n t e n t s 
2-1 Mc'.king Electric Current IS流的産生 
2-2 Ce11 s and Circuits 池與迈路 
2-3 Resistance rmd Resistors 宪阻與tg阻器 
2 4 Volatge and Voltmeter 范IK與ISIS計• 
2-5 f-;icctric current and Ammoter 
2 G Meat and Light from Electrici Ly ，运流的光及M效應 
2-7 I'sing Clcctrical Energy at Homo 家居用電 
a-1 M a k i n g E l e c t r i c C u r r e n t 滋流的産生 ‘ 
A. Electric Current At流 
1. Look at the diagrams below. They are circuits. 
Bulb A cannot light because • 
Bulb B cannot light because . 
2. To make a bulb lights, the circuit must \丨/ 
be and must have a • V 
3. When the bulb lights, electricity flows •.•'//�� 
through the circuit. We call thia an 
electric current. The bulb changes ^ — — ^ ^ o/ 
energy into 
energy. 
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4. A cell 8 tores chemical energy. When .a cell | 1 1 
is connected to a closed circuit. It 
changes chemical energy into / ^ <！？H^l^/ 
energy. 
5. We can use a Bwilch to turn on and off ^ ^ 
the bulb. There are many tjrpes of switch. • 
All switches have a gBp, Thia gap can be ^ // 
open or closed. ( 
B. Conductors and Inaulatora 導flt豔與絕结釀 
1. Electric current does not paaa through all subatancea. The 
following circuit is to test which substance can let 
electric current to paaa through. 
2. We can divide substances into two kinda ： 
(a) conductors 
(b) insulators 
3. An electric current can paaa through but it does not 
pass through • 
c o n d u c Cor i n a u l a C o r 
c：：^^ 
flislic piper l^nife 
band clip 
^ ^ ^ 
Key siring pfticil 
^^ ；；；：^ *® 
looth-brush pUsUc conb “ ‘ 
bamboo chopsticks ___[_ 
4. All metala and carbon are conductors. Carbon is the only non-metal 
conductor. Plastics, rubber, and bamboo are insulators. 
r 
I switch m m connect 迎 丨 g a p 空 W I 
J 
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c. C i r c u i t Diatframa 鬼;^ Ifl 
We use symbols to draw electric circuits. It la easier than to draw the 
real thintfs. Different pieces of apparatus has diiforont symbolB. 
“ S y m b o l 
A p p o r a t u • „ • ' 
connec tor d；^：^^^；^ 
o r wire . 
call [ 1 3 
buib 
awi t ch 门. 
Draw a circuit diagram for the circuit below. 
翁口 
2 - 2 C E L L S A N D O R C U T S 笛 池 與 雷 路 
A. rpTl^and Battery 菜池與菜池组 
1. Two cells can make a bulb light raore S M / ^ 
brightly than one bulb does. Two ceUa ^ Q f 
must be connected correctly. The 
positive terminal of one cell is 
connected to the terminal _ _ ' 3 1 _ _ L ^ 
of the next cell. • 
2. Two or more colla connected together ia called a bBttery. 
• yr -f； 
M ‘ £ 二 
1 一 
- • ： - ni 
\ J 
r — 1 
丨 symbol 符关 apparatus 供器 1 
I terminal 1 
I J 
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B. SERIES and ParalloLCirc^ 出 瑰 达 躲 篇 路 
For circuit 1 ： 
^ Cch X awi-Lch Y Bolb A Bulb B 
X «J r f 
A o p * n o p 奢 n 
/ A ^ ^ o p . n c l o 書•d , 
^ ) K ^ c l o . ^ d o P . n 
c i r c u i t 1 c l o • “ “。•“ J 
： light X : d o * ® n o t l i g h t 
oi.cuit diogron."""" In circuit 1, the bulbs are connected 
in series. When all the switches are 
closed, the same current passes 
through each bu lb. 
The bulbs [ can/cannot'i be 
turned off separately. 
^ Y — F o r c i rcui t 2 ： ‘ 
— - ^ ^ awtcch X «wcich Y Bulb A Bulb B 
I op • n open 
o p e n C l 0 8 . d 
…… — 
c i r c u i t 1 c c l o " d 
/ : l i g h t . X : d o e s n o t l i g h t s 
circuit diogron； In circuit 2, the bulbs are connected m 
para 1 lei. When all the switch are 
closed’ the same current does not pass 
through each bulb. 
The bulbs [can /cannot ] be 
turned off separately. 
Add one more switch to circuit 2, BO 
that it can turn off both bulbs. 
Where will you add this switch ？ 
Draw the circuit diagram at the left. 
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2-3 RESISTANCE AMD RESISTORS 范 m 與 tS 阻器 
A. Resistance 菜阻 
. A — 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " " ^ ^ 
wire 1 ： wire 2 : wire 3 : wire 4 ： 
„„^^ coDoer nichrome copper 
7 o Z thick f o : , thin 30 c 边 ， • 10 c., u^iclc 
1 — “ “ ~ ~ “ -
• W h i c h w i c a n m a k • t h • 
Compare two w 1 • ^ c h Lim* ^ulb 1Ight mor« brIshLly ？ 
wire 1 and wire 2 
wi re 1 and wire 3 . 
wi re 1 and wire 4 
2. All conductor have a resistance against electric current. 
Different conductors may have . [same/different] 
resistance. 
3. The resistance of a conductor depends on its material, thickness 
‘ and length. 
(a) A copper wire has a [lar^er/snmller] 
resistance than a nichrome wire. 
(b) A thick copper wire has a [larger/smaller] 
resistance than a thin copper wire. 
(c) A long copper wire has a [larger/smaller] 
resistance than a short copper wire. 
4. The current decreases as the resistance increases. 
I 1 
1 nichroae 合金 I 
I I 
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B. RheoBtat 可—堪阻 
1. A conductor that haa large resistance is called a resistor. 
2. A rheostM is a ^a^fabie reaiator. Ita resistance is adjustable. 
3. There are many kinds of rheostat. The circuit symbol is 
or —gS：?— • 
By turning knob, w* can Th» arrows show how •J " … o u c r h m o k * th^ bulb bright or dim. current pa«»««« through 
th* rheostat. 
/ [ n sliding contact . 
By m o v i n g t h . s U d l n a c o n C o c L , � • c a n m a k o t h » b u l b 
b r i g h t o r d i m . 
4. By turning the knob or moving the slide contact, ve can change the 
length of resistance wire in the circuit. 
As the length of resistance wire in the circuit increases, the 
current in the circuit 
5. Rheostats are used to control the size of the current in a circuit. 
a - 4 . V o i - T A G e A N D V o i - T M E T E R 觉 133 與 馆 152 計 
A. Voltage 
1. Electric cells puah electricity to flow through a circuit. 
Thia 'electric push' is called voltage. 
2. More cells c o n n e c t e d in series give a greater voltage. 
3 The unit of voltage is — . The symbol is • � 
Ij/arinble 可岁 adjustable 
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B. Voltmeter 7；^ ！^  
1. A moaauroa voltage. The circuit symbol of a voltmeter 
is ——(£) . 
^^ s 
2. A voltmeter ia always connected in with a part of the circuit, or connected across a part of the circuit. The positive (red) terminal ia connected to the point near the terminal of the cell. 
The negative (black) terminal ia connected to the point near the 
terminal of the cell. 
3. In the above circuit, the voltmeter is connected across the cell. 
It is also connected acrosa the bulb. The voltage across the cell 
.g [larger than / equal to / small than] the voltage . 
across the bulb. . 
4. Look at the following circuit ： ^ ^ 
響 
v o i L m e i ^， r R . o d i n g TVT"] When bulb日 are connected 
in series, the sum or 
X voltages across the bulbs 
Y is equal to the voltage 
“ “ across the cells. 
— 
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5. Look at tho following circuit ： 义 
/ M p t q 
R.oding (V) W h e n b u l b s are connected 
in parallel^ the v o l t a g e 
X a c r o s s each b u l b is equal 
Y to the v o l t a g e across 
• “ ‘ the c e l l s . 
z ‘ 
2 - 5 E L E C T R I C CURRENT A N D AMMETTER 馆流與诏流U十 
A. Electric Current 流 
1. The flow of electricity ia called electric current 
2 The unit of electric current ia ampere. The symbol of this unit is A. 
B. Ammeter "Iii iix a\' 
1. An ammoter measures the size of an electric current. Its circuit 
symbol is (J) . 
2. An ammeter is always connected in series with the circuit. 
The positive (red) terminal is connected to the point near the 
terminal of the cell. 
The negative (black) terminal is connected to the point near the 
terminal of the cell. 
2 2 0 
3. Look at the following circuit. 
, P , 
amm«» te r Reading C A > 
P 
Q The current in a series 
pj circuit is the ssune at 
5 all points in the circuit. 
4. Look at the following circuits ： 
奮G. 
R^ad 1 ng < A ) (i) In a paral lei circuit, 
一 current is no t the same 
E at all points . 
9. (ii)The sum of currents 
p passing through the bulbs 
— i a equa 1 to the current 
§ J passing through the cells. 
5. In the above circuit, the bulbs are connected in parallel. We may 
draw the circuit diagram in the following way ： 
1 H n I. J r ^ '< 
2 2 1 
There are two branches in this circuit. At point A’ the current I 
divides into two smaller currents / and Theae two smaller 
currents join together again at point D. Therefore, 
This ia similar to water flowing in pipes. Look at the following 
diagram. 
y r v water fbwino m this 
Amount of w a t e r _ Amount of water""“ + Amount of water 
flowing through p| “ flowing through Q| flowing through R| 
_ Amount of water 
“ flowing through S 
2 - 6 H E A T AMD L I G H T F R O M E L E C T R I C I T Y $ •；>节白勺 
A. The Heating Effect of an Electric Current tg 流 的 站 效 陈 
1 Look at the circuit at the 
left. 
广 When the switch is open, 
： ： 二 
When the B 咖 h ig Closed, 
resi^iTi^^^^^^ switch the resistance wire ia 
wire // [cold/hot]. 
2. Look at the circuit below. 
A : 10 cm thick nichrome wire 
B : 10 cm thin nichrome wire 
f ^ C : 10 era thin copper wire 
XJ^ B C 
The wires A, D and C are connected in [series/parallel]. 
The currents passing through wiroe A, B and C are 
[different / the samo]. 
hnM t.hlarirest, rosiat.nnco. It in tho hnttnst. 
222 
3. The resistance wires change electrical energy into energy. 
The wire with largest resistance is the beat energy changer. 
4. There ia a resistance wire inside a 
bulb. When a current passes through ( ) 
it, it gets red hot and then glows. \ ‘ / 
The wire changes electrical energy rLi-U 
into beat energy and 
energy. 
B. Fuse Wires丨呆險欤’ 
1. Look at the following circuit. 
y ammeter 
Use the rheostat to increase the current slowiy •• The bulb gets 
brighter and brighter. At last, the current is large enough, 
the bulb breaks. 
2. Connect some fuse wires in series with the bulb ： 
Use the rheostat to increase the current slowly, the bulb lights up. 
When the current is large enough, the fuse wires • This breaks 
• the circuit and so the bulb is protected. 
3. Fuse wires are made of metals with melting point. These metals 
before they become red hot. 
I~~ 一 一 — — — 1 
1 PI'G IOC loci fl^  Hi (I'J ‘ 
2 2 3 
4. A fuse ia always connocted in ‘ dth an electric appliance. 
It prevents the current from becoming too . 
If the current gets too large, the electric appliance will become 
very and may cause fire. 
z 5. The circuit Bymibol of a fuse is . 
6. There are many types of fuse wires, each has a rating, for exmples ： 
‘lA, 2A, 3A, 5A, lOA, 13A and 15A. 
fuse '.‘/ i r e 
'C：：：；；；^；；：；^ circuit • _j s e 
c ar tr i dge "fuses holder 
7. We can test the fuse rating 
of a fuse by using' the 
circuit at the right. 
A lA fuse melts when the \ . 
current is greater than lA. 
A 5A fuse melts when the ^ 
current ia greater than . ^^I；^；；^^^ 
The fuse rating showa how 乂 J 
large the current is allowed 
to pass through the fuse. 
8. A fuse when the current passing" through it is larger 
than its fuse rating. 
A fuse is added to a circuit to the other parts of the 
circuit. Fuses of different ratings are uaed to protect different 
appliances. 
9. Many buildings now use circuit breakers instead of fuses. 
Circuit breakers break the circuit if the current becomes too large. 
Circuit breakers use bimetallic strip3 or electromagnets to break 
circuits. 
If a circuit breaker breaks a circuit, it can be completed again by 
using a switch. 
If a fuse melts, it must be replaced to complete the circuit again. 
Circuit breakers are more convenient than fusee. 
( 
I electric nppl iaiico ；；；'^；,') 11 .V. circuit breaker Ui/fy^iiW 1 
I c.'.rtricl^ o fuse il式 f't 丨 bimetallic strip 描企 丨 
I fiiso holder f t : . c 1 cctroraagnot T^tiilUii I 
I I 
2 2 4 
C. Short Circuit ){！路 、 
1. Look at the following ciruict. 
power pack 
Before the thick copper wire ia added, the bulbs [light 
/ do not light], the fuse wire [melts / does not melt]. 
After the thick copper wire ia added, the bulbs [h'^ht 
/ do not Ught], the fuse wire [welts / does not melt]. 
2. In the above circuit, the copper wire is in [ Beries / 
parallel] with the bulbs. 
The voltage across the copper wire is [ larger than / 
equal to / smaller than] the voltage across the bulbs. 
3. The copper wire has a much [hig'her / lower] resistance than 
the bulbs. A large current will pass through it. 
4. The copper wire produces a circuit 
The short circuit produces a large current. A large current has a 
effect. 
5. Short circuits are dangerous becausa they can cause firo. 
6. Fuses or circuit breakers are used to prevent over-heating in other 
parts of circuits. 
7. Common causes of short circuit at home : ^ ^ ^ ^ 
⑴ — • 人 ^ ^ m 
(ii) plugs or sockets. 
I 1 
I pi�cv(�iU P/j ll'. o\ (•!' heatiny i / ^ | 
I cianiagCHi liVT, j'fl'j I 
I 1 
2 2 5 
2 - 7 US ING E L E C T R I C A L ENERGY A T H o n e T^ZfmmTJS. 
A. Power Rating (Wattage) T,J 宰-
1. Look at the following circuit. 
‘ ^ (220^ (220^ 
• V ^ o y K^OwJ 
. 
The bulbs x, y and z are connected in [ series/parallel]. 
The voltages across the bulbs are [ different/the same]. 
The bulbs change electrical energy into and energy. 
Bulb lights most brightly. 
Bulb ia the fastest energy changer. . 
2. Each bulb has two numbers. 
One ia 220 V. It is the voltage the bulb needs to work on. 
The other number is 100 W, 60 W or 40 W. It ia the power rating of 
of the bulb. The power rating shows how fast the bulb changes energy. 
3. The unit of power rating is watt. The symbol of thia unit ia W. 
4. The amount of electrical energy 
used by an electric appliance 
depends on ： … 
？ w Y ( - ^ A 
(a ) the powe r ra t ing , • V Y A 
(b) the time of working. 
For example ： 
The amount of electrical The amount o f electrical 
energy used by a 1000 W = energy used by a 500 W rice 
iron working for 1 hour cooker working for 2 hour a 
^ © © 0 
This samo amount of electrical energy ia used by 
(a) a 100 W bulb working for hours, 
(b) a 250 W toaster workini^ for hours, 
(c) a 2500 W air conditioner working for hours, 
2 2 6 
B. Buying Electrical Energy. Zl % ‘<\1 it 
1. The electricity companies measure electrical energy with the 
unit KWh. 
2. One Kwh electrical energy is used by a 1000 W appliance working for 
1 hour. 
3. The following table shows the electricity conaumption of a family. 
Calculate the amount of electrical energy used by each appliance 
in one day. 
一 T I � . ‘ • , Po w« r A m o u n i. oT • I w c C r l c a l 
A p p l l a n e * r a t i n g w o r k i n g ^ n ^ r g y 眷d In a d a y 
1 n Q d a y 
Light ing 500 W 8 hours KWh 
Television 80 W 4 hours KWh 
Rice cooker 500 W 1 hour KWh 
R e f r i g e r a t o r 1 2 0 W 2 4 h o u r s K W h 
Air conditioner 3000 W 12 hours KWh 
If one month has 30 days, this family uses KWh of electrical 
energy in 1 month. 
If 1 KWh of electrical energy costs $0.60, this family will pay 
$ for electricity in a month. 
2 2 7 
A p p e n d i x 9 A t t i t u d e s T o w a r d s S c i e n c e I n v e n t o r y 
Test of Science-Related Attitudes [TOSRA] 
(Fraser, 1981； Cheng & Chung, 1987) 
Instructions： There are 26 statements in this questionnaire. 
All answers should be given on the separate answer sheet. 
Practice item： It would be interesting to learning about rowing boats. 
Suppose that you AGREE with this statement, then you 
would put a，，7 " on your Answer Sheet, like this： 
•STRONGLY ；膽卯；NOT ! DTSACS^EF ‘ STRONGLY ； i AGREE 1 1 SURE ； D I S A _ j DISACKEE ： 
； 丨 s / i 丨 丨 i 
1. School should have more science lessons each week. 
2. Working in a science laboratory would be an interesting way to earn 
a living. 
3. Scientists can have a normal family life. 
4. Science lessons are fun. 
5. I would dislike a job in a science laboratory after I leave school. 
6. Scientists are less friendly than other people. 
7. I dislike science lessons. 
8. When I leave school, I would like to work with people who make 
discoveries in science. 
9. Scientists do not care about their working conditions. 
10. I really enjoy going to science lessons. 
11. I would like to do science experiments at home. 
12. A Job as a scientist would be interesting. 
13. Scientists like sport as much as other people do. 
2 2 8 
U . Science is one of the most interestir\g school subjects. 
15. I would dislike being a scientist after I leave school. 
16. Scientists do not have enough time to spend with their families. 
17. Science lessons are a waste of time. 
18. I would like to teach science when I leave school. 
19. Few scientists are happily married. 
20. I would like to belong to a science club. 
21. I look forward to science lessons. 
22. I would like to be a scientist when I leave school. 
23.工 would like to be given a science book or a piece of scientific 
equipment as a present. 
24. I would dislike becoming a scientist because it needs too much 
education. 
25. The material covered in science lessons is uninteresting. -
26. Science lessons bore me. 
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A p p e n d i x 10 G e n e r a l S e l f - C o n c e p t I n v e n t o r y 
Self-Esteem Inventory [SEI] (Coppersmith, 1967) 
Items are answered either "like me" or "unlike me". The high 
esteem response is indicated in parentheses after each item. 
1. I often wish I were someone else. (Unlike me) 
2. I find it very hard to talk in front of a group. (Unlike me) 
3. There are lots of things about myself I'd change if I could. 
(Unlike me) 
4. I can make up my mind without too much trouble. (Like me) 
5. I，m a lot of fun to be with. (Like me) 
6. I get upset easily at home. (Unlike me) 
7. It takes me a long time to get used to anything new. (Unlike 
roe) 
8. I，m popular with people of my own age. (Like me) 
9. My family expects too much of me. (Unlike me) 
10. My family usually considers my feelings. (Like me) 
11. I give in very easily. (Unlike me) 
12. It's pretty tough to be me. (Unlike me) 
13. Things are all mixed up in my life. (Unlike me) 
14. Other people usually follow my ideas. (Like me) 
15. I have a low opinion of myself. {Unlike me) 
16. There are many times when I'd like to leave home. (Unlike me) 
17. I often feel upset about the work that I do. (Unlike me) 
18. I，ni not as nice looking as most people. (Unlike me) 
19. If I have something to say, I usually say it. (Like me) 
20. My family understands me. (Like me) 
21. Most people are better liked than I am. (Unlike me) 
22. I usually feel as if my family is pushing me. (Unlike me) 
23. I often get discouraged at what I am doin^. (Unlike me) 
21. Things usually don't bother me. (Like me) 
25. I can't be depended on. (Unlike me) 
2 3 2 
敎奋研究丨丨丨r愁 
本 問 卷 以 不 記 名 方 式 收 染 r ( 料 ’ 研 究 中 舉 生 的 自 我 觀 ’ 所 
有 料 絕 幻 保 密 ， 亦 不 作 個 別 济 認 ‘ 可 放 心 照 K 作 答 。 
一 般 自 我 觀 位 表 
以 下 2 5 題 是 關 於 你 割 自 己 的 看 法 ， 請 照 焚 作 答 。 
若 題 意 似 你 的 情 況 ， 詰 在 答 案 紙 上 （ 是 ） 格 內 作 " V ••號。 
若 題 意 不 似 你 的 情 況 ’ 請 在 （ 非 ） 格 內 作 " 厂 ’ 號 。 
若 清 況 介 乎 二 者 之 間 ， 詰 作 出 估 計 ， 選 较 近 的 一 方 。 
I . 我 常 常 希 望 自 己 是 另 外 一 個 人 。 _ 
： ！ 在 面 對 一 群 人 時 ， 我 烧 難 以 暢 所 欲 言 。 
3 . 如 可 能 的 話 ’ 我 會 娶 S 在 多 方 面 . 自 我 改 進 。 
4 . 對 我 來 說 ， 下 決 心 不 是 — 件 太 難 的 琪 。 . 
5 . 別 人 樂 於 和 我 在 一 起 。 
6 . 在 家 中 ’ 我 容 易 惑 到 不 快 樂 。 -
7 . 我 需 要 相 當 長 時 問 ’ 才 能 適 應 新 事 物 。 
8 . 在 同 ！ S 中 ， 我 很 受 注 目 。 
9 . 我 的 家 人 對 我 期 望 太 高 ° 
1 0 . 我 的 惑 受 ， 通 常 都 技 人 重 視 和 問 注 。 . 
I I . 對 人 對 事 ’ 我 很 易 琪 步 和 妥 協 ° 
1 1 俊 我 是 頗 不 容 易 的 （ 我 的 日 子 不 好 過 ） 。 
. 1 3 . 我 對 生 活 茫 禁 頭 緒 。 
1 4 . 他 人 常 常 附 和 我 的 主 意 。 
1 5 . 我 對 自 己 缺 乏 信 心 。 一 
1 6 . 我 曾 多 次 想 雜 問 家 庭 ’ 去 獨 立 生 活 。 
1 7 . 工 作 常 常 困 授 若 我 0 
I S . 我 的 相 貌 ， 不 如 一 般 人 的 好 若 。 
1 9 . 心 中 有 事 ’ 我 多 半 說 出 來 。 
2 0 . 我 的 家 人 了 解 我 。 
2 1 . . 我 不 如 普 迎 人 的 受 別 人 甚 愛 。 
2 1 我 常 感 到 家 庭 的 I S 力 。 
2 3 . 對 於 工 作 ， 我 常 感 氣 ‘ 按 ’ 難 堅 持 到 底 “ 
2 4 . 外 間 事 物 ’ 迎 常 不 f r 令 我 感 到 煩 惱 。 
2 5 . 我是不可依 V T i 的人。 
2 3 3 
A p p e n d i x 11 A c a d e m i c Se L f - C o n c e p t I n v e n t o r y 
The Michigan Self-Concept of Ability Scale [SCA] 
1 . How do you rate yourself in school ability compared 
with your close friends? 
A. I am the best 
B. I am above average 
C. I am average 
D. I am below average 
E. I am the poorest 
2. How do you rate yourself in school ability compared 
with those in your class at school? 
A. I am among the best 
‘B. I am above average 
C. I am average 
D. I am below average 
E. I am among the poorest 
3. Where do you think you would rank in your class in high 
school? 
A. Among the best 
B. Above average 
C. Average 
D. Below average 
E. Amoiag the poorest 
4. Do you think you have the ability to complete college? 
A. Yes, definitely 
B. Yes, probably 
C. Not sure either way 
D• Probably not 
E. No 
5. Where do you think you would rank in your class in 
college? 
A. Amoag the best 
B. Above average 
C. Average 
D. Below average 
E. Among the poorest 
2 3 4 
6. In order to become a doctor, lawyer or university 
professor, work beyond 4 years of college is necessary. 
How likely do you think it is that you would complete 
such advanced work? 
A. Very likely 
B. Somewhat likely 
C. Not sure either way 
D. Unlikely 
E. Most unlikely 
7. Forget for a moment how others grade your work. In your 
opinion how good do you think your work is? 
A. My work is excellent 
B. My work is good 
C. My work is average 
D. My work is below average 
E. My work is much below average 
8. What kind of grades do you think you are capable of 
getting? -
A. Mostly A，s 
B. Mostly B's 
C. Mostly C，s 
D. Mostly D's 
E. Mostly E's 
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